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FOREWORD
EV;~~ !~~~t:U?~~~J~~~~d:n~~::~h~!
and wherefores of design. Why did the designer adopt that
particular arrangement-what were his reasons? Why did
he choose different materials for the exhaust-valve and
inlet.valve seats? Why .. ,? Why ... ? Why .. . ? There
are hundreds, perhaps thousands, of questions which enthu~iasts would love to put to the designers of motor cycle
engmes.
If only it were possible to beard these designers-to get
round the table with them and discuss the engines, their
design and constructional features, point by point ...
This is the aim behind the material which comprises
this book. For the binh of the idea it is necessary to go
back to just previous to the war. In our handbook "Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them," we had evolved a
method whereby readers were led, step by step, to understand the construction of engines. In spectal series of
illustrations, parts were shown in their correct relative
proportions and in their proper relative positions; thus it
was easy to comprehend how everything fitted together
and to understand the IllllDD(r in which the completed
component functioned. Why should not this idea be
de\•eloped and applied to complete engines? The Motor
Cycle staff artists were enthusiastic. Theirs had hem the
honour-many, many years previously-of producing the
first perspective drawings of sectioned motor cycle engines
and the first drawings showing the internal mechanism
of a complete motor cycle. Thus what we term the
" Modern Engine" type of d rawing was born, a form of
drawing which, during the ensuing war, was to be copied
almost the world over for instructional purposes on guns,
aircraft, vehicles and all manner of other equipment.

This spet:ial explanatory type of drawing was essential
to our main theme which was not merely to disclose the
detail construction of engines but also to reveal the underlying reasons for the various features, whether of design or
choice of material. Would manufacturers be willing to
co-operate? The scheme was explained to them. lt was
puinted out that the whole basis was question and answer
-<:omplete, accurate answers. In direction after direction,

~~~ode:n ~e:~&~::~ :eg:n~ s~~~· ~~:CS~
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its
its continuing success-that the numbers in which the
articles have appeared have frequently been out of print
as soon as published.
Now, to meet the oft<xpressed wish, a first selection
of the articles has been compiled in the form of this book.
Apart from their value to the technically inclined and to
owners of engines similar to those depicted and discussed,
some of the articles have a special historic interest in that
they reveal the thoughts and beliefs of the designers at
the ~riod when their now famous engines first took shape:
-'flide the KTT Velocette and the late Harold Willis'
remarks, the "Speed Twin" Triumph, first of the modern
vertical-twins, and the overhead-valve Ariel Square Four ;
slight modifications have been made to some of the
designs shown in this book in the interim, but so slight as
to emphasize the remarkable skill displayed in the
original conceptions.
ARTHUR B. BOURNE,
Editor, The Motor Cycle.

Dorset House,
Stamford Street,
Lcndon, S.E.l.
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The 348 c.c. Overhead

nnshaft

KTT VELOCETTI
The Whys and Wherefores
of a Famous Engine Designed
Specifically for Road Racing

By "UBIQUE"
knows that, for years, the
E VERYONE
KTT Velocette was unique in being
the nearest possible thing to a genuine
T.T. model which was available to the
public. It was, in fact, designed and intended for road racing, and this must be
remembered when considering the following notes.
Looking at all the pans neatly laid
out on sheets of brown paper, I was at
a loss to know where to begin. Finally, ·
after discussing the point with Messrs.
Percy Goodman and Harold Willis-now,
unhappily the late Harold Willis-! decided to start at the top and work down,
yet in actual practice my first question
dealt with the cylinder barrel. "What
are the materials, and how are they
mated?"
Rather to my surprise I learned that
the silicon-aluminium-alloy jacket, with
its very deep radiating ribs, was "cast
on," the nickel cast-iron barrel, with its
corrugated outer wall, being heated and

placed in the mould before the alloy was
poured.
Mr. Willis did not think there was
much to choose between this practice and
that of pressing-in a liner or shrinking-on
a jacket, but actually Velocettes, he said,
had had slightly better results with the
practice outlined; it prevents the possibility of the liner "creeping."
The head, I gathered, was of heattreated "Y "-alloy, a metal chosen for its
light weight, strength and high thermal
conductivity. The head ribs of the KTT
are roughly 9in square in plan view, and

the camshaft casing and the boxes for the
enclosure of both valves and their double
hairpin valve springs are cast with d1e
head, so you can judge the importance
of a lightweight material.
Of course, I asked why these huge cooling fins were employed, suggesting that
it must be almost impossible for a considerable draught of air to reach the rib
roots.
In this matter Mr. Willis told me I
was correct, but that careful tests showed
that it was of greater importance to get
a big cooling surface right out into the

Boxes for the enclosure of the valves and
their double hairpin valve springs, as well
as the camshaft casing, are cast in one
with the massive " Y "-alloy cylinder
head. The drawing also shows complete
details of the camshaft assembly

The vertical-shaf t bevels are
mounted in bronze journal
bushes and are located by steel
rings. There is an Oldham
coupling between each bevel
shaft and the solid steel
coupling shaft. Note the
mounting of the gear-type
oil p ump

(Right) The deeply spigoted
cylinder and high-domed piston
tL ith pockets to clear the valve
heads

=-:'"-

than to rely on such air as might
::: pass the front wheel, mudguard,
-- :':ame, etc., reaching the roots of
·
That explains the importance
=::...p conductivity, does it not?
.-..;->' _ he pointed out that the joint
the bead and barrel, at the top
; :=e sp:got, consisted of a laminated
asber. Eacll of the four lamina- - :.S about 0.009in thick, and this
L.._,__;;
en makes a very satisfactory job
erect metal-to-metal contacts

:
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the head is approximately
::.=...--::::=ea!, the long-reach 14mrn plug
=c:=; ·;:_a=i high up and screwed directly
:=e :::ezd.
. ~- ::.= auestion was, " Why do you
-~ ·
C.:::cent materials for exhaust

c

and inlet valve seatings? "
"A hard aluminium-bronze
alloy is used for the exhaust
seat, because the high conductivity of this metal helps to
keep the exhaust valve cool
and, incidentally, its high coefficient of expansion helps to
maintain good contact with the
head casting at high temperatures.
"For the inlet valve, the seat
of which is apt to be damaged
by grit, a nickel cast-iron is
employed on account of its
hardness."
Pressed-in Seatings
" Ho_w are the seatings held
in position?" I then asked.
"The head is heated in an
electrical furnace to a temperature of 200 degrees C., and the
seatings previously mounted on
special jigs, are pushed home
very quickly. Speed is essential in this process, for as soon
as the seatings come in contact with the hot head, they
also expand and lock in position."
The pale gold of aluminiumbronze valve guides next
caught my eye. The high heat
conductivity and high coefficient of expansion, plus the
fact that this material is an excellent bearing metal, make it
very suitable for the purpose.
Add to this, ample lubrication
from the cam-box and the
very high finish of the valve

~~e::!~:~aFw~!;• a~~i! ~~~~t ~~~~ii~~

over long periods.
Incidentally, the valve stems work with

~~esdbe'fngdQ~JS~ t~tdtet~le~~~J
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0.003in for the exhaust.
"Why is the inlet valve ot larger diameter than the exhaust? " Both my
mentors answered this question. Perhaps
I may summarize their remarks by saying
that it is far more difficult to fill a cylinder by aunospheric pressure than to empty
it when the piston pushes behind and
there is help at certain vital speeds from
a specially designed exhaust pipe.
"The val\·es themselves? Well, the
inlet is made of a oobalt-ehrome steel
having high tensile strength and hardwearing surfaces. It has a throat diameter ot 11\in, and the stem is reduced
to the smallest possible diameter consistent with safety, so as to reduce port
obstruction. K.E.965 steel was chosen
for the exhaust valve because it retains
great strength at the very high temperatures at which it is called upon to work."
Value Timing
The port diameter of the exhaust valve
is l Ti:in, and the stem is approximately
tl;in larger than that of the inlet, and
the lift ol both valves is iin. Both have
moderately recessed heads, but whereas
the end of the inlet stem is hardened,
the material ol the exhaust is unsuited
for this purpose, so a hardened end-cap
is used.
I asked if the valve timin¥ were a
secret, but it was given me Without the
slightest hesitation. Checked with a
tappet clearance of O.OlOin in each case,
the timing is as follow s: inlet opens 55
degrees before top dead centre, and doses
65 degrees pan b.d.c.; exhaust opens
75 degrees before b.d.c. and doses 45
degrees after t.d.c.
One hundred degrees of overlap. Think
of it! That ought to get the inlet gas
columnmovingandensurethotthevalves
are well open when they will do most
good!
The correct running tappet clearances
ue: inlet O.O!Sin, exhaust 0.02Sin.
Even the details of the val\'e spring cup

and collet are of unusual interest. It
was pointed out that the groove in the
top of the valve stem IS extremely shallow in order to reduce the strength of the
stem as little as possible. T o make up
for this the split collet ~ so des1gned. as
to grip the stem, and under the wedgmg
action of the spring cup this grip is almost
sufficient without the groove.
Free to Rotate
The item which corresponds to the
usual spring cup (and is described as such
abo\'e) does not, in fact, fonn a direa
thrust face for the hairpin sp rings, the
looped ends of which are hooked on to a
separate steel spring abutment, loosely
mounted round the "spring cup." Thus,
at the expense of a little extra reciprocating weight, the valve is free to rotate,
a most desirable feature.
At their lower ends the valve springs
are tucked into longitudinal holes drilled

~~~ ~~~~ !~1\'~h~ed~~r:~d~~: ~r~~
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have, at each end, a tapped hole to carry
the fulcrum of a spring remo\'ing tool.
"What spring pressures are necessary
for this engine?" I asked.
"]..-leasured with the valve dosed, a
pressure of IIOlb, plus another lSlb for
the return sprin~ on the rocker, the latter
an important potnt which we will discuss
when we get there."
"Does the total enclosure of the valve
gear cause any kind of trouble in the way
of overheating?"
"No, the valve boxes have a large external area exposed to the draught and
the interior is cooled by a liberal circulation of oil."
" Some years ago you used a two-camshaft ra cing engine," I said. "Why, in
this engine, have you reverted to the
single-camshaft type?"
" I was about to mention that very
point," said 1\-lr. Percy, .. as it is a mauer
of some historical interest. The twincamshaft job, in spite of its theoretical
adva ntages, presented certain practical

difficulties. [Since overcome as recent
Velocette racing engines have demonstrated.-Ed.) It _was difficult to provide
reasonably acceSSible tappet adjustment,
and to enclose the mechanism-a point
which, as you know, we consider to be
important. Further, for the first time we
had trouble with the vertical shaft drive,
which could be traced indirectly to the
upper works of the valve gear."
Mr. Willis continued: "After much
experiment we found that the best allround results could be obtained from a
single-ca.mshaft engine if the rockers
could be held in constant oontact with
the cam. This led to the powerful hairpin r~ker return sp ring which you are
examming. At first this spring caused
scoring and rapid wear of ~e rocker heels
and cams, and we found lt necessary not
only to provide a jet of oil directly on to
the point of oontact between cam and
rod;;er, but also to face the heel of the
rod;;er with Stellite. These precautions
have been completc:ly successful.
Floatlng Bushes
On inquiry, I found that these rockers
are made from stampings of air-hardening, nickel-chrome steel oi 100-ton tensile
test. Between each rocker and its massi\'e eccentrically mounted pivot-pin is a
bronze floating bush.
"Why are the cams made separate from
their shaft?"
"Well, the cams, which are designed
to give constant valve acceleration and
deceleration are of a straight carbonsteel, deeply cased, and have 1 per cent
carbon in the case. The shaft is of 3
per cent nickel steel, case-hardened so as
to form a track for the driving-side roller
bearing. The cams are pressed and

r:

~rvC: side t~!h:O;~f~·nJ:b!~~~!r?~g
the other end o£ the shaft takes the endthrust from the be\·c:l gears."
"What about the \'ertical-shaft drive?"
"Most of it is standard, including the
upper pair of be\·els. The crown bevel is
bolted to its back plate by
four bolts, and the bolt holes
are elongated to provide a
half tooth adjusunent for
timing. The lower bevda
ha\'e been strengthened to
withstand the extra strains
imposed by high speed and
he~~:lv~:p!~~!;" beveh
and not the upper ones?"
"Because the shape of the
small-diameter bevc:ls o£
approximately equal si:te is
not so favourable to tooth
strength."
{Ltjl) l w mtll5t rigidllvi.s u

fwturt of th.t aat~lulwft
as,embly tmd cf tht <musuallv llturcw craukca5e. Th e
flyu.lrrd.s are made t.>f lrtot/rtiJI(IiCI"bo"s/ui.u.·hlieth'
uo11kpw llas a diamttu t.>f
flO lt.s.s tllo11 Jf ill. Bi~·tlld
r11llns ":tosiu··n~ 9 Ui m x
J/6iu llYt locatrd iu a
Du,allm:iucac·r

.. I note you retain the hunting tooth."
"Yes, the odd teeth in the verticalshaft drive distribute the loading as evenly
as possible. The venical-shaft bevels are
mounted in bronze tournal bushes, the
thrust being taken on the end faces. Steel
ring1 ue lightly pressed on to the shafts

:ar~~~ thTh!!"~ss ;:g~-= : u : :

of oil-hardened nickel-drrome steel beN·een each be\'e\ shaft and the solid steel
coupling shaft. This coupling shaft is

~~~C::d ~~~~be~:tJ : :c~!~i~~

asbestos-packed gland-nuts, and although

~ub~~:!:~='"~!~e'::woi' :::
KTT engine, .sllowing 111'

~:~~;~~~~"~.::f~:~dc:~a:1:/t

a>1d rockergtar. Tilt oil i$
pumped at the rate of 1{6th.
gallon a minut' to a chuk
l!alw,thtolJitelofwlrichi.sto
prevent oil setpag' from tire
tank to tk• crankcase whtll
th.etngin• i$1/a/ionary

~t ~:O~r t~n~nd~~!1 r~~~lbm~e i~ ;~~

mounting.''
The unusually narrow aluminiwn-alloy
crankcase is noticeable without need of
questions, and the sin$le-row caged roller
bearings on each s1de are supponed
directly under the massive walls in which
the main urength of the crankcase lies.
The only additional stiffening is provided
by shallow webs on the outside of the
drive side. As in other Velocette models,
the primary drive lies inside the final
d:i,·e, and therefore the engine sprocket

~~~j, ~rryt!it~ee o~~~~·no~~
for a multiplicity of crank bearings.

Immense Rigidity
A glance at the compact and irrunensely
~ crank unit with its single-row big·
e:1d a.ad comparatively narrow (+iin) flywb.eels, also at the smooth, web-less inte:ior of the crankcase, shows how that
ef!ect of slimness is attained, but here

~~~~~~e ~~!h~~:n~~ of?"

"'Heat-treated carbon Steel."
"' Why heat-treated?"
.. To prevent stretch in the shaft holes."
.. How are the crank axles fur:ed in the
frv.·heels?"

=~~ ~~s:!~~Y a:~:~\~in:Y~~i

.-..th the shaft, partly in the shaft and
pan)y in the flywheel boss. These shafts,
d 3 per cent nickc:l steel, are very slightly
ape:red so that the inner races of the

e:a:n bearings are securely locked when
~

home. The outer races are shrunk
=o the crankcase, so that they also are
::r::nly held."
Tbc:n I asked about that massive crank;'!!!. which adds so materially to the
~cy of the crank unit. It is made of
::.xkd-chrome steel, case-hardened to fonn
t:::r; inner race of the big-end bearing. The
diameter is liin, and the ends are

=

~~~~al~r~ida~dstf~~d'!rs~to ~~
~

.,·tuch fix it are of heat-treated nickel

=L
_ ea of f. in>< ,\in are employed. in
t:..e b!i-end bearing. These rollers are

~~inbe~~~~no~~~itth~:C!~~

bee so that only the end rings of the

~ea ~nthfoit~r;ii~· that the Dutal:=::::=l age is apt to wear the hardened
~.n, and the relief of the bars pre~ ~e to the roller track. This,
:/; ax:...~ is 1 fact, though it may seem
~ to beheve that more wear is caused
i:"r t::c ligb. t·alloy cage than the heavily
0

loaded rollers. The outer race of the
bearing is pressed into the connecting rod
big-end and a bronze bwh into lhe s.mall-

pression ratio of approximately 10.9 to 1,

~~eis~istSo ~~h ~U:ln~C:C:::.tt~~ ~~

md.

pockets are Conned in the sides of the
dome to clear the valve heads. The skirt

sile. "Of course," said Mr. Willis, "we
could use a steel with higher tensile
strength, but tensile strength is not the

"Why sand-cast?" I asked.
"Because it has given us better results
that way," was the reply.
There are small, venical ribs from the
gudgeon-pin bosses upwards, and there is
a circular rib at the le\'el of the boss
centres for maintaining the shape of the

m~ef:~s!~~J%:r~nfn~:C~~r-c~~! ~f o~e!~~:':t~rTy ~~~ll~y~ ~~~~c!!tade
steel, heat-treated to about 80 tons ten-

~~~ess¥-h'e r~~ri~~~clfi~ed~aJ~ !~

and polished on the outs1de. Th1s IS not
only useful for removing surface scale
and weight, but also tends to re\"eal surface cracks or flaws.''
Of case-hardened nickel-chrome steel,
the gudgc:oo pin is no less than tfin
diameter; it is hollow and is taper bored
at the ends to reduce weight. It floats
in the little-end of the connecting rod,
and is retained in the piston bosses by

3:~~;~rir!x~~!~~~ ~; ~s ~~~ o:~

are so chamfered that any tendency for
the pin to move endways tends also to
jamb the circlips in their g:rooves, rather
than to displace them.
In order to provide the standard corn·

;~r~nh;wo .~Th~;;',.~::..e ri'(t'ea~~

fonned, not hammered) and a slotted

~~c~in~;:i~:,u~di\'idually,

is adjus-

~~t ~he ~~~d~~~~Jh~:1f~df: 3t;a~~c./-

said Mr. Willis.

at "ZJ~3~~p~." eJt:a~ei;:l~ 2~ ~-:c&
r.p.m. in the nonnal course of evenu, and
may be run with safety up to 7,500 r.p.m.
for short periods, and wiU run up to
8,000, though this is considered to be
beyond lhe limits of reasonable safety.
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identical specifications, but designed and
made by dill'erent factories, one may be
a very ordinary performer and the other
have outstanding qualities?" I was asked
this question by Mr. Edward Turner,
managing director and designer of
Tri umphs. The answer, according to him,
is to be found in little differences spread

ovz r~v;Jt dtb?;' i~~e~~~W.
conversation
bearina:
because it ha• a definite
on what
follows. No, I am not goiniJ to compare
the Triumph Speed Twm with iu

ti~~~~FoU:r~ha:n~~~ r:~ry~ts!~
counterpart-but I think r.ou will be able
to follow the argument if you read Oil,

0

sign as a whole.
The Speed Twin was obviously Mr.
Turner's pet, because it was his latest
and most up-to-date design, but most of
his answers to my queries referred just as

well to the "Tiger 100," which is, of
course, 1 sportS edition of the Speed Twin.
My first "Why?", rather an obvious
one, concerned his choice of a twin instead of 1 single for an engine of 500 c.c.
"A twin," he said, "gives better torque
-twice as good, in fact, if, as in this case,
the firing intervals are equal. It has a
capacity for running at higher revolutions
without unduly stressing major corn-

Details of the built-up ~anluhaf~.
sllowi"1 llow tile U1l/~al jlyu.·Aeel u
sandWI(htd betu.'lmtlle /u·ocirclllllr
crllnlt clleeks-an a•·~angenunl w~icll
t•uuru grtal ~igidity. Tilt lrKMalloy connecting ~ods bea~ directly
on 11" cranltpins, bi<t tile . s~eel
~ring caps .lrav• a thin l1n1Hg
of 111.lrit• me/ul. Manganuer.wlybdenum sllel alloy i_s employed
for thl "anltduft, 111lru1l is immtnuly strong

ponents, and on account of its even torque
better at low speeds. It staru
more cuily and requires no exhaust lifter.
It is easier to silence, has better acceleration. better fuel oonsumption for the same
po'!'l'et, increased reliability and durability,
and it is better cooled. In fact, it is a
::I:UC:b more ag.reeable engine to handle."
These, I was assured, were only some
cl the reasons. However, I thought they
were enough tO go on with, and asked for
fw"ther information in regard to certain of
the points mentioned.
.. l,:t""ith regard to fuel consumption," I
said," is not the result rather uneJ[pected?
hit not true, in theory, that the single is
lbe most economical form of engine?"
"Yes," wu the reply. "On the face
cl it perhaps this is so, but in practice,
With this particular type of engine and induction manifold, the depression is more
o:mstant and blow-back is diverted from
the carburettor to the olhcr cylinder by
:!l.e design of the inlet pipe.
.. Further, for a given power output it
:s possible to use a far smaller choke,
wi:lcli implies better vaporization and
a:omization." Mr. Turner quoted figures
b" an output of 27 h.p., saying that
11 puUs

whereas a single would require a Hin
diameter choke, the twin would need a
diameter of only tfin.
Greater reliability and durability go
hand in hand, and they are inherent in the
twin design, lince the stresses on the oonnectiog-rod bearings, valve gear, etc., are
far lower owing tO the light weight of the
indi\'idual assemblies.

I was informed that in actual practice
the weight of lhe two piston~, rods, etc.,

~1 ;o=~er~~n rt~;~~- the1 ~mfal~t,":U~

a
h..:.

~~~ r~g1dity

is ulso a

featu~•

of tM

·~ ~f of 1he t>1gine. Tllt one-piece
~ ~~'"l .lraJ an unu.suully massive
~:no:luaU.uhtdto lhecrankcusebyeig.lrt
TW drallli"g dearly shows tJu ui~
t;>ou~l:wen tile two cylinders

J1

10

ll

there is no considerable difference between
the gear ratios of the twin and single, it

is almost fair to say

that,

for the perfor-

~oth~ o;u:s;c~ ~i\ si5~\.~c ~~or!~~
equivalent tO those of a 250 c.c. linglc.
Perhaps I should add at this point that
the inertia stresses brought about by stopping and starting the piston at the top
and bottom of each strOke may be by far
the most imponant in the whole engine.
Hence: the unportancc of lisht moving

~:;!~~!;!::d f;!':n:$ ::{,i~!~t;;,/:~1;

"'"'·
Expressed
loadina and

in figures, the inertia
centrifugal loading on the'
big..end of the single at top dead centre
of the exhaust stroke is approximately
4,800lb at 6,000 r.p.m., a nd that on each
big-end of the twm only 2,300\b at the

same revolutions.

My next question wu, "Why was the
vertical-twin chosen from so many possible types?"
I was told that this maner had received
the most careful consideration, and that
the \'ertical-twin with cranks at 360 deg.
(in line) was chosen as the best all-round
layout for the follow :ng reasons: - l t has
the best carburation possibilities of any
type of twin owin$ to its even firing impulses and short mduction pipes. It is
the most easily cooled of any type with
the exception of a flat-twin set across
the frarnc 1 and in the opinion of Mr.
Turner thts laucr arrangement allows less
latitude in d esign of many parts if unwicldiness is to be:: avoided. It can be
laid out as a straightforward manufactur·
ing proposition, and it can be made
extremely rigid. This last feature was
nrcssed as being of the highest import-

t:' s~~~ic!; i~ cC::r~idc:!'ii i~~~i~es~
1

under discussion, from the uurdy barrel-

crankcase to the monobloc cylinder
casting with its heavy eight-stud fixing
flange. Rigidity of imcmal partS is of
equal importance, and this point has not
been overlooked, as I will rC\'Cal later on.
shaped

Cran k Arran ge m en t

I put a question with regard to the
arrangement of the cranks, although I
knew the answer. "Why not cranks at
180 degrees?" The answer is twofold.
First, 1he advantages of even firing inlervals would be lost, and the carburation
would be correspondingly less satisfactory.
Scoondly, although the primary balance

~~:tr!'iu~te~~ a1 h~cr~~~le~u~u;,o~~~

advantages would be outweighed by the
disadvantages.
1
0
wa sn t~rJa~~att~h~hiba~~~~~e~f ~~a~~i.c~
twin with crankpins in line was slightly
better than that of the corresponding
single, for although the total weight of
tbe pans to be balanced is the same, the
suoke is less, and the counter-weighting

ili~rfes~ t~~~cchet:se~: tb~~~sgl~~
0

On the question of the built-up crankshaft consuucrion (the subject of a patent)
Mr. Turner had much of imcrC$t to say.
There arc good re:uons for the absence of
a middle _bcaring, since_ with comparath·ely
cl0$C cyhndcr centres Jt would be difficult
to provide an adequate bc3ring and to

wlli~hi$the$uper-sporuedition

of the
"Spud Twin." 11 .had a rolher h1gher
annp~us1onra1io

ensure correct alignment without adding
very considerably to the cost of manu·
facture.
Also, a middle bearing might have involved an outside flywheel, and extra
width and conflicting torsion effects
between the flywheel and the mass of
the internal balance weights.
The central flywheel system has, therefore, distinct advantages, and the method
of s.1ndwiching it between two circular
crank checks ensures great rigidity.
Incidentally, it is stated that the space
contained between these crank cbeclu and

~~~eru:~~~~~:f o~fc~~~~an~f

a manganese-molybdenum steel alloy, the
crankshaft is very Strong and the big-ends
are toughened by a special process. The
advantages of this steel arc ample strength
and rather lower cost than a suitable
nickel-<:hromc steel. Above all things,
the stiffness and rigidity of the crankshaft construction arc einphasizcd, and
careful measurement has shown no

ma~~it~e~:!~0 ?s a~~~:~ 5~the use

of a light alloy for the connecting rods,
for although it would be possible to produce steel rods of no greater weight, the
extra mass of metal available with the
light alloy helps to stiffen the beam to
a marked degree. There is another valu·
able feature in that the light alloy conducts the heat away from the bcanngs at
:

~~~~~~~~J:nst~clulr!t~e ~:i~~t~:it~

:~thiefn! ~ ~~~sfl~~t:!r:i~·~t"3io~~~
0

per sq in.
A bronze bush is used for . the gud·

~~J~~~ ~~~n~~nc~f~:a:u~~Ym~~t~

cause excessive clearance and hammering
of the bearing when hot if the cold
clearance in the unbushed small-end were
great enough for freedom.
The patent construction of the big-end
is unusual in SC\'eral respects. The rod
bears directly on the crankpin, but the
steel bearing cap has a thin lining of
white metal. This arrangement takes ad...antage of the high heat conductivity of
the light alloy, while the white-metallcd
cap acts as a safety valve since in the
unlikely event of oil failure the metal
would flow and prc\·ent a seizure.
The big-end bolts arc forged in one
piece with the bearing cap and project
upward, the nuts being abo\'e the centre
line of the big-end instead of below. This
a:rl~ge:ne:'!l sa'•es weight and, of areatcr

importance, it enables the diameter of
the crankcase to be reduced and thus increases rigidity. A nickel-chrome steel of
100 tons tensile strength is employed for
the combined cap and bolts.
A full-skirt type of piston is employed,
and this is nonnal except for the internal
webs designed to increase the rigidily of
the gudgeon-pin bosses and conduct away
heal from the middle of the piston crown.
In the case of the Tiger 100, slipper
pislons giving a higher compression ratio
are used.
Questions about the lubrication S)"stcm
revealed its extreme simplicity, which in
itself is a good guarantee of reliability.
One side of a double-plunger .Pump deJivers oil to the crankshaft vJa a small

~~u;~id'f~~c~~:is~~l o~~0foili~cs~fc~

Oil is delivered through the shaft to
the big-ends at a pressure of about 60lb

r:: t~~ i~c!d~

3

:; :h~·o~~..:C~shi c~d i~i~~~~
A relief valve at the end of the shaft
permits the remainder of the oil delivery
to fill the timing gear cover to a predetermined level, after which it overflows to
the crankcase and is returned to the tank
by the scavenge pump.
The difference between oil pressure and
\'Olume was stressed and, although no
figures were mentioned,. I think it may be
taken that the volume m the case of the
Triumph Speed Twin is sufficient to do
rather more than just lubricate the parts.
The oil is filtered on both sides of the
return pump--on the suction side through
a gauze strainer, and on the delivery side
through a felt filter.

the high coefficient of expansion may help
to minimize any increase in val\·e clearJ.ncc as the engine wanns up. The timing
i:earJ are cyanide-hardened, a modem process as applied to small gears by which
hardness can be obtained with close conuol of distOrtion.

A point of unusual interest is that the
rocker boxes are made of heat-treated
"V" aUoy. The reason given for this is
that the boxes are subject to considerable
stresses and to frequent temperature
changes. The material chosen is resistant
to deformation in these circumstances, and

so a good oil joint is retained between the
box and the cylinder head.
Finally, I asked if there was mucb
difference between the weight of the twin
and its equivalent single, and was told
that there is practically no difference, but
thal a slight advantage lies with the cwin.

Triumph Grand Prix
and Thunderbird

R igidity of B lock
Concerning the cylinder block there
arc two points to be men tioned. The first
is the great rigidity imparted to the whole

:"~~~i1:·~b~:C t~t~a~h~~~~~s:~~:~~

by eight uuds. The scoond concerns the
air space betv.·ecn the cylinders, which
mi$ht appear to be inadequate, especially

~t :~cl~~~~t~~~~~ ~~:n~~t~~~;

however, that a partial vacuum is formed
behind the cyl!nder bloc~ by its ~ssage
through the arr, and th1s depression is
sufficient to induce a draught through the
inter-cylinder spaces. A nickel-chrome
cast iron is wed for the block and provides high conductivity, ~ hard bore and
high resistance to corros1on.
The cylinder head formation is good,
and the \-alve gear, it was rcmark~d, is
neat and con,·cntent for this particular
layout. Inlet \-ah·es of "Silchrome" and
exhausts of an austenitic steel arc used.
The !after material is self-hardening and
has extraordinary tensile qualitiC$ at high
tempera lures.
A few further inquiries elicited the fact
thlt the cams are by no means designed
for maximum efficiency ; in fact, the cam
forms are identical for inlet and exhaust
vah·es. They arc just a good compromise
between efficiency, quietness and reliability.
The camshafts are located so high up
that the engine may be regarded as of the
high-<:amshaft type, and the enclosed
push·rods arc of Duralumin in order that

Ctllltd the Thundubird, the 6JO '·'· Triumph enGine is a
det·elopment of the Speed Twin and is no/able/er itslli&hlcrl{tl'
ot ~omparatively low ~.p.m. Bore and #relit a~e 7Jx82 as

'!Pe~i!~~~~~::/:;,:.~:,<;;:~"~of:.i7~ ft;~6~~;1 :~'!,:!~e;}t~:d

Tire 498 ~-~- Triumph Gr11>1d Prix t»!i»e was dtsif>ttd /1#
r11dn1 tn~ly. IVIrile based 0>1 the existi~! Ti&_e' 100, tlu powet
un1t IS spe~i11l throughout. The larft ~lml11S10>!S of tire ""/raJ
flywheel will be ~Oil~. EaGh 'ombus/10>1 dsamber has a high·
upa,uion, 'ost-l'on 1nsert, whi&h providu bQth val~·e sta/$ and
&PIITkiH&~pluf boss
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J.A.P. 998 c.c. Overhead-valve Vee-twin
_ -_ SITWELL Records, in Question and Answer Form, Design Details of the Latest J.A.P. Engine
Instead of a wet-sump, we: now have: a

~;JumJ

s;:::;: ~u~~~:-!~:~h;d :~

carburc:nor is of the: Amal nc:edlc: type:,
which allows a bc:uc:r and clc:anc:r mixture: at all r.p.m. Bore and stroke: of
the: l,Q96 c.c. engine: arc: 84x99mm rc:specti\·c:ly, and of both 998 c.c. c:nginc:s,

The new j.A.P. 9!)8 c.c. vutwin has light-alloy crlindtr
heads and cylinder Jackets,
tAelatlerwithcast-irOflliners.

VDl~u;t':zj~~~,;~t ty%

80 x 99mm.
All
about 125\b.

lilt

three engines weigh

"Can you c:numcratc:," I asked, "the:
main diffc:rencc:s, otherwise, bc:twc:c:n the:

threeenginc:s1"
"Yes; the: two o.h.v. engines differ
only in the: size: of thc:ir bore:. Bottom
balvc:s of the Jidc:-valvc: and o.b.v. engines arc the: same:, but the: s.idc:-valvc: has
coil ignition and ooly one: carburettor.
Twin magnetos and twin carburettors arc
used on the: ovc:rhc:ad-valvc: engines."

NEWS that J.A.P.s were introducing a
range of big-twin engines gladdened
the hearts of the many who remembered
the days when similar power units were
popular for machines sucl\ as Brough
Superior, O.E.C, Zenith and,. of coune
the famous Morgan three-wheelers. Fo;
12 or IS yean the resources of the J.A.P.
factory at Touenham,_ London, had been
Largely devoted to stauonary mgi.nc:!J, and
to speedway engines supreme on tracks
lhroughout the world. However, tO meet
an un~ubted demand for largc:-apadty
vc:e-rwms for both racina: and touring
Put_POSe! three new uniu nave b«:n

des1gned.

~r. S. _M. Greening, A.M.l.Mech.E.,
Engmeer, and Mr. ]. P. Rolando,
Chief_ Draught$rlllln, took me: to a small
eJ:pertmental shop at the factory where
components of one of the new engines
were laid out for inspection

Ot!d

cv:l!d; .. ~' .;f~ l::c:!t ~J~!ff. ~r;

has bc:cn dc:vc:loped," came: the answer,
"from the: 8/80 o.h.v. 998 c.c. twin used
in the: Brougb Superior, in speedway cars
lately, in the: Cooper racing car. It
15 evolved from the: engine: with which
Eric Fc:rnihougb broke: records."
"I hc:ar thc:rc: arc: to be: several
\"C:rsions,"l s.aid "What arc: they?"
"Thc:rc: arc: to be: three c:n£;inc:s--a
998 c.c. 0\"C:thc:ad-valvc:, a 998 c.c. sidevalve, and a 1,096 c.c. ovc:rhc:ad-vah·c:!'
''What arc:thc:irpurposc:s?"
"Both the: ovc:rhc:ad-vah·c: engines arc:
~sc:ntially for racing, but the: larger one:
1s for can and the: smaller for motor
cycles. However, there: will be: a special
low-compression version of both, suitable:

" I suggest, then," I s.aid, "that for
the purpose: of this anidc: we: deal from
now on almost entirdy with the: 99g c.c.
overhead-valve: engine:, since: it is essentially a motor cycle: engine: and serves IS
a base: for the: sidc:-vah•c: \"c:rsion as wdl;
but, first, why continue: with a vc:c:-twin,
when the modem tendency is towards
vc:nical, parallel twins?"
"Wdl, we: arc: tooled up for vc:c:-twins,
for one: thing. In any case:, we: wanted a
'thousand,' and a 1,000 c.c. vc:nical,
parallel twin would be: rather cumbrou1.
Moreover, we: arc: the instigators of the
vee-twin."
"Have you ever had any difficulty in
cooling the _rc:ar cylinder?" "No, never.
In fact, w1th this present engine:, the:
rear cylinder seems to keep almost too
cool I"
"Gc:ning down to details," I said" Why do you now use an Elektron crank·
case:?"
"For
lightness
combined
with
strength."
Oil Cont rol
" I notice: that the: rear crankcase mouth
is fined with a slotted and drilled baffle:
plate:!' .. Y~, the mouth is baffled in
order to control the: lubrication bias at
the: rear cylinder. The: four drilled holes
mc:rc:ly break up the: baffle: a bit, and the:
slot, obviously, is there: for the: con-rod."
Mr. Grc:ening then pointed out the:
hardened-steel linc:r shrw\k into each half
of the crankcase for the: main bearings.
"That brings us to the crankshaft and
flywheel assembly,'' I s.aid. "I notice:
you favour a built-up assembly."
"Yc:s,for strength. We: use high-duty
steel flywheels and high-dutr stcc:l mainshafu, which arc: pressed mto the: fly.
wheels and secured by largc:-diamc:tc:r
nuts. We: believe: in a partlllc:l mainshaft

~nd,

for ' Pool' pcuol and ordinary road use:.
The: side-valve: is, of course:, !01" rood use:
in motor qdc:t running on • Pool..'"
"Gc:nc:rallyspc:aking, whatistherenc:w
about the: latest enginc5?"
.. We: now use: an ' Elc:ktron' crankcase, light-alloy cylinder barrels cast with
cast-iron. liners, and light-alloy cylinder
heads With, of course:, valve-seat i.asens.

Two rolln bellrings 011 tile ~~i~'fl sitU and 01'141 beDring 011 the
timing sitU supptwt tJu. jlywJu.tl .usembiJ.
Two uf>Drtd•
bearings "" employed at tile big-en4 (DISD ue f>Dit 16). TU
jrOfll &ORnUiing rrxl."s big-end eye is for/tell rtNn4 tlw ""'
connuting ro4. Two B. T.-H. mDpetos, bevtl d~i•'fl•, "" filtttl
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Moreover, centre punching, for instance,
could spoil either the head of the nut or
the thread on the pin."
" I see tha t you use double-row rollers
for the big-ends. Why are they staggered,
and what is their size?" "They are
staggered in order to
strengthen th~ cage and
the size is :hn diameter
by !in long."
"Why use rollers, and

no~ ~!f:: =~~!? :ould
not stand up to the load

~inhXhf~P~~~ j br;~

A doubl-aing oil pump i$ d,iL•en
bywt»'mgtof

assembly-that is to say, the shafts arc
not a taper fit-for the u kc of rigidity.
The recesses you sec in the flywheels arc
for balance."
"What arc the diameters of the mainshafts?"
" Timing side is lin, and drive tide
1,\in. Carrying the bigger load, the
drive s.ide is made larger in diameter."
"And the main bearings~" "On the
timing side we use roller bearings size
iin diameter by !in long running in a
Duralumin cage. This size it ch<ncn with
panicular regard to the load and convenience for design. On the drive side we
have a double-row roller bearing-size,
/tin diameter by ,\in long-also runnina
in a Duralumin !;age. This bcarina will
stand up to the bigger load on the drive
side, and it, too, is convenient for the
design."
" Why use Duralumin for the cages?"
" For hghmcss: inertia fling with, uy,
bronze cages would cause wear on the
mainshafts."
"And these washers:? " I asked, pointing to two wuhcrs on the mainshafts, one
on each side of the flywheel. "They are
phosphor-brom:e thrust washen," was the
answer, "put there to locate the flywheels
in the crankcase. They aCl as distance

~~~~n~~~~~!b~~~:n~t of~~w~;~
&eh washer, as you see, has four linle
oil-a:rooves on each side for lubrication
purposes."
Acce nt on R igidity
"I suppose you use a parallel fitting
for the crankpin, too?"
"Yes, for accuracy and rigidity. Each
flywheel bolts up against a la~e-diameter
shoulder machined on the ptn, and the
pin is SCI;Ufed by largc:-d1ameter nuts
which face against the outside of each
flywheel. The accent is on rigidity."
" I see there is no locking device for
these nuts-nor for those that sec,ure the
mainshafts."
"No, the nuts and faces are made dead
true, and the nuts will not come loose.
We do not advocate locking devices, or
it would be difficult tO know when to stop.

usembly."
" That seems quite dear," I said.
"Now we come to something a bit more
complicated. Can you please describe the
build-up of the two bia-ends into an
assembly?"
"Cenainly. As you see, one of the rods
has a fork end, and the two are assembled
:ogether. The inner rod runs on 58 needle

~~~~e..!~~i~ydi~:Oeth~:d~~~~~f~cr:~i~ee:!

which are peened on to a hardened-steel
liner pressed into the big-end eye. These
needle rollers in rum run on the outs.idc

~: ~r~~1~:~~ s~~~e 'Th~~=b~

rods run on the rollers in the Duralumin
cage already mentioned, which is, of

course, positioned on the crankpin. These

caged rollers actually bear on the inside
of the hardened-steel sleeve. You will
notice that the fork end is bridged for
added rigidity. It should be pointed out,
too, that the hardened-steel sleeve has
three different diameters in order to avoid
distonion of the rod and damage to the
race when fitting. Outside diameter of
the sleeve on its bearing surface is Hin."
Why Forlfed1

"What is the advantage ol this forkedrod arrangement?" "It obviates the
necessity for offsetting the cylinders, and
therdore the enaine can be less bulky."
"Anything special about the conrods?" "They are made of high-duty
steel and are highly polished to make sure
there are no cracks or defects."
"Couldn't you use light-alloy rod,_
say R.R.56 ? " "We should have to have
much larger rods if we used that material,
in order to make sure they were sufficiently suong."
"Now we have arri\·ed at the smallends and pistons," I said.
"Yes; each small-end has a pressed-in
phosphor-bronze bush. Fully floating,
circlip-located gudgeon pins are employed.
The pistons are made of low-expansion

~~i:;:~;:~o;:· hie~~;:rth!k~dg=
pins are taper-ground. Each piston has
two compression rings and one scraper.
Bosses inside are webbed to the crown for
strength. For suitable compression ratios,
the pistons are domed in shape, and they
have machined flats for valve clearance."
"What are these compression ratios? ..
" For alcohol fuel, the 998 c.c. and l,o%
c.c. engines bol:h have a compression ratio
ol14 to I; and their ratio for' Pool' petrol
is 7.2 to l. Ratio for the side-valve ronningon'Pool'isabout6to l . Pistonclearances are 6 to 8 thou at the bottom of the

skin when cold. Incidentally, n01e the
drain-back oil holes below the bottom
(scraper) ring and in the scraper ring
groove."
" 1 presume you employ alwninium
alloy for the cylinder barrels and heads
in the interests of better heat distribution,
better coolinJ, and lighmess?"
"That is nght. The barrels have largediameter fins and cast-in, cast-iron liners.
Four holding-down bolts are used, of
,r.,in diameter high-tensile steel, and the
barrels are spigoted into the crankcase to
a depth of "!\in. Integral with the crankcase, the bolts go right through the cylinder head and sei;Ufe that as well, with
sleeve nuts."

material is used for the
~TCS? " "K.E.96S for both val\·es. lt
s :a material that can withstand both
~ and heat. Although we need not
:=Lly use K.E.96S for the inlet valve,
~ keeps cooler than the exhaust, we
::o so in order to make quite certain.
Y.co will see that there is a hardened-steel
d-ap on the top of each valve1 on which
:=.c: rocker bears. This cap IS free to
:=:l, and it is put there to prevent wear
d. the vah·e stem. Incidentally, port
~etc:rs are: inlet 1 21/32in, exhaust
! 33 64in. Stem diameter is ll /32in for
~

.

Seots and Guides

• Sow, what about these val\·e-seat in~?"

Timfng·geor Feafu,.ea

W:~h;!a~?~• T~,ked~ ·Fw~~~ :~:~r~~

the mamshaft pinion," came the reply.
•• This steel main shaft pinion drives the
front camwheel, which in rum drives the
rear camwheel. Each camwheel deals
with one cylinder and carries two cams,
inlet and exhaust. The rear camwheel
also drives the rotary crankcase breather
valve, which we can diii;Uss later. A
Torrington, needle-roller bearing is u$«1
for the front camwhed, and a Skefko
ball bearing for the rear one."
"Why different bearings?" "Simply
because of the size and geomeuy of the

~~ij~v~ee:;-ch~J:"~~ r~e:-:?J;
floating1 phosphor-bronze bush.

•'IX'b.at

The1r

~~ot ~~~gare~~~r':£ a~~ca~~ds~~~

ref~j;~~{"~P a push-rod. "What can
you tell me about these?" I asked. The
answer was, "For lightness and strength,
we use hollow, Duralumin rods. The
Dutalumin expands approximately with
the cylinders and heads, so we are n01
uoubled by di1ferentia1 expans.ion. Each
push-rod has a hardened-steel ball-end
at the boctom and a hardened-steel cup
at the top. The rods are l4in long by
f.-in outside diameter, and each is fined
with a return spring located by a shoul·
dered sleeve and washer. These springs
are put there to keep flutter away from
the rods on their rerum downwards.
Drawn-steel tubula r push-rod covers are
located over guides which are screwed into the crankcase."
I noticed that access to the inside of
the aluminium-alloy roc;ker box could be
obtained simply by removing one nut and
the co\·er. I saw the ball-end roc;ker
adjusters at the push-rod end of each

"They are shrunk in, and austenitic
ztJC tS used for the inlet, while aluminium.:n~CU is emplo)·ed for the exhaust. Ob-~Y we cannot use the same material
br both, because of the difference in ex;a::Won that would be brought about by
::le
dJiferc m temperatures. We use
;ttJSPbor-bronze, pressed-in valve guides;
~ the spark.i n~ plug is screwed dirc:<;tly
: » the alumintum alloy of the cylinder

"""-"
• Please

comment on the combustion-

"InbcrU:~~r~~sd o~ci=~~...:

hemispherical combustion chamber.
mlet pons are olfset to make room
ix tvo"O carburettors, and the exhaust
;a-3 ue also slightly olfset to make room
~-ticularly in order to dodge the frame
~ dov.n-tube of a motor cycle. In the
=-eats of highest efficiency we have
=-o c::uburettors on the o.h.v. engine.
~ overhead-valve engine is des.igned
;r=ui)y for raci ng. Moreover, if you had
:c.'! one carbureuor with such a tall,
~Under engine, the difference in ex~ between the induction manifold
.= the cylinders might cause trouble
1

:-::.=:

with leakage. One c::uburettor is entirely
suitable for the side-vaJve version, since
the engine is not so tall and we do not
want the last ounce of power from it.
A single carburettor has the obvious advantage of being less costly than tY.."O."
"Good. Now let's tackle the lubrication system, which, as you have ~lr~dy
said, works on the dry-sump prmctple.
Can you please describe the cycle of
events?"
"Certainly. First, it must be pointed
out that the oil is circulated by a doubleacting, gear-type pump driven off the
timing-s.ide mll..Dshaft pinion by a worm
gear. From an external tank, the oil falls
by if1vity to this pump, whence it is
pumped via the timing-side mainshaft
and a drillinJ in the flywheel to the crank·
pin, where 1t bursts out to lubricate the
big-ends. From the big-ends, the oil is
released to lubricate the pistons. Then it
falls by aravity into the sump from where
the return side of the pump takes it back
to the tank. That is the main part of
the system."
Rofory Breath•r

seem•

"And it
put:ectly clear; but what
about rocker lubncation, etc?"
"Ah-to understand the system of
rocker lubrication we must go back tint
tO the rotary crankcase-breather valve.
Driven by the rear camwheel, this valve
operates on the down-suoke of the pistons.

~!f~eb~:::~ma~ w~tb ~
0

in the rotary valve. The 'release' is led
into a small compartment in the crankcase,
and thence some of it is piped to the rear
chain for lubrication purposes. You appreciate, of course, that the 'release'
contains a certain amount of oil.
"In this small compartment, pressure is
set up. Practically all the air 'breathed'
will go out to the atmosphere, with a little

1

:C:~ ~~~eci~~n~ea~h~p:~k~~~:d

Powe,. Output Figures

"What," t · asked finally, "is the maximum power output of all these new
engines?"
"On aJcohol fuel, the 1,096 c.c. overhead-valve develops 95 b.h.p. at 6/X)O
r.p.m., and with a lowered compression
ratio for' Pool' petrol, the same Cfl&ine develops 65 b.h.p. at 5,000 r.p.m. No figw"es
are yet available for the 998 c.c. overheadvalve, but they should be approximately

~~.~.~~;.t ~~~fliJ~~~~.e~~l~p:~~~ops

rod<u.

in a steel block which fits over the \·:liveguide extension."

~~~an7ar~~!~' !'PI:Jo=: a~;

front of the timing cover. The revolution-indicator drive is taken oiJ the same
shaft. The two Amal carburettors are of
10 TT type, each with a single, large-size
float chamber."

I took a deep breath at the thought of
these high figures as I shook hands with
the two men so intimately connected with
them.

•· What are the rockers made of? " I
inquired. "They are high-tensile steel
stampings runnmg on needle-roller
beanngs."
is ·;e~fri~J: ~h:!le~j~ ;• :~~uk!a~~~~
and needle rollers are easier to lubricate
sincetheynecdlessoil."
"I see you employ hairpin valve-springs;
b;.~t why have them exposed when the
modern tendency is towards enclosure? "

oil for the rear chain. The remaining oil,
and a little air, will collect on the lower
part of the comparunent, from which a
pipe is taken to each rocker box. The
lower ends of these pipes have a 1/llin
clearance above the bottom of the compartment, to pick up the oil. In order
to prevent the oil from attaining a continuow stream upwards, a small hole
(40 thou) is drilled in each pipe iin above
the lower end. Each little hole eff«:tively
breaks the column of oil.
" Once inside a rocker box, the oil,
dischari;ed from the pipe, is split by a projection or boss. Part of the oil now
passes along galleries and throua;h drillings
to each rod:er bearing, and the remainder
drops into a &mall reservoir which distributes the lubricant to the valve stems.
Ball ends of the rockers are effectively
lubricated by oil mist. Now the oil drains
back through the push-rod tubes into the
timing chest, where it lubricates the
timing gear, and thence into the crankcase. The push-rod tubes are made oiltight by synthetic-robber seals at their
lower ends and a close fit at the top.
Incidentally, with this system, the rocker
box must be air-tight, and, indeed, it is
air-tight."
"That seems to have covered most of
it," I said. " I see you have two single
B.T.-H. magnetos on this o.h.v. engine."
"Yes," came the answer. "They are

Delt>ilS of/M interuti11g big•e11d bet>ring
arra11gement r»lli'A has a dwpkJt t;tJgtd
rollt rbea,.ingswpportingllltS/telslteiH!and
nted{e rol{en for tA• innn- tonnuting rod
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A 7 Twin

Unit, With Answers from B.S.A. Technician s. By HARRY LOUIS
with the flywheel are additional bobweights. On the drive: side at lh:e ~in
bearing, the shaft measures l im di3meter, the timing-side bearing journal
measures liin diameter, and the bigend journals are l. 46in diameter. Each
crankshaft assembly is individuaUy balanced within narrow limits; the big-end
journals and the timing-side o-ankshaft
journal are induction hardened, and
ground and polished to a superfine
finish.
Oil hardening, high-carbon, nickelsteel, H-section connecting rods, with
conventional 'Plit big-end eyes, are employed. Big-c:nd bolts are in high-tensile
nickel-chrome steel. Bearing liners are
steel-back, lead-bronze, with indiwn
flash. At this point Mr. t.-l.unro chipped
in. "We shouldn't overlook the importance of the indium flash-indiwn is
nearly as expensive as gold, by the way
-which is diffused into the suriace of
the lead bronze. It provides an amazingly high resistance to instantaneous
overloading and it is therefore particularly advantageous during running-in of
a new engine."
Gudgeon pins measure 1T'~ in diameter, are taper bored, and are in nickelchrome steel, case hardened and tern-

='\1 weight of the two pistons com-

;:itte with rings and gudgeon pins, plus
=a: p~ of the connecting rods. assessed
u
reCiprocating mO~iOn, n:ught be
~er than with a s~gle-cyhnder en~e of similar capacny, the inertia
:.oading will be lower by reason of the
~erstrokeofthetwin."

Sext, I asked the reason for the semiconstruction achieved by bolting
gear box to th e rear of the crank"That arrangement gives a com;IICI: unit," said Mr . .P~r~ins, "and
:=ales for the uunost ngidity. Hence
=.~e are lower mechanical losses in the
;=nary drive." Mr. Hopwood pushed
=.e point funher: "~ere is also _the
1:tr2ction of weight savmg by the ehm:=:arion of engine plates between crank.::nc and gear box and by the reduction
= the fra:nc member lugs." Mainten.E:Xe was easier because a primary chain
a.!'usunent could be: made very quickly
=-r resetting a slipper, which did not
=n the rear chain had afterwards to
.:>e readjusted as with a separate gear
.:ex desi gn.
• otd you encou nter any snags with
~ bolted-up arrangement during the
:!r;rlopment ~tages? For .instar:ce, did
J:::T bother anse in connecuon with heat
~erence to the dutch; did you find
=..c the engine and transmission noises
~ accentuated?"
The answer was,
•So, trouble with heat transference
~ arose and, on the subject of noise,
reil, the A7 has gained a high reputa:a:J. for quietness."
The crankshaft is a one-piece forging
z 65--l:on, .Jt per cent nickel, toughened
t::ed., The crankshaft has integral bob~u and a flange in the middle to
-!Udt the flywheel is bolted. Formed

=t
~

~.

T wo sep arate ~:alve
spring IL'tl/s, with an
airspacebttwun them,
are formed in the
cylinder-h~ad
casting.
The .hutd is retained
by nine bolts, <me of
which is in th e middle
to pnvenl distortion
and give a good joint
seal. Lighl·alloyrocker
boxes are bolted independently to the head.
Rockers operate dired
<m the steel spindles

TH;ell~~i~:~·::as~~~~"::~

wealth of teclmical experience. At the
bead of the table: was Mr. H. Hopwood,
Olief Designer (Motor Cydes), who was
"in" on the designing o£ the highly
tuccessful vc:nical-twin that suuted the
trend in 1938. And it was a vertical-twin
-the B.S.A.. Model A7, introduced in
1946--1 had journeyed to the Small Heath
works tc discuss. Supporting M r. Hopwood was Mr. H . Pc:rkins, Assistant
Chief Designer; he laid down the A7
engine and it was., in M r. Hopwood's

words, "Mr. Pc:ckins' baby." Further
suppon came from Mr. D. W. Munro,
M.I.Mecb..E., of the Technical Depanmcru, who has a reputation for his tc:d\n.ical writings and hi$ predileaion for
technical chit-dun.
Mr. Munro was not long in propounding a theory that deserved a verbatim
note. "I maintain," aaid D.W.M., with
eyes a-twinkle, "that the balance of a
vertical-twin is better than that of a
single. T rue, the two types of power unu
are identical in d)"'QQ'11ic balance. But in
a four-stroke cycle, the inertia loading

on the compression nroke is minimized
or may be completely opposed by the
combustion pressures. Now with a veni·
cal-twin there is a firing stroke for every
crankshaft revolution; with a single
there U one firing stroke every othn
revolution. Hence a graph curve about
a neutral datwn showing the unbalanced
forces in a single-cylinder machine would
show a hwnp indicating eadt exhaust
stroke, whereas in a venical-twin the
exhaust strokes would, by comparison,
be shown as a lesser variation from a
straight line."
We reached that stimulating observation at the tail--end of a list of reasons
for lbe adoption of a venical·twin engine. It was pointed out by Mr. Perkins
that B.S.A.s had been following closely
the development of multi-cylinder engines; lbe factory had had mudt experience with twins, and engines of that
type were in production during the first
World War. It was foreseen that while
the single-cylinder engine was far from
on its way out in public favour, there
was increasing demand for engines that
were smoother and quieter in operation.
The venical·twin has those merits.
.. And," added Mr. Hopwood, "it is
neat 11.nd compact and will fit comfort·
aNy in a conventional frame; it can be
cooled adequately and gives good ac:cessibility for maintenance."
Then emerged another consideration
connected with inertia loading. M r .
Hopwood pointed out: "Though the

~
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pered; they are of the fully floating type
retained by wire circlips. Pistons are of
B.S.A. design and are cast in silicon·
aUoy, whidt has a very low IXdficient
of expansion. Eadt piston has two corn·
preuion rings and one slotted scraper
~g.sta'?'t':!kei,si~n ~~~~ ;~ 7 to l. On
"This monobloc cylinder casting is
unusual in the arrangement of the push·
r?d runnel," I observe~. "Would you
give me the considerations that led up
to that layout being adopted?"
"Oh, yes," volunteered M.r. Perkins.
"The idea of the push-rod tunnel at the
rear was to obviate any obstruction to
cooling air impinging on the cylinders.
There is adequate air flow between the
two bores with outlets round the sides
of ~e push-rod tunnel. The one·piece
cas!Ulg gives rigidity and is enUnemJy
sound practice providing the design
allow~ good cooling.
Incidentally, the
matenal used is iron, as you can see,
and the bores are hone finished."
"And arising from this layout, is the
attraction to be able to employ a single
camshaft with a resulting simplification
of the timing gear?"
I queried.
"Agreed," came the reply.
The iron cylinder-head casting includes the valve·spring wells on which
fit the light-alloy rocker boxes. Mr.
Munro added, "You will note that those
wells are distinct and separate from each
other with a lateral air space between
them. That is imponant; the air space
ensures proper cooling, and since one
well is for the exhaust valves and the
other for the inlets, the temperarures of
the wells will be vastly different in normal running conditions, By keeping the
wells separate, there is no chance of one
w.ell 'pulling' th e other owing to the
~~~e~~~u~~~~fr!~~;~si~~~.. hence differNickel-chrome iron valve guides arc: a
press fit in the cylinder head. The shallow !;UpS to receive the valve springs

7
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A ~/urdy, one-piece crankshaff ha~ a bolltd-onjlywhul. _The shaft is sup~ttd by a
journal ball bearing on the dnve sode antf a long, large-dtameter plain beartng on the
timl"gsick
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making contact with the head.

" Thus,"

shaft is carried and located by a large
deep-groove, ball jo11tnal bearing on the
drive side. On the timing side there is
a steel, white-metal-lined bearing, !:tin
in length; the bearing area is thus Hin
long by l iin diameter.
'· That long, plain bearing gives good

~i~~~-ea~er:~~''!e;sthhea~uf,' !~d~~
to the valve springs."
Inlet vah·es are in 3i per cent nickc:lned. with a high ~;arbon oomeor. Jessop
GZ nidu:l-dlromc ausu:nitic steel IS employed for exhaust valves. The coil

•

•~1!'/( at:r~e '~·nkp~~~:. I.. c:=·~'"j~;

~ve ,.!r:e~i'cuft~en0 ;>~~~~~si!,e :i~

hin lift. Sprmgs are retained by a
collar and split, taper collets. Vah·e
stems arc fined with hardened steel endcaps on wh ich the adjustable rocker ballends bear.
"You will have seen," said Mr. Perk~ s, "that the head is held down by
mne bolts. The rocker boxes are independently bolted to the head so that the
nine boils have one job-to hold the

~l!:t~/h:~drJ~u~~nJd~;l.i,A<!:J
one of the boils is plumb in the middle
of the head; it is an important bolt because it prevents the chance of distortion and plays a big pan in making a
good joint."
" You employ separate light-alloy

=:~ ~!:rin~e:r~ier;ft~· t~~w~hn~~:

head, so eliminating joints be!:ween
boxes and head and also, pon ibly,
obtaining a stiffer ensemble?"
" Integral rocker boxes may seem an·
attractive proposition;• said Mr. Perkins,
"but adequate cooling can be difficult to
achie;·e; furth ennore, the differences in
thicknesses of metal inevitable in such a
casting might encourage distonion."
Manganese· carbon,
case- hardening
steel is used for the iin diameter rocker
spindles; each spindle is supponed not
only at the ends, but also in the middle
by a ribbed boss in the casting; the boss
separates th e two rockers. Very niff, yet

Power cun:e of th1 i. [)S c.c. A; twi>l

light in weight, the 3 per cent nid.el,
case-hardening steel rockers opera te
dire!;t[y on the spindles {in other words,
ther~ are no _rocker bushes). "The best
poss1ble beanng," said Mr. Hopwood.
Ends of the rocker arms are cupped to
recei;·e the solid steel push-rods. "Is
there no difficulty with lubrication of
those ' upside down ' cups? " I queried
"No. "_Ibe contact surface gets adequate
lubricau~m and an advantage is that the
cu_ps wLil not hold water that might
anse from condensation; hence there is
no chance of sludge--or e;·en rustfonnation," said Mr. Perkins. He went
on to mention that the absence of a cup
on the push-rod and a ball end on the
rocker meant a saving in weight.
A specially imeresting point is that in
the sides of the rocker boxes are detachable Duralumin plugr-one for each

~:~·:d":r~.:~ ~J;e;~~:r g:~e v~~v:st~~

end cup. There are, of coune, screw
caps to give access tO the loc::k nuts and
adjuster heads.
The crankcase is an extremely robust
al um inium-alloy casting. The crank-

chann. You will note, too, that the
crankshaft pinion is as dose as possible
to th e bearing, which ensures accurate
running of the pinion. The main oil feed
to the big-end bearings passes through
this crankshaft bearing, which is thus
almost awash with oil. This auemion to
rigidity and lubrication pays dividends
in quiet timing-gear operation. Concentrauon on eliminating e;·en a min«
source of noise in the timing gear is welt
wonh while, because the train of pinions
tends to magnify or 'throw up' noise."
Spur pinions of the timing gear are
-jl5in wide.
Meshing with the crankshaft. pinion, _and positioned above it, is
the mtermedLate pinion, the spindle of
which is supponed by phosphor-bronze
bushes !in long by !in in diameter; one
bush is in a crankcase boss strengthened
by webs in the casting, and the other
bush is housed in the inner timing co;·er
which thus fonns an outrigger plate. The
pinion spindle protrudes through the
bush and carries the dynamo driving
sprocket.
Meshing with the intennediate pinion
is the camshaft pinion which, in turn,
drives the magneto with its auto-ad \-ance
mechanism.
"Special attention h.as been given to
obtaining a rigid camshaft," mentioned
Mr. Hopwood. Then Mr. Perk:ins added,
" The material is manganese, case-hardening steel and the shaft and cams are
in one piece. There are three !in x !in

or-bronze bushes supponing the
The tappets and guides are
;:; .molar ma terial to the camshaft. A
~ is fonned at the top of each
~ which operates in the cup forged
::::x- lower end of the solid push-rod."
F.c:ed on the outer face of the ca.mp;..•uon and turning with it is a
~ valve which operates in a boss
a ::.e inner end-co;·er of the timing
.=.s.. "' This looks a rather more dabo":IP: =~ther than on many engines," I
cd.. " Why? "
'll"e ~~o·anted a really effective breather
e:e prepared to go to some trouble
c::::: ;t." said Mr. Perkins. "Not only
:::.e A7 to be a smooth, quiet engine,
JdO 1t was tO be clean, which means
&.--~en.
How far we succeeded
_ :!:.;s breather can be gauged from
-.c. fact that even at maximum crank..-: :-eo.·olutions, there is still a depres.;:~ the crankcase-something of an
~ent.
The engine has gained a
~fo r oil-tightness."
:"!::!c:::::L we staned to discuss the chain
drive; this drive is enclosed by
IlK GCter timing-chest cover and is re. _ !:-om the timing chest proper with
:1-ru.haft and magneto driving
~L

sllte than 55lb, and the oil by-passing the
valve fiows into the timing chest."
" Wha t is the cap3city of the pump?"

pi~,t~!~·~?~d t~r ~'t;.J'J:,s:ft~r';:~~
suiting a chart. "And the retlltn pump
will p3ss 177 pinu an hollt at a similar
crankshaft speed."
The rockers and valve gea r are lubri·

~~edJ~ aoif~~n~::r ~~;;r~~ P::._~~
spindles and emerges through a hole under
each rocker ann to lubricate the val;·e
guides. S11tplus oil drains down the pu~h
rod tunnel past the tappet guides into the
crankcase.

When examining this arrangement, I
said, " Would one not obtain a more
positive supply of oil by taking a b)·-pass
0

~' ~:O~ti~~~.of ~e~P,umfg~;ed Mr.
Munro, "but the amount of oil required
' upstain' is not very great and the present system does the job admirably with
the uunost simplicity. Can one ask for
more? "
"What does the power cun·e of this
fine engine looks like?" was my final
question.
"Here's the graph," said Mr. Munro.
" Take it away with you-the figures are
no secret!"

650 c.c. B.S.A. Golden Flash

~y

the separately enclosed drive
wt.y chain drive?" was my next

• Perk:ins replied: "With a high~ce engine such as the A7, the
~ accurate timing given by gear
_ :: ~ desirable for camshaft and magThe same accuracy is not necesIK""'" !or dri\·ing the d)·namo.
To ha\·e
=-red gear drive for the dynamo
bve increased the chance of
~ noise in a design on which
~blepai n stosecu resilenceh.ad

:.==. ~ded. Another point is that
:elK ::t:.a:::l LS lubricated by grease, and

-·

:1111:1. ~ possibility of oil from a timing

~

:eaching the dynamo is elimin-

~

byout makes it necessary to
:xxh inner and outer timing
I obserYed. "Presumably the
~ . .:ost and complication are worth

~•

a:!.

;teU..!!"e is maintained for the
·~--ed bearings?" I inquired.
relnse ;·al;·e--detach-

~e

A t~ain of pinions dri~·es the (.llmShtJfl and l_he mtJgnt/o. Th e i>1nu tin1ing_-chtsl covtr provides
tJn outrigger bunng fo~ the inltrmtdlate fi>Zio_n. F11/td to /he cam~htJ/1 p1111011 is the b~eathtr
optraling in the inntr covtr boss. Cham drwe to the dy>~amo ss '" a separtJ/e compartment

:;x 11r1y-at the front of the
~ _l

set to pus oil at 551b/sq in
As you might expect,
_-;r;;;;=;~nt~s a far higher pres-at~ :1 ~:.

Big brothe~ of 1114 SOOc.c. Al, tlte 6S0c.c. (70x8/mm) B.S.A: Golde" Flash engine bs
large~ d1a,neter limi11g- and drive-tide shafts and, also in ktepmg wllh the greate~ en~;ine
(.llpacity, tt"tn more efftcliv_tly cooled cylinder head$. Ccmnecling ro.ds are of light alloy.
Unusual tiOWtJdays, lilt putons htJve concave_c~owns. The tappets are af barrel type
wrth chrlledrubbmgsurfaces
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997 c.c. Overhea

-l lve Square four Ariel

BE~~~!~r!!:tot~b~~ ~u~~~:~

ported.

While big engines of this type can be
made to provide good results, largd~· because they are seldom driven at wide
throttle openings, it was dec.:ided to try
$0mething lll'laller and more efficient.
The "square" arrangement appeared to
be promising, since it was possible to space
the cylinders widely and so to obtain good
cooling, to set the crankshafts across the
frame so as to obtain a normal type of
drive, and because (in the original design)
the overhung cranks permitted the employment of roller big-ends.

(Ltft) Tire o>te·piec. cast-iron tyli udtr blotk is duply fitlntd
circumfuetJ/ially and tMre is a>t ample air space between tach
pair of cyliNders. A one-pitce iroN casting is also ustdfor lh_e
cyl1nder head, but i>1 this cast the fins are t·~rtical aud seJ lOtJg•·
tudi~ttdly. S e/>Qrat• jiNHtd uhaust mtmijolds are employed.
The 11/llvu are mcloud witllin tire lighl-afloy rocker box and are
ofurattd by short Duralumin push~ods. Cast inttgrally with
the roclur box is that par/ of the i11ducti0tl pi~ which ccmntcts
the carbtlfttlor until /lit ct>llre of the crucij11rm manifold

on each crank. That is to say, they are
staggered, and overlap each other. Each

Constructional Details of an Interesting and Most
Successful Multi-cylinder Design

~if~·~~~ m:nJo ~;.~lo~!~~. s~J.

Edward Turner, now managing director
of the Triumph Engineering Compan)·,
joined the Arid staff in the early pan of
1929, and sumed to design and to build
the prototype "square-four."
At the
time there were no British four-cylinder
motor c;ytles on the market, though a few
brgc American straight-!~ were im-

~e~~~'J~t!j~~~~ ~~C:;

By " UBJQUE "
:. :s not C:\"c:ryonc: who knows that the

~ embodied unit COIUtruction of
:.pX and gear box, the clutch housing
~ !!.•wen directly from the rear crank-

CIIt!
D

~r.

This arrangement appeared

x highly satisfactory, but at the time

_ : 'ex~~i~~~c;! a~n~~~~~a~!~ ~~c~es~:
::xod!lied to suit the more nonnal type
:=:ury drive and separate gear box.
~ original 500 c.c. Arid was very
..-;w:t. It had a short overhead cam•hich operated all eight rockers,
-=. ~ arrangement of valves was such
:be distribution of gas could be as
...- perfect u possible.
~ :!le course of time a rather larger
"":I.."";D: w.as required for sidecar work,
~ the 600 c.c. model, and it was found
:!le early engines were a trifle shy on
1
Also, they were not easy to
~.so that when an opportuniry for
~ occurred, se\'c:ral modifications
~cc: were introduced, though the
-.:eaturc:swc:rc:retained.

The geared cranks, about which douba
had been cxpres$c:d in many quarters,
were now a proved success, and so also
was the arrangement of cylinders ; it was
decided, therefore, tO continue these features in the rc:vi$c:d design, but 10 include
cenain major modifications which will become obvious in the description.
Though my interview took place with
Mr. Turner, the technical staiT of Aric:l
Motors was most helpful in collecting for
~y inspection every sin~lc: part of the c:ngmc and in explaining ' the reason why."
The parts were all neatly laid out, and I
tx:gan my questions with the cranks.
These arc made of nickel-chrome, case·
hardening Slcd, and the journals are
hardened and ground.
"Why," I asked, "did you change over
to plain bearing big-ends?"
"Because they are quieter, and if properly lubricated they !au longer, being
less sensiti\'C: to water due to condc:nsa·
tion, and to scrubbing. Also, because I
have always liked plain bcarifW big-cru:b."
The joumab are l fin in dametc:r and
I in long. On the long crank web bc:twc:c:n
them is a central flange to which the flywhc:c:ls are bolted.
The flywhc:c:ls are
mounted on opposite sides of the nangc:

of flywhcc1 in the middle of the crankshaft has a countc:rpan in the twin
Triumphs.
To each ol the outer crank cheeks a
uc:d balance weight is dovetailed and
bolted. The dovetailing relieves the bolts
of much of the centrifugal stress.
"Why detachable balance weights?"
"So that the flywhc:c:ls can pan O\·c:r
the shaft."
On the timing side of the crankshaft is
a white-metal-lined bronze bearing (1/,in
)( Hin), and on the drive side a caged
roller bearing. On the rear cronk there
is an outrigger roller bearing beyond
the main gear whc:c:l; this is not interchangeable with the main bearing, as the
bore is O.OOlin less in diameter.
The

Each cylinder head is of ~nt-roof for·
malion and houses two t'trlicalvah·es

VlbOI!e, rigltt) Tit& aluminium alloy uat~kcase is spliluertically
a"d the lr.alves art Mwtlled IDgtlhtr. Eruk era~tksltajt has a
csntrallJ dupostd_. bolleJ.on, stetl flywlr.ul, and stul balance
v:eiglr.ts are dcwtadtd and bolted to the outer crank clr.uks. Th&
jlywAub are mounted on opposite sides_oftht flange of taclttrank.

j:, 1::: t~n°tlv:'~:~ ~i:! f~:~~ ,;,.,~~; ~;i:J:~~:r:,~~!}Zft~

··------·--------------;
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A drawing of tht
: "Light Alloy" Square
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main roller bearings carry a lip on the
near side of the outer race, and ~he races
arc located by spring circlips wh1ch must
be removed before any attempt is made to
detach the bearings. On the outside of
the plain timing-side bc::arings there are
oil-retaining v•ashc:rs whtc h muu not be
overlooked i:t the event of an overhaul.
On the subject of the gears which con·
nect the nvo cranks, Mr. Turner had
much of interest to tell me.
"Do you employ a special tooth
form?" I asked.
"Yes, in conjunction with the gear
manufacturers we decided on a 20-dc:grc:c:
pressure angle, and a long addendwn
tooth (a tooth form having .the greatest
practical height abo\"C: the p11c~ ~uc:).
This form compensates for vanauon bc:twc:c:n centres due to expansion, with the
least possible amount of backlash."
"Would not helical tc:c:th be an ad·:antagc:?"
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"Only if the teeth were ground, and it
i$ ~ot so easy to grind helical teeth as
stra1ght teeth."
"\Vhat material is used?"

"An 0.2 per cent carbon steel, because
it can be treated so as to produce a very
hard surface. The profiles of the: teeth,
of course, are ground."
Crankcase Details
Fibre dis's are pressed into the inside
of the gears and riveted in position to

prevent ring, and the gears are pressed on
to their shafts and located by keys. Extractor threads are provided on these gears
and, indeed, on all parts which may have

to be withdrawn for overhaul.
Made of a nonnal ~ !umin_ium allor, the
'rankcase is splitvertLcally m the mtddle.
"Are there any speda\ features?" I
aske-d.
"Only that the halves are dowelled
together to ensure o:::orre<:t aligrunent. And
if you try to split the: crankcase, don't
forget the two bolts holding the 'bridge '
between the cylinders."
The gear cover also forms the back
plate of the primary chain case, and
like the outer chain cover and timing
cover, it is made of the same alloy as
the crankcase.

th!ckness, the he.ad ~ails are about iin
th1ck and the one-pu~ce iron casting is
cooled by vertical fins set longitudinally.
Each combushon chamber is of pentroof formation, for this, as Mr. Turner
remarked, "provides a compact and
easily operable arrangement for the
vertical valves." It also enableS the cruciform induction pipe to be cast into the
head and leaves the exhaust valves at
the outer corners where they are most
easily cool~.
Now th!s cruciform manifold has an
outstanding adva.ntage in that the gas
enters at the m1ddle of the cross, and
therefor~ has a path ~f equal length to

~~~\~ia~~~~~~fm:~jm~~f~~t!:ni.nt

in
The cylinder head is held down by
twelve studs, and the finned exhaust

l

having a total pres.sure of ap.proximately
90 lb (seated). The clearances, measured
cold, should be : Inlet 0.006m; exhaust,
0.008in.
Since the exhaust and inlet cams are
identical, the actual period of opening
is equal, the timing being as follows:
inlet opens 25 degrees ea rl y and closes
55 degrees late; exhaust opens 60 degrees
early and closes 20 degrees late. T hus the
overlap is 45 degrees.
Oil-quenched cast-iron valve guides help
to locate the light-alloy rocker box, and
four of the holding-down bolts pass r ight
through to locate the cover.
T here are
washers below each lower spring cup
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;e ci mcreased reciprocating .weight is

~~~ ~~~iete5~~~e ~~.po~~~

in the crankcase a IS posboth camshaft and M.agdyno
single Weller-tensioned cha~n."
t hain, by the way, is of i m pitch

~ =shaft
"l<C :o drive

:!;!:a

~

~ ~~tf_~!jsi~~d t~~~~~~ a ~~uta~!~
::~e

:op run of the cham.

"Why?"

-:-- fsh:cl~ ~:;~ot~i~~· out," cont!nued
- Tu.-ner, "th.at the cams are des1gned
;;.::et operat.Jon and. long life rather
for very .h1gh effic1ency. A further
m::;c:-..ant pomt is that the present
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unlikely evem of seizure the metal would
run and thus save serious damage to con·
necring rod and crankshaft.
Two ,\in bolts secure the big-end cap
to the rod, and these bohs are works of
art. Made of 60-ton oil-hardened nickel~ome steel, the):' are slightly reduced
m diameter withm the bolt holes to
provide a small degree of elasticity without redudng the: strength below that of
the weakest point (the screw threads).
At the entry of eath hole, and in the
neighbourhood of the split, they are,
however, of full diameter and ground to
size so as to act as locating spigots for
the halves. The nuts are castellated

d:~ ra~e~t ~~ha~i~~~~!J~rn~~d~~~i~~
the rocker box is cast that part of the
induction pipe which connects the carbu-

:- ... ::1;10 ~rlln.~ s hafts

art geart d together, and th e steel gear wheels have pressed-in and

..-:..:l J~bre discs to prevent ri.,g . . The gear. cover also forms !he b11ck plate of the

pr1maryrhawcase
Both ~atnshaft a>~d ]'If ~gdyno ar~ drivrn
byaslngfe Wel/er-tensJotttd~ha111. The
drawiflg also shows/he <:HI pump, .the. oil
fill er afld the r~~~~ ~~!~~in the 11mmg-

-:zx:o of the camshaft greatly facili:a top o,·erhaul."

l!D::!

~ pairoftap,P:Ctsiscarricdina
~ a.-::ular (outside) bloc;k, the block
d. a spec~! aluminium alloy (lZZ)
~e long hfe. Each pair of b\oc;ks

.x,d t: p by a common bridge-piece.

The cylinder block is made of a highgrade, close-grained cast iron, and is cast
in one piece; it is held to the crankcase
by eight iin studs. The cylinder centres
are approximately 4!in apart in width,
and Sin in length, so that there is ample
airspace betwf"ell.
"\Vhat made you decide on these
centres?"
"Well, like .all featur~s of design, it
is a comprom1se-in th1s case between
cooling space and crankshaft stiffnessand I think it is a very satisfactory compromise, too."
The cooling fins are all circumferential,
•nd extend to as much as lfin in length.
Though the cylinder walls are of moderate

manifolds are separate and partly ins~
lated by the gaskets, so that no appr~1 ·
able heat flows back to th e head casung.
The valves are made of Silchrome in
th: case of the inlets and of K.E.965 for
the exhausts; t~ey have a throat diameter
of I tin and a lilt of h-in.

I

ValV11 Timing

"Is this not on the small side? " I
asked.
"Not for this type of engine. These
moderately sized valves have the advantages of light weight and good cooling,
and the performance of the engine shows
them to be ample. Incidentally, I consider that many modem engines are overvalved for touring purposes."
Here I
agree most heartily with Mr. Turner.
Each valve has a hardened end-cap,
and is seated by two concentric springs

inner side of the crankpins and big-end
bearings. There is a by-pass to the rocker
shafts through which there is pressure
feed to each rocker bearing, and also w
the pressure gauge.
A spring-loaded baU relief valve is
located between the two plain bearings.
In the body of the valve is .a screw which
is not intended for ad)usunent, and
~hould be .kept strewed home. Its object
IS to prov1de a method of removing the
ball and spring for cleaning purposes. A
breather pipe is located in the back of
the timing case.
Oil returns to the sump via the pushrod cover tubes, and is pumped back to

rettor with the centre of the cruciform
manifold.
Simple, straigh~ rockers of 3 per cent
case-hardened OJckel steel are used.
Hardened stecl hemispheres are pressed
in at the valve end and an adjusunent
is provided by a hardened set-screw and
lock nut. T wo long pivot pins each carry
four rockers. They are cemreless ground,
har.dened, and drilled for pressure lubricatiOn to each bearing.
The camshaft is set across the crankcase and is carried by a ball bearing on
the drive side and a plain bearing at the
opposite end. It is completely hardened
except for the threads. At the middle,
the shaft is much enlarged "to prevent
whip."
"\Vhy did you drop the original overhead camshaft?"
"With this large engine the disadvan-

~ :J:;7CI5 have radiused feet, and are
~
-!3:: at the base to prevent turning.
cups ~e fitted to the top of the

__..: !>:;::a!unun push-rods, but the bot3
::lOt covered because there is no
=-=:.r or rubbing, but only a pure

-=

~!oadatthebase.

Split Big-ends
rut>c:s end~se the push-rods,
jmnt bemg made by ~e
gasket. Besides endosmg

~.:i: ~ed

~ o:J
~ :.cad

_.

~~:och.these tubesactasoilreturn

~ !:'::C the rocker box, the oil
.._~ the tappet blocks and

drainfalling

._.~cams .

.-e rome to the main insides. The
rods ar e RR.56 aluminiumhea t-ueated to 30-ton ten-==i;.::i This material was chosen
.1: 0-'!'0'·ides an c:xtremely stiff and

..-::=;:;::

:tti:l-,

~ofhgil twe1g.ht.
~ ~;"L: b:;-end bearmg

is lined with
=1., the reason being that in the

and fixed with split pins. In length the
rods are just two strokes between centres,
and the small-end eye is bushed with
bronze.
Hollow, ~aper-bored gudgeon pins of
case-hardcnmg nickel-chrome. s.tecl are
located in the pistons by c1rchps; the
diameter of the pins is fiin.
Compressio n Ralio
Low-expansi~?n, silicon-aluminium alloy
pistons wnh sli~htly concave heads provide a compresSion ratio of 5.8 to l. The
only internal ribs support the gudgeonpin bosses from the crown. There are
two compression and one scraper ring
per pist?O, and the latter returns oil from
the cyhnder wall to the gudgeon P.in
through drilled leads. The piston sk1rt
is long, but is cut away at the sides. I
inquired the reason for this, and was
told, "To dear the flywheels:"
A double-plunger pump whiCh drculates
a pint of oil per minute at 2,500 r.p.":l.
is driven from the camshaft.
It IS
capal?le of maintaining a pressure of 60lb/
sq m aft er feeding tWO main and
four big-end bea rmgs. Oil is pumped
first to th e main timing side bearings,
then to the main drilling in the trankshaft, whence drilled ducts lead to the

Aluminium-lllloycon>Jecli"g
ro4s with white-tnelal-litttd
big-efldbeariflgsore afeature
of the Squ11re Fo111 engi>11

the tank. There is a gauze filter in the
sump on the extractor side, and a~other
filter in the tank on the suction Side.
This completes. the descript.ion of a remarkably fine eng!Oe--(lne wh1ch develops
about 38 h.p. a~ 5,500 r.p.m. I asked
Mr. Turner to gLVe me some. idea of his
aims when producing th.e des1gn.
He s:aid, "~e main .1dea was to provide a four,ylinder engme small enough
for use in a solo motor tyde, yet producing ample power for a really high
performance (approximately 100 m.p ..h.)
without unduly high compression, racmg
cams, or a big-choke tarburettor. I.n ~a~t,
I was aimin~ at the ultimate rehabJ!JtY
with the mimmum of attention."
M o re Reliable
"Do you suggest that the four-cylinder
engine is more reliable than the single,
size for size?"

m~IJ~~· ~~~e ~e\~~b~ ffo;e:bo~~t~~b ~~~

upwards, as there is less mechanical
stress, less whip, and greater area for
heat distribution. T he increase in internal frittion is more than compensated
by the increased range of r.p.m. These
remarks, however, do not apply to all types
of multi-cylinder engine."

"
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498 c.c. Racing Twin A.J.S.
.. IT ~~::

e~il rc:a~m~~~g~:;n

a!hi:

blown job," mused Jodr; West. We-that
is Jock, the racing man and Associated
MOtor Cycles' sales maoager, Matt
Wright, chief of the rac:ing department,
and 1- wcrc: standing beside the London
Show model of the famous 498 c..c.
double - camshaft A.J.S. "porcupine"
twin. N earby was a bench on which were
lyin& aU the pans of the engine-gear unit.
My gambit had been to invite a dissertation on why the layout was a parallel twin

with the cylinders set almos t horizontal.
The musing continued. "The war was
still cracking when the engine was
roughed out mentally so to speak. With
the war over, the design was laid down
and a prototype made. Then in the
autumn or 1946, came the F.I.C.M.
decision that superchargers would be
banned for international ncina:. To get
the ultimate resulls the dttii!l should
have been recast for atmospheric aspira-

Harry

Louis

Probes

into the

Famous

" Porcupine " Racing Unit : Analysis of a
Most Interesting Design Planned

Originally as a Supercharged

Unit

~~ha~uH~w~~e~a; n~~ ~ltn1:r ~~d i~

In unit with the engine, th~ four-speed gear bo:r is
dri~:e~ by spur g~ars. The traiJkshajt is machined from
a sol1d steel forg ing, 11nd is supported by 11 pit~ in bearing
t1/ /he middle, ami. rolfe.r bearings at /he ends . Shell-

tyJ>4 bearings tire e~nployetl tl/ th~ big-entls, antl the
tonne&ling rods are in forgttl R.R.56 ligkl-alfoy

Twiu (;tl>nshafls are driven by a lr!lin of spur gears .
Eatk Jwlfow camshaft is supported by fi'"' rollu bttlrings
a11d thtr~ is a prusure 01/ feed through jet' on to the
The lighi-~>IJoy cylinda htlld
ftan!ts of the. t<lmS.
cast1ng h<1S formed with it the v<1lt·e-spnng wtlls. Spllte
jinn1 ng is used for the foru:Jrd-jo.cmg cylinder h1ads
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sive high<'r compression ratios was
essential.
"T.wo m_ain pro?lems arise when supercharging IS cnvlsaged-accommodating
the power unit in the frame and cooling
rJ:te cylinder hea_ds. A.M.C. had had oonSlderable expenence with supercharged

~~~~;?~~';;;:n~~e t?:~~-fo~r ai·r~~fi~~:

the cylmder heads must have first call on
all the air that's going.
"A supercharged parallel four with the
crankshaft across the frame on the lines
of the Gilera might be successful if aircooled. But if t~e width of the engine is
to be: kept withm reasonable dimensions,
the valve-gear, cylinder head hemispheres
and tylinder bores might be too crowded
for adequate cooling. Remember that the
pre-war blown Gilera parallel four was
liquid-cooled. Now tha t the Gile ra four
is normally aspirated it is air-,ooled.

Bes t Compromise
"So, the ben oompromise seemed to be

~~~g ten~~~d~:th~~dsbf:\;'flce0 ~~~

forward; another good point is that the
weight is kept well down in the frame and
the centre of gravity of the machi ne is
thus very low, which is half the battle of
good handling."
"Woul~n't a horizontally oppos~d twin
layout wnh ' rankshaft in line With the
frame give better cylinder head and cylinder cooling for super,harging?" I
suggested.
"Possibly yes," replied Matt Wright,
"but it is doubtful whether the weight
could be got so low down as with the
parallel twin, and in any !;;3.Se the weight
would be less con,entrated. It would not
be'in'theframe."
"Unit construcrion of engine and gear
box is emplo~ed. Got any talking points
on that?" I 1m;~uired.
"Oh, yes," sa1d Jock. "With the engine
lying down there's ample spa'e for a
sturdy gear box, but not for the usual gap
between separate un its for engine and
gear box. Hen'e our crank!;;3.se !;;3.sting
embraces the gear-box shell. But the gear
box. is self-,ontained and independentl y
lubncated."
"Gear drive between crankshaft and
gear-box mainshaft, I note. The engine
runs backward presumably?" wa$ my
next query. "Yes, it does," answered
Man Wright, "and gear drive is the obvious choice._ The crankcase
gearbox asting g1ves fixed 'entres apart from
the expansion under heat of the Elektron,
whi~h is of no oonsequen'e from the point
of v1 ew of effidency. A 'hain drive would
not theoretically be less effident, but there
would have to _be some form of slipper
adjustment wh1ch might well put the
'hain drive at a disadvantage. The iin
width spur gears are, of oourse, fully enclosed and. run under ideal, fully Jubri'ated, conditions."
"The difference in diameters between
crankshaft and gear-box mainshaft gears
is not very great," I observed. "Obviously
the clutch runs at fairly rapid r .p.m.
Does the high inertia ever gi\'e any
both_er, are there any worries with overhealing due to heat transferen'e from the
crankcase, and is it not diflkult to obtain

=

the necessary overall gearing reductions
by means of the gear box and rear
sprockets?"
''Well," said Jock, "there was in the
early stages a headache or two as a result
of the clut'h fricrion material being defo_rmed by 'emrifugal force; new-type
fnction pl_at~s <:Ured that. As you see, ~;he
clutch unit IS remote from the gear-dr1ve
chest and well out in the air stream, so
there are no over~eating troubles. Answer
to the _final point IS that we do get enough
reducuon by way of the gear box and rear
sprockets. It is a fact, howeve r, tha t the
large rear sprocket approa,hes the maximum size permissible to avoid overstressing the chain due to' fling.' We are within
the safety limit and rear chains give good
servke and no uou~le. But if we went up
mu'h on the d1amete r of the rear
sprocket and used the top speeds of the
b1cyde, chains would be a problem.''
"Now what other external features
arouse queries?" I muttered. "Ab-perhaps you would run over the advantages
of ~ouble overhead amshafts with spurpimon drive."
"The best way to get the valves to follow the !;am contours accurately at high
revs is to keep the weight of the 'omponents operated by the !;ams as low as
possible," said Matt. Then Jock West
oontinued, "The _weight of eith~r an exhaus t valve or an mlet valve and ns tappet
is approximately 100 grammes, whil:h for
an engine of this type is preuy low. On
the point of the drive, the answer is that
no fonn of gearing results in less friction
than spur pinions. This method of drive
is, inddental~y, rather ruled out for production racmg engines intended for
private owners because of the diffic:ulty of
obtaining oompression ratio changes.
"It might also be noted that double
overhead camshafts are more or less impractieal_>le on producrion engines beause
it is difficult w provide a means of
reasonably rapid tappet clearance adjustment. On this 'porcupine' job every
adjustment means removing a amshaft
box, inserting or removing a shim behind
the contact pad in the tappet, refin ing the
cambox, checking the clearan'e and, if
necessary, starting all over again!"
"Spike finning," I observed, "is the
obvious 'hoi'e for the forward-fadng
cylinder head and the maximum 'ooling
area for a given depth and pit'h of fins is
clearly achieved. Any snags involved?"
" No," replied Jock, "not if we hav~ in
mind only a 'fe:v off' ra,ing jobs. But,
again, spike finmng would be unattrattive
for prodw:tion in any quantity. Casting is
diffiwlt and demands great care, and the
spikes are very vulnerable; it is the easiest
thing in the world to chip off a ~pike or
two inadvertently when the head IS being
removed or is on the bench for attention."
\'\1e walked over to the bench where
there was, in faq, a dismantled cylinder
head and all the other major ,omponents
that make up the ra,ing power unit.
"Elektron crankcase, gear !;;3.Se, and
'overs," I mentioned. "Yes," said Matt,
"Greatest strength-to-weight ratio among
the suitable materials available."
As I picked up the crankshaft, Jock
gave a running oommemary on in
features. "Forged steel and ma~hined
from a solid billet. Nittided journals for

the plain indium-fiash, shell bearings at
the big-ends and at the middle. Caged
roller bearings for the outer mains in the
(;rankcase. The middle bearing is 1-fin
diameter and Hin wide, is Hanged, and
locates the crankshaft laterally. The shaft
is immensely rigid, and experience has
shown that the middle bearing is only
lightly stressed."
West continued. "The 'rankshaft is
(;arefully balanced, of course, but final
seuing of the balan'e ratio is obtained by
means of those three ~ales in the periphery of each bob-we1ght between the
middle main bearing and the big-end
bearings. Each hole behind its sealing
Alien s~~ew plug has deta,hable weights.
In pracuce, th_e very best result~ are obtained by varymg the balance rauo to suit
the engine when it is bolted in the frame,
notwithstanding apparently identical engines and frames . The balance alterations
a~n be made quickly by removing the
crankase sump when the bob-weight
Alien S!;;rews are exposed."
Plain bearings of similar type to that
which supports the middle of the crankshaft are employed at its big-ends.
Diameter is -A-in and width is fin. Con·
necting rods are in forged R.R.56 lightalloy and, at the small ends, operate direct
on the gudgeon pins. The nuts for th e
big-end cap clamping bolts are splined on
the outside to take a spedal key.
"Why?" I inquired.
Sma lle r Cu taway

"The key is just as effeai\·e for tightening or looseni ng the nuts as . a socket
spanner on a hexagon," rephed Man
Wright. "The advantage is that the outside
diameter of the splined nut can be smaller
for a given strength ra,tor than a hexagon.
Hence a smaller (;Utaway is necessary in
the con- rod to acoommodate the nut.''
The Hepolite forged aluminium-alloy
pistons have a full skirt, are domed, and
provided with valve dearan'e fiats. Each
piston carries two -A-in wide 'ompression
rings with straight-side gaps and one
slotted scraper ring. Gudgeon pins are in
case-hardening steel, measure fin in
diameter, and are taper ground internally.
Round-wire cirdjps are employed.
A rectangular sump is bolted to the
This sump is
base of the crank,ase.
ribbed externally and internally to assist
cooling of the oil. Cylinders are separEach cylinder is an aluminiumate.
alloy !;;3.Sting with a shrunk-in iron liner
which protrudes at the base and is sunk
in the mouth of the 'rank,ase for Hin
of its length.
There are (;Utaways to
dear the oon ne,tin~ rod.
Finning is
longitudinal and is 21n deep at front and
back (or, rather, top and bonom with
the horizontal cylinder layout), but is
shallower at the sides.
The cylinder head is a one-piece lightalloy casting, whkh include~ the two
hemispheres for the oombust10n 'hamhers, and includes the valve-spring wells
--one for the inlets and one for the
exhausts. Inlet-valve seatings are austeniti' iron and the exhausts are bronze;
they are all shn:nk in.
"That cylinder head casting is a magnificent pie'e of work," said Jock West.
" Spike finning at the top of the head

g1ves the greatest poss1ble surface area
and is especially suitable for facing _forward into the air stream.
There IS a
ground joint between t_he tops of the
spigots and the recesses m the head."
Exhaust valves are of the sodium-filled
type, in K.E.965 steel, and have /, in
diameter stems. I nlet valves in the same
material (but not sodium-cooled) are *in
Ius in diameter at the stem, but are w1der
a'ross the head.
The bronze valve
guides are a press fit in the head, and
loca te the valve-spring base plates. Valve
springs are of the duplex, overlapping
h~irpin type and exert 100 lb _pressure
With the valve on its seat. Spht collets
r~tain a collar around each va lve stem.
This collar has a deeply serrated periphery, and the eight male serrations bear
OJCl another collar in which the overlappmg ends of the valve springs seat; th1s
arrangement allows the valve to turn.
" This turning of the valve results in a
!ov.:er mean operating temperature," explamed Matt Wright.
To each valve-spring well is bolted an
Elektron 'am box. Mounted in five lin
diameter roller bearings with split Duralurn in cages, the camshaft is turned from
a solid forging in case-hardening mild
steel. The shaft is hollow, and its weight
is only 12 oz. "To keep this shaft rigid
it is necessary to support it with five
bearings," explained Jock. "To reduce
th e number of bearings would make it
ne,essary to have a heavier shaft, which
means hig_her inertia and a greater load
on the dnving gears-a maner of some
importance."
Operating in D uralumin guides, the
tappets are hollow and are specially de!.igned for light weight. The tappets carry
pressed-in, hardened contact pads, and
clearance between a pad and the valvestem is adjusted by shims under the head
of the pad. The head is th readed externally to take an extractor. Oearance is
measured with a gauge inserted through
a hole (fitted, of 'ourse, with a detachable
ca p) in the wall of the cam box. Adjustment of the mesh of the driving gears is
obtained by shim gaskets between the
face of a cam box and the appropriate
!ace on the cylinder head.
Cam s hafts ' Drive
"I_"here_ are, in all, eight !in-wide spur
pi.:•uons m the drive to the two camshafts.
F:.rst, there is th.e half-time pinion on the
CTankshaft, then two intermediate pinions,
Lien a larger pinion where the drive
branches to the two 'amshafts. Meshing
wt th this large pinion is, for ea'h cam' haft, an intermediate pinion driving the
p:nion on the shaft. Pinions have roller
bearings which operate on spindles held
l-v the back half of the Elektron gear CO\'U
aDd an outrigger support plate.
Each
;":Oion is statica!Jy balan,ed.
The intermediate pinion meshing with
U::e crankshaft half-time pinion also
dri\·es yet another pinion-the one on
Lie pump shaft. This pump is of the
duple:-: gear type and of high capacity ;
;t passes 45 gallons an hour at 7,000
crankshaft r.p.m.
The main supply is
±rough a Tecalemit fabric filter, thence
:o th e middle main bearing. At the bear:r.g. the oil enters the nankshaft and
=:terges through the big-end journals.

An o_ut,igger plate supports the sp!nllles_of th e ca»u~ajt llrit·e pinions.
The gear
meshmg with th e crankshaft half-lime puuon also dnves the duplex gear oil pump
and magneto

Pistons and small-end bearings are lubricated by oil flung out from the big-ends.
At the drive end of the crankshaft is a
parted crankcase breather.
In the 'rankcase sump is a S!;;3.venge
pump driven by a shaft and skew gear
This gear
on the supply-pump shaft.
pump picks up the oil which drains down
imo the sump and returns it to the tank.
The secondary supply from the duplexfeed pump for,es oil to the cam boxes. In
each 'am box housing is a gallery from
which, through detachable jets, the oil
impinges on the flanks of the cams. A
venical tube drains the oil from the
upper (inlet) cam box to the lower (exhaust) 'am box, from where a 5!;;3.venge
pump at the end of the camshaft for'es
the oil back to the tank.
However, in
the external return pipe is a banjo union
above the gear box, aDd a by-pass with
an adiuster from this union leads a supply of oil, by mean$ of a nozzle, into an
annular groove at the back of the teeth
of the gear box sp rocket.
From this
groove oil flows outward under centrifugal force through holes with outlets in
the hollows between the teeth, and so
lubricates the chain.
"This semi-positive Jubri!;;3.tion of the rear 'hain works
so well," mentioned Matt Wright, "that
chain adjustment is rarely necessary."
The magneto is mounted just in front
of the oil-pump and is driven by a pinion
on the pump shaft.
Transmission from crankshaft to gear
box mainshaft is by means of i in wide
spur gears giving a reduction of about
0.7. The gears are enclosed and lubricated; in fact, the gear 'over arries the
drive-side main bearing. Jock West then
did some talking. "The gear box mainshaft gear has an integral shock-absorber
which takes the form of <:UI"\'ed coil
springs interposed betw~en a 'entre
spider and the gear body. This devke

is a comparat_ively new addition, as oxigina_lly the des1gn did not include a trans·
m1ssion shock-absorber.
"The du!!;;h !;;3.se is ma,hined from solid
forged steeL T here are 20groovesto take
the tongues of the driving plates, and 24
in the centre unit for the tongues of the
driven plates. This high number of oon~~~;,!~!ples spreads the heavy torque
Six springs, by means of deep
thimbles m the orthodox manner, bear
on the light-alloy outer plate, which is
freely drilled for further lightness. T he
operating thrust rod pasSC!l through the
gear-box mainshaft and has a head bearing on a ball thrust race at the operating
lever end.
"Yes, the gear box is more or less
orthodox in design," continued West,
"except for the fa't that the rear-drive
sprocket is on the right-hand side, and
roller bearings are employed fairly freely.
For example, the layshaft has caged roller
bearings at both ends;
X :i-in
rollers
support the mainshaft in the top-gear
sleeve ; needle rollers are employed for
those pinions free to rotate on their
shafts.
"To give rapid gear changes, alternate
dogs are (:Ut ba'k at the ends. Gears
are selected by a normal, double pawl,
positive stop, foot-change mechanism."
My parting shot was definitely fishing,
I know, but it had to 'ome. "I see the
top of the gear-box casing is cradle-shape.
Obviously that cradle was intended to
house a super,harger driven from the
gea r-box mainshaft gear. Wouldn't it be
fun to damp a blower on and have a
cra'k at a few more track records-you
know, those that are pretty well impossible with an 'atmospheric' engine?"
"Yep, it would be fun all right,"
agreedMan. "Buttheytellmethere'sa
T.T. in June.
."

n
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two-stroke, aJKi the torque effect is
similaf to that of a four-cylinder-in-line
four-stroke engine. For each power impubc there is a corresponding intake, so

~~:~hf~"~~~eis~~~~yonth~e r:r~;
case with a 180-dcgr« twin four-stroke.
A1orcover, as compression occurs in one
crank chamber the other is drawing in,
with the result that any blow-back as
the inlet port closes on the one ;, taken
by the other, and so on.
This "induction manifold" portion of

~ew~~~f~h i:ec~:: ~~~fOn~ p~j~=

spigou of the cylinder barrels; the base
flange of the cylinder block (below the

:a~~:k~~V:~s~/fo!e ~'fa s~k~ ~~

fid :~f ~ew~~~ht~ ¥t~ =j;~ ;;t~
5

0

.of the cylinder barrels are turned to two
external diameters, the lower portions
·being spigotcd into the crankcase wells,

:::~,c ~~ rra~g::'Ti~;~r;n~ b~h~~~ ':h~

inlet pons are cut) square-section rubber
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the base flange.
When th e cylinder block is tightened
.down the linen rings seal the joint beTire "indU{;tion tnatlijold" pol'lion of tlr•
~l'alllrcau is in tl•e fOI'm
of two UM/ls in wlriclr ar.

!~';!:,ll•eba'/;;f:!' o~:~;
bolts passing tlil'ougll
bosus 0>1 ead1 silk of
tJrt casting se~''" tile
eylindnblodt. Note also
J h• <ktadable ll'alllf#l'
~astings

tween the base of the block and the
crankQISe, while the rubber rings
are compressed agaimt corresponding
registers mside the wells, so sealing the
annular manifold space.
Through the upper part of the projecting barrels, which coincide with the manifold, are six rectangUlar ports extending
more than half-way round the wall, the
clear inlet area being equivalent to nearly
40 per cent of the cylinder bore. These
ports face mainly inward towards the
centre line.
When the piston rises the poru are uncovered by the bonom of the skin and
gas passes through from the carburettor
to "fill" the d epression in the crank
chamber. The big inlet area is essential
for efficiency, as the period of full opening is brief, the piston beginning to unco\·er the port at about SS desrees
before top dead centre and finally clo1ing
it again 58 degrees after t.d.c., or about
120 degrees of crank movement as against
190 or more degrees in the case of a fourstroke. Rate of port opening is a function of piston speed and it cannot be
altered, unlike the valve lift of a fourstroke which can be varied by cam design
irrespective of engine r.p.m.
As the piston descends the gas is compressed in the crank chamber, while the

upper part of the piston begins to uncover the transfer port about 66 degrees
before: bottom dead centre. Gas is forced
into the cylinder above the piston via the:
transfer passage1 which is a detachable
casting connecung the: crank chamber

s~obc: ~~~=~.lfs~~~edwh~~h,thi!

= r a ~d~th~i~'llyth~p ~s~~r~~
portion of the cylinder barrc:J. The
exhaust port is directly opposite but

(ff!tl~~r;int~t y;c: intr:;:Cfu~J

side of the cylinder wall . and is, of
course, unco1·cred by the p1ston at the:
n.me time as the trarufer port, although,
due tO its greater depth, it opens earlier
in the cycle of operationS and doses later.
But more on this point anon.
Port Design
To digress a moment. Most two-stroke
engines have the ports and transfer pJs-
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by the structural strength than by efficiency. Additionally, integral casting
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cylinder design pc:IT!lits all the: ports to
be machined to precise limits, so that
accuracy of pon timing is assured. All
roughness can be removed, and as the
downwardly projecting cylinder barrels
extend wc:U below the holding-down
rlange the inlet port dimensions do not
affect the strength.
Since the exhaust and transfer ports
are open at the same time, and as they
face each other, the incommg gas would
immediately shoot across and out o{ the
exhauSt if its flow was not controlled.
This control is effected by the deflector
top piston. Oesign.i~g the "hump" on
the: piston crown 1s a highly critical
matter, and whereas there are certain
things that obviously must be avoided
(like sharp angles or poc~ets), the ideal
shape for any given c:ng1ne is achieved
only by a long procc::ss of experimenting.
As already mentioned, the exhaust
port begins to open somewhat in ad\·ance
of the transfer one, so that the pressure
of the exhaust gas is reduced and its
Row towards the: port is initiated. When
the transfer port opens the fresh cold

~~ar3,~ ~~~~ o}h~h:~~WnJ~::~j[ t~w!~d!

the head by the deflector and it tends to
displace the hot exhauu gas rather than
!O mix. wi~h it, a.lthou,h, of course, some
mtelT!lmglmg IS unavo1dable. Titis is one
of the: reasons whr all two-stroke engines
or the portc:d cyhndc:r, piston-controlled
type have a lower thermal c:fficie~C)· than
!our-stroke engines of correspondmg size.
The new gas above the: piston is compressed and fired in the: usual way and
the cycle is repeated, there: being a power
impulse each time the piston comes to the
top. Mechanically the design is so close!)·
associated with the functi?nal working
of the two-stroke cyde that 1t is necc:ssat}"
10 explain the engine in telTils of this
relationship so that the reason for many
of the: details shall be: evident. With the
main outline disposed of, howe1·cr, it is

possible to look more dosc:ly into the
mecha nical details.
By arranging the Rywhc:c:l and primary
dnve between the: two crank chambers, a
compact self-contained layout results.
On the other hand, the transverse:
couple" peculiar to two-cylinder eng:nC1 with the cranks set at 180 degrees
mcrc:ases as the distance between the
c:ranks increases. Some slight reduction
M

:ethj:Whi::f e~~l~~ 'bu':r~e bS'C:r~v~~
pc suffers rc:markaby little from this
particular force.
It is not o~vious why the engine is so
free from VIbration. But one cannot
overlook the possibility of the large
central mass of the flywheel resisting the
effect of the rocking couple in much the
same way as a brick will absorb a hammer
blow without passing it on to the hand
that holds it.
Location of the bearings may have an
unportant inRuence on the: matter, too.
The mainshaft runs in two roller bearings
and the crankpins are overhung, but the
flywheel and the primary drive are supported be1wun the bearings; the whole
auc:mblyisc:xceedinglystiffandcompact
.n spite of the fact that it is nc:t::essarily
budt up from separate components.
Each crankshaft comprises a tapered
srub which carries the mner race of the
main roller bearing and engages with the
!ywheel centre:. The web is a disc,
Uickc:nc:d at one side for balancing pur;tOSCS, and having a small boss to receive
d:.e inner race of the big-end roller bear~· In the crank chambers are pressed
Q.c: outer races or the main roller bear-"liS. and these arc: firmly fixed by means
d. locking rings which are shrunk in
a."OUI\d the housings; definite location is
auured by four countersunk screws. This
positioning is necessary because small oil
ports in these bearing shells have: to be
-tuned," as will be explained when we
oxuider the lubrication system.
Smt::e a two-stroke crank chamber must
be compreuion tight, and as a roller
!:leznng IS anything but that, the problem
.s overcome: by the use of spring-loaded
~ds. The rollers are assembled on the
canlc.shaft race and faced by a ground
<±..loc or collar which slides on the main"lh1ft; this collar is bat::kc:d by a spring.
The centre boss of the Rywhec:l, on
...::..eh the driving and magneto sprockets
re ri1·c:ted, is taper bored from each side.
:\ kc:yv:ay is cut straight through this
.;!aublc: taper hole and a long key is fitted
~eh registers with kc:yways in the
~red ends of the mainshafts projecting
~ the crank discs.
The accuracy of
:tese keyways in relation to the crankpins
most important, since the precision of
0: port timing is wholly dependent upon

1
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.... single high-tensile bolt through the
hollow crankshafts draws them
q-ethc:r into the flywheel boss and makes
:.c "A'hole assembly solid; the workman~ here has to be above question, since
~ slightest malalignment would throw
"'OOCI th e main and the big-end roller
-.ngs out of truth.
The nickel-steel connecting rods arc: of
....::L s.ection, and they are as thin as pos-· to obviate large empty space1 in the:
-=-:.«. chambers; the small-ends arc: offset
~

to a slight extent. Oil-hardened roller
ra~;es arc pressed into the big-ends, a
feature of which is the unusually large
d iameter in relation to the width.
Bronze bushes arc: used in the smallends, and to th0$e unfamiliar w1th the
Scott engine the large amount of metal
taken out of the top of the bearing is
unusual, but it. has to be recollected that
there is explOSIOn pressure on the piston
at C:\'C:ry downward stroke, so that the
upward inertia pressures on the upper
half of the bearing are cancelled out m a
way whi~ does not obtain in a fourstroke: c:ngme.
Fairly long pistons of heat-treated Yalloy aluminium arc: used, and as they
arc: also the "valve gear" the clearances
have to be set to very close limits, .a nd to
ensure the best results each piston LS pronoum:edly tapered or, more correctly,
each part of it has its own diameter. There
arc four different diameters, ranging from
0.004in clearance at the skirt to 0.009in
above the top piston ring. Replacement
pistons turned parallel are a frequent
cause of poor running, lack of power, and
seilure. Short oil-distribution grooves
are ~;ut in the piston skirt, and there arc:
three very narrow compression rings at
the top.
Dividitlg Ba,.

Light hollow gudgeon pins float in the
piston boss~. Obviously, since both the
rings and the pins pass the cylinder ports,
provision has to be nude to prevent them
catdling. Dividing bars cross the exhaust
and transfer pons, and for the same
reason the large inlet port is divided into
six sections. Stops arc: fitted in the ring
grooves to prevent the ring gaps working
away from the: unported outer sides of
the cylinder bores.

pr;v~~t':dov~;c::1te o~~e Jur!r~~ ~~n~~

bronze: buttons ril'c:ted into the outer ends
of the pins; these buttons fit into recesses
in the piston wall and prevent the pins
working across to the inner sides and
fouling the inlet ports.
Lubrication is c:ffcac:d by two duplex
Pilgrim pumps fitted on the crankcase
"doors," which is the: name given to the

SCOTT 98 c.c.
CYC-AUTO
A multi-plate du teJr,
WOI'm dl'irJe and a
t~ansmi$sicn bl'aAe a~e
employedinth1singeni·
ous Cy&-Aulo unit

d iscs that close the outer sides or the
crank chambers and through which the
crankshafts and big-ends arc assembled.
Main lubrication is provided by the pump
on the: off side, which delivers oil to
recesses behind the shells of the nuinshaft roller bearings. Ports in the inner
faces of the shells coincide with ports in
the spring-loaded packing glands, which
themselves are definitely located in relation to the crankpins by tongues on their
collan engaging with the kc:yway in the
flywheel boss. These ports in the glands
and bearing shells arc: timed to regiuer 1t
the: point of maximum crankcase depression so that oil is sucked through,
Jubricatilli the glands and the nuin
bearings. Oil escaping from these i1
thrown across the face of the crank disc
into a kn!fe-edgc:d groove around the rim,
from wh~eh it goes owing to centrifugal
force through a drilled hole into the crankpin to lubricate the big-end bearing.
The other pump delivers a limited
quantity of oil via small-bore pipes to oil
grooves in the cylinder bores between the
inlet and transfer port levels, thus directly
feeding the piston skirts.
Water-cooling is on the thermo-syphon
system and bo!h connections arc: made
through brass pipes fixed in the cylinder
head, whidl, incidentally, is held down
by nuts on 16 high-tensile stc:c:l studs in
the cylinder block; a copper and asbestos
gasket makes both the water and compression joints.
From the union at the rear or the bead
the: water rises to th e radiator header
tank, while the cool water from the base:
or the radiator passes down through the
tube in the front of the head. This tube
extends well down inside the: water jacket
and is chamfc:rc:d off at its end so u to
direct the flow of water on to the cylinder
walls in the region of the exhaust ports.
It will be realized that the all-round
perfornunce of a two-stroke engine such
as the Soon is dictated almost entirely
by (a) the possibilities of the original
design, and (b) by the accuracy of nunufacture. In short, such an engine is rarely
susceptible to amateur "tuning." The
Scott engine is one that is not excessively
stressed mechanically, hence its wellknown and quite remarkable longevity.
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Excelsior Manxman
Tou rist Edition of a Famous Racing Engine. By " UBIQUE"

THE
Excelsior folk are well known in
bolh racing and towist fidds, and

when I visited them for the purpose of
lhe series dealing with outstanding
dcsiiJls I was not surprised that they suggested what might be described as a tourist
editioo. of a cacina; type of engine. By
this I mean lhat overhead-camshaft engines arc seldom found ouuide the
racing clau, but that the ad\·antages
ol the type are very anracrivc, if,
as in this case, the engine can be
modified so as to provide the
motive: power of a magnificent fast
touring mount selling at a reasonable price.
One of the features of the
"Manxman" engine is the ext reme
rigidity of the crankshaft unit, so I
began at that point.

"Of what are the ftywbeels made? "
" High-tensile steel stampings, because,
as you see, the crank ules are formed
integrally with the flywheels."
"What proportion of the reciprocating
weight do you balance?"
"On this partiQ!Jar type we have found
that 0.6 is the most suitable figure."
"What about that huge crankpi n ? "
" It is ITrin in diameter, and is dead
hard on the roller tracks. The ends, howeve r, are not hardened, and it is hollowto form a sludge tra~the ends being
plugged with aluminium."
" How is it fi tted?"
"The ends taper to the extent of
O.OO l in in their own length, they are

b:~ upin~ n~:tioi\er~~re ~e~k~
of ,\in x tin, disposed in t\1.'0 rows in a
cage made from R.R.56 drawn bar-not
rube. This point is important in view of
the improved results obtained."
"On what part does the cage take its
bearing?"
"On the outer periphery. We have
found that unless th is is the case, there is
a tendency for the nee m crack."
The outer race of the bearing, I was
told, is of a case- hardened nickel-chrome
sted, and is shrunk into the eye of the
connecting rod.

"Why this tremendous con-rod?" I
next :Wted.
"It is made from R.R.56 light alloy,
and is not so heavy as it ktob-uy it for
yourself."
I tried it, and found the rod surprisingly
light for its size. "The proportions are
designed to promote great rigidity, and
the deep web round the big-end makes a
sound scat fnr the outer race. Incidenlal.J.y, the rod is heat-treated to a Brinell
hardness of 121 or over, as we find that
at any lower figure there is a tendency to
stretch.
"There is no bush in the small-end eye,
and the iin diameter gudgeon pin bean

:r::!ir~ ~;/:\~hi!tni;\sh:~
of a nickel-chrome steel, and is light1y
case-hardened on the bearing surface only.
The ends are slightly chamfered externally
and it is located by circlips."
"What about the piston? "
" It is made of Y alloy, and is die·
cast and heat-treated. As you will see, it
is very slightly domed, although the compression ratio is 7 to 1. The skirt is diamond turned, oval and taper, to provide
for expansion, and there are t\\'0 narrow
piston rings and a single stepped scraper
ring."
N ext we passed on to crank bearinS$,
and I was told:" The shaft diameter on the drive side
is l iin and there are t\1.'0 separate caged
roller bearings carried in a single outer
race. A special gland nut working in a
bonded cork paclcing ring serves also to
lock the inner races on the shaft. The
outer race is shru nk into the crankcase
and locked by a steel plate.
"On the driving side the.re is a doublerow self-aligning ball beanng, locked on
both the shaft and in the crankcase for
locating purposes."
"The cnnkcase appears to be a sandcasting," I said.
"Yes," came the replr, "tbe des.ign
doe5 not lend itself parucularly well 10
die-casting. The alloy is rather special,
for since almost all the oil leads are internal there must be no trace of porosity.
Of course, each case is pressure-tested
before erection."
I noticed that the crankcase proper is
div ided from the oil sum p by a partition
having large openi ngs at each end. At
the front end of the partition and at a
point behind the partition on the cra.nk:case wall are "scrapers" to deflect 011
from the flywheels into the sump; there
is also a small sludge trap at the lowest
point of the sump.
The timin$ side of the crankcase is
adequatdy sbtfened by cast-in oil leads,
the timing·gear case and one external web,
but on the driving side there are several
internal webs.
"Do these webs cause loss of powe r
through oil drag?" I asked.
"Definitely, no," was the reply. "It
is our experience that, provided there is
ample clearance between ~ywheels and
crankcase, oil drag is not li kely to occur
to any serious extent."
Two other points should be mentioned
before leavi ng the crankcase. First, the
halves are held together by four bolts,
quite distinct from the frame-holding
bolts. Secondly, crankcase pressure is

~

Tile 'Ylin.Ur finning of tlu "Matlxman" engine is unusually tkep liPid
Wlddy pit&Md. Tllue is 11 posilirming dcwtl for &ylintkr to lutltl and
'Yfintkr to "anluase, tlu lafttr formir~g an oil kt~d to llu rear oftll ~
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allowed to pass to the timing case, and
to C$C3pe 10 the oil-tight chai ncase through
a disc valve and through a groove in the
top of the crankcase, which, with a COl"·
responding groove on the cylinder spigot,
forms an annular passage.
" The cylinder fins are rather widely
pitched, are they not?"
"Yes, the pitch is ti n, and we have
found it the best compromise for all-round
5
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where. This helps 10 ge t the heat away
from the exhaust side, maintains an evm
temperature and prevents cylinder·bore
distortion. There is a single vertical rib
at this point to prevent 'ring.' Notice
also that there is a positioning dowel for
cylinder to head and cyli nder to crank·
case. Both dowels are hollow, and the
lower one forms an oil lead to the back
of the cylinder."
In a recess in the cylinder lies a solid
coppe r joint washer 0.050in in thickness.
In section, the combustion chamber

f~~n:~ea ~~~rXo~:~~~wth~Pis~~~~\~h~~~~
is of cast-iron and has circumferential
ribs, with vertical ribs at the front of
the exhaust port. A 14mm plug is
located as near the middle as possible, and
the lower part of the valve boxes with
their drairung passages :ue formed with
the head.
"How is the head held down ? " was
m y next question.
"By long bolts having heads withi n
the crankcase and screwing directly into
the head casting, for which pur pose the
bolts have square shanks where they
emerge from the crankcase."
As regnrds the bronze valve guides,
there is little to be said except that they
are chamfered at the top (outside) to pre·
vent excessive lubrication.
Value Sizes
He re are some particulars about the
valves: inlet val\•e made of K.E.SOS, stem
dia. f.:in, throat d.ia. Ifiin, rocker
clearance (cold) O.OOSin. Valve opens 38
10 40 degr~ before Ld.c.; closes 60-6Z
degrees after b.d.c. Exhaust valve made
of K.E.%5, stem dia. 0.350in, throat dia.
l Jti n ; rocker clearance O.O I Sin. Valve
d~:~sd:fr~~e:.d~.fore b.d.c.; closes
" How would you describe your valve
springs?"
"We call them overlapping hairpins,
and the reason for the overlap is to save
width without reducing spri ng length."
For description I will refer you to the
drawing of the engine, as it would probably need a page to describe this
ingenious arrangement in words l
"The lower ends of the springs are
rucked into holes in a bottom conar
stamped from R.R.56, and the upper ends
hook direct1y under the t!?P collar and to
the valve via the usual split cones."
" The valve, then, cannot revolve?"
"No, and, oddly enough, we get better
results when it does not do so. Why, I
don' t know, but it is so.''
"Why do you use hairpin sprinp?"
" Because with a 20 per cent reduction
in spri ng pressure over the coil type we
can run at still higher speeds without lou
of valve control."
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End-caps for the valve Stems arc made
of a very special drawn steel bar, and are
hardened on t.he upper surface only.
Before dealing with the rockers and
camshaft we must have something IQ

Royal Enfield Vertical-twin

Ths item, I was told, is of the same
light-alloy as the crankcase. h has two
positioning dowc:b, and is held down by
$ix set pins. Further, a trough is formed
for the camshaft, and the walls of the
trough control the supply of oil to the
vain~ gear. At each end of the trough
are large bronze bearings for the cam$halt; that at the driving end is carried
in a thick light-alloy housing "purc:ly to
f31;ilitate manufacrure." The bearing at
the opposite end is mounted in a detachable end-plate.
The camshaft, to which the crown bevel
is secured by key and nut, is nickelchrome steel cased on the bearing surfaces only. In the middle the shaft is
tapered, and on this taper fits the cam
block consisting of two cams hardened on

HY does a manufacturer choose to
Wbuild
a particular type of engine?

~~:~ :hJ, ~~~ ~~de=e ~~e~m-

E. A. SJTWELL Elicits the Whys and Wherefores
lbat seems to me a natural starting point
analysing the design of any power unit.
Accordingly, the lint question I put to
:\l.r. E. 0. Pardoe (chief draughtsman)
and Mr. R. A. Wilson-Jones (technical
manaa:er) at the Royal Enfield factory
wu: "Why make a SOO c.c. upright,
parallel twin at all? Surely not merely
to be in the fashion!"
~t. Wilson-Joncs and Mr. Pardoe
smiled. The two-man team shot out the
answers with what seemed almost firinginterval regularity: "Even torque and
easier starting are two advantages. Morelrl

:ili:ga P~hri~t~c;~o:n~:;~.~i·~-~e~hre~~f;r~
there is more power. Better cooling is
obtained with a vertical twin than with a
one-behind-the-other vee-twin, and more
~ven fi~ing. The vertical-twin engine fits
convemently into the conventional type

e:!~erwho~~ntte f~;~s 0~ th~u;ape:U:~ th~~

is no key. The cams have an easy take
up and rake off for silence, bur in between they are of the reasonably "hot"
type, and the total lift is 0.36in. An
end-float of 0.005in, measured cold, is
allowed for the camshaft, a hardenedsteel thrust washer being provided.

~\~~:~e~~~e i!r~~~c~ ~~~~e~iba\a~i~~

of a 500 c.c. venical twm is better than
tha t of a single of the same capacity, bec:tusc of the shorter st.roke of the twin.

Value Rocker•
" Is there an}•thing unusual about the
rockers}"
"There is, indeed. They arc made of
a 90-ton steel, case-hardened in the bore
and on the inside faces of the fork which
carries the roller cam follower. This
~~~~d~~o~i:o~o;~~~ brom:e bush with
" Why do you use a roller?"
" For two reasons. First, it would be
difficult to obtain a j:lass-hard surface on
a steel which is SUitable for the rocker
arm, and the roller is glass-hard.

~b:~~J'rr'::~c~ r~ll1~:rm~~~t~~no~~~

to a skidding motion.
"Exactly the same practice is employed
on a larger scale for the rocker pivot, ~ut
in this case the central pivot pin is camcd
in bronze bushes shrunk into the case.
The pins, however, are fixed, and do not
rotau~."

"Why, then, the bronze bushings?"
"t'v\crely to prevent the pins hammering loose in the comparatively soft alloy
case."

ste~ ~~d~n~ ~~e~~~r~~~fonth:n~~=

not rotate. It is adjusted by a screwed
sleeve and locknut for clearance purposes.
There is an extension on the exhaust
rocker, which is engaged by an exhaust
lift cam carried in the rocker cover plate.
of ",~ill \'~~JLe:~:ftext~~

taC:.:C?~?ence

"The tOp bevel is made m one piece
with its shaft journal, then comes an Oldham coupling, the vertical shaft (hollow),

~~~te~2~~h~~ s~"la';nlo ~h~ t~; :!~:{

Plain bearings are used throughout, one
for each bevel and two for the vertical
shaft, which is hardened on the bearing

S:r:100thness is ensured by the use oflightdloy con-rods, a Slay for th~ cylinder
etc."
Mr. Wilson-jones added: " I have
J..lways found that a smooth-running enPnc gives more speed for the same
power. . . . "
My next qu~tion was: "Why arc two
entirely separate cylinder barrels and
heads used}"
"That layout eliminates distortion,"
answered Mr. Pardoe, "since there is a
~ter coolina: space between the cylinden;
and because the heads are not tied toiether. Servicing is easier, as the barrels are interchangeable.
Incidentally,
you will see that the crankcase provides
an uninte rrupted joint face for each cylinder base."
;~cads,

C1ut-in oil leads assist in stiffening the
tmlmgSitleojthe"aNIIC~.

T~Oil

pump, which is caffitd 1n tile gt1u
cover, is driwn from a slot in the gtu.r
slru.ft. Provision is nM_de for Ill' filling
of a revol11tion Indicator

surfaces. Adjustment of mesh for the top
bevels is by a hard-steel thrust washer,
various thicknesses being available. At
the lower end there is additional adjustment by means of shims _behind the crankshaft bevel. The huntmg tooth system
0

0

0

rod. There is always enough oil in the
pump lead to ensure priming.
When the pump is started, the piston
is forced outwards, thus uncovering de-

~:a~7s~~~~5a~d Cf~c~J:\:itt~~nbJ~:e~~; 1 (2)
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The veruca\ drive is, of course, enclosed, the enclosing ~ube (aluminium)
being secured bv sp nng-loaded gland
nuts and oil-resisting rubber rings. It
was pointed out that the lower pan of
the upper gland ~ousing carries two hollow
spring-loaded thimbles with fabric endfac~. These press against the oil drains
from the rocker boxes and lead the oil
to the vertical shaft. The bouom bevel
with its bearing is carried in a detachable
housing.
Now for a description of a rather complicated lubrication system. First, all oil
leads but one are tmernal. Next, the
feed gear pump circulates \4 gallons per
hour at 6,000 r.p.m. and the return pump
has a capacity six times as larj!:e.
Oil seepage while the engine IS stationary is prevented by a spring-loaded
plunger at the iMer end of the indicator

through a flexible pipe to the camshaft

the cams. The return from the upper
works is through the spring-loaded
thimbles, already mentioned, to the vertical-shaft bearings and to the timing
case, then to the sump; (3) a lead to a
point on the piston about i in below the
scraper ring. The scavenge pump draws
from the sump and delh•crs to the tank
through a filter in the timing-case cover.
Metering holes are employed to ensure

th~,co~C:rJs~;fo~~~e~ ~~ engine
which I examined had just come off test.
At the stan of the test the figures given
were: 13.2 h.p. at 4,000 r.p.m., 16 at
4,500, 19 at 5,000 and 20.5 at 5.500. After
eight hours' running, the corresponding
figures were: 13.6, \6.41, 19.7 and 21.2.
The engine peaks at 6,000 r.p.m., and at
that speed gwes from 23.5 to 24 b.h.p.
0

fa::nW:~~ ~~n~;i~jf;.ic~;la~~~n~ra~ :!a\~
and flywheel ensemble? "
"One reason, of course, is to ensure
dead truth in running," came the answer.
-Also, since the flywheel is pan of the
crankshaft, there is no chance of ils com::li loose, and the number of parts is reo!uced. Alloy-iron is employed, as it is

5

~m:~~r;:~i:~~d~e~~~gb;"~R~. ~:~~~

of material is a question of strength, bear:::tZ qualities, and the certainty of obtain=& sound castings. Our tests have shov.'I"I

:!l.lt the material we have chosen is ex:;:dlent in all these respects."
Views of Mr. Wilson-Jones on three~gcrankshaft sin tcrcstcdme,since

only two main bearings arc used in the

Royal Enfield twin.
.. A three-bearing shaft appears at first
.-.~t to have advantages," he said, "but
only if you can ensure that the three
:.earings and their housings remain in line
..;;:tder all conditions, and if the shaft is
::« weakened torsionally. Justification

for the two-bearing shaft, however, lies
in its simplicity. It is a matter of compromise whether one or two throws are
used between bearings. A three-bearing
shaft has, of course, only one throw between each bearing and the next one.
Usual car practice is to employ two
throws, and experience has shown that
two main bearings! with rwo throws between them, prov1de ample rigidity for
high-speed motor cycles."
Both main bearings are of the same
diameter, since there is virtually the same
load on each. The single-row ball bearing on the driving-side locates the end of
the crankshaft, and the rolle r bearing on
the timing-side allows sliding to occur on

the rollers should there be any differential expansion between the case and the
shaft. In thC hollow driving-end of the
crankshaft there is a non-return, disclype va Jye, which communicates with an

b;~~%:~. Pt.u!~in: a~co~d, ~t~!l
0

diKS, closing the holes at each end, are
held in place by circlips. A small, springloaded, oil-release ball valve is fined to
the disc on the timing side in order to
prevent excessive pressure from building
up when the oil is cold. Outlet holes for
feeding oil to the big-ends are at 90 deg
to the crank throw.
Keyed into the end of the shaft, tne
timing chain sprocket is held against a

J6

J7

taper by a bolt running through it and
engaging a knurled nut in a recess on the
inner face of the crank web. A rod, passing radially through the web, locks the
nut in position. This rod is held into the
nut by a grub screw at its outer end, and
the grub screw is itself lod:;ed by centre
pundling.
I saw that the ~lt holding the timing
15
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of the bolt carries the worm drive for the
cross shaft that drives the two, double-

~~:;. ~~~~r~'the tU::~~rh~f!w ~~~

takes the oil-feed to the big-ends.
" Split, plain big-ends are u$ed," I said,
.. and you teU me that the con-rods are
made of R.R.56 alloy. Why this material,
and why no liners for the big-ends?.,
"We use a Iia:ht-alloy," was the
answer, "because it provides the lowest
possible reciprocating masses and, lherefore, the best balantc. R.R.56 is used
bca.use of its high strength and good
bearing qualities.
"No liners are necessary bcca.use R.R.
56 and the material used for the crank-

shaft are together first-class bearini
metals.
Provision of lineu would
ne~.:essitate either increasing the diameter
of the bore of the con-rod's big-end, or
reducing the diameter of the pin, or doing
both these things, with consequent loss of
suengrh. Servicing is just as easy as with
loose bearings, and there is a reduction
in the number of pans. Plain bearings
have been standard praaice on our singles
since 1939."
Three per cent nickel case-hardening
steel is employed for the fully floating
gudgeon pins. To use this material for

!~di:~lp~~li~ids"f: s;:~~~ ~~C::
and not end-pads, are used to locate the

iin pins because end-pads, with pins ol
this sUe, might have a tendency to score
the cylinder walls. End-pads are more
suitable for very small engines.
Silicon-aluminium-alloy, with a coefficient of expansion of 0.000017 per degree Centigrade, is used for the pistons.
This low expansion rate, combined with
a taper oval form, minimins the risk of
seizure when running at low clearances.
Minimum piston clearance when cold is
3 thou, the measurement beina; taken at
the bottom of the dcin: fore and aft.

~~~~O::s~~nth:..J:!s~6l:: t s~~

Wilson-Jonn Pid :"We think th is ratio
is as high as we can go on pool petrol for
comfon and without pinking."
Looking at the cast-iron barrels and
aluminium-alloy cylinder heads, I saw
that provis.ion was made for five througharuds to fulfil the dual function of holding
the heads to the barrels and the barrels
to the crankcase. The deeply spigoted
construction ensures that the studs are
kept as shon as possible; they are only
3in long. Having them so short helps
to reduce the difference in expansion between the stud and the cylinder. This
difference in expansion is funher reduced
by the faa that each stud passe, through
the actual cylinder casting and is not
exposed to the ai r. In order to allow a

~~~~s a;oth~t st~s e~~ti~J'~ein p~~~
"Why is aluminium-alloy used for the
cylinder heads?"

n:~~:~lifo~~~eg:aJdrOC:~box:m~

with its separate cover. The cast-iron
combustion chamber insen s, which include, of course, valve seats and plug
bosses, are cast-in, and not shrunk-in. in
order to uve space; thus the valves can
be closer together.
You will sec that
cast-in steel exhaust stubs are employed."
.. Why are there two camshafts instead
of one? And why have a chain-driven
timing-gear?"
.. Use of two camshafts in this engine
allows the pu!h-rods to be disposed so
that there is an uninterrupted flow of air
between the cylinders. Light, &hon pushrods, all the same length, can be employed; and so there is a minimum number of diffe rent kinds of pans in the
mechanism.

"With the chain, it is as easy to drive
two camshafts as one. Reason for using
a chain is that the c:amshafts are high
up, and would otherwise need very large

f~~'J:chr a!JaO~izS:n!f~tha: ~e~ing~

row chain is amply strong for the

job and
has been very well tested Exactly the
&ame type of chain is used today for the

K~ry~~;ld,ofa~e !~~ c~~edtwto~tr:~
primary drive on the pre-war 150 c. c. overhead-valve machine, which developed
about 7 b.b.p. Chain tension, as you see,
can be adjuned by moving a jockey
sprocket running on an ecce'lltrie."
"What about cam form?"
" Both inlet and exhaust have slow

ta~m ufiftu;:
...:'a~~tra~~~ra~~P~ui~~~
Standard, flat-base tappets are em·
~-

ployed,

with

nickel-chrome,

cast-iron

r,ut{!;
~~ ~~~~~~i~~i~: 11o;,h~;~
made of solid steel rod with integral cups

top and bottom.
I asked for information about the valves.
Their sizes, across the pan diameters, are
1'1\in inlet and liin exhaust. A smaller
exhaust valve runs more coolly than a
bigger one, and leave, room for the larger
inlet valve needed for letting the gas in
quickly. Austenitic steel-actually, K.E.965
-is used for the exhaust valves, since it
is a material that maintains strength at
high tempentur~ Inlet valves are of
Silchromc. Valve-guide material is phosphor-bronze, on account of its high coefficient of expansion; thus the guide is
kept tight in the head when the head
expands.
Va lue Geomet ry

"What about valve geometry, t.appet
adjustment, etc.?" I asked.
"An~e between the valvn is 80 deg .
which IS wide enough to provide a good
flow and, at the same time, a compaa
combustion chamber. Valve springs are
of the standard, double-coil type. Note
the tappet adjustment, which 1s provided
in the vah·e end of each rocker. Each
lock-nut, being underneath the rockerend and havina: a conical seating and a
shallow saw-cut, is self-tightening. Each
rocker spindle floats in the rocker and

k~ ~ ~~Ye"a~~~inJ.Js~~~P~v~~

and spreading the wear.

The rocker

~~~~die$ are hollow, of counc, tO carry

Cyliruler lua~ts aftd. cyli>lllers are separate C4llings.
G~l'ldlllllalk.rDrllintuclla ngeable.
H eDd&DSiings
liave inltgnJl rocker bo~res, and thllciiSI-ironcombustion cJumzbtrs, which i11clude val~~& uals and
sparlling plug bosus, are cast-in. COIZIIU:Iing
rods arf in R.R. 56 alloy, and 11111 Olte-piece
"anllshaftis an alloy-irmz castint

Discussion turned to the transmission,
and I was told that, with the gear box
bolted to the back of the engine there
was, of course, all the advantage ol unitconstruction, but at the same time the
box and the engine could be serviced as
two separate units; also, since the pri·
mary drive centres were close, the wheel·
base could be kept shon in spite of the
pivoted-fork type of spring-frame that
tended to lengthen it.
"Why is a duplex primary chain em-

pl~!c:J.e;y

because it is particularly

~~~~~~ :;~ ~ ~Ft~~e;!~~:.sex

good point IS that the tensioner is not
sprung against the chain; oil wit! not,

Tlf11 tnu>-piu11 alloy-iron cradsl:aft.
Steel disu clos• 11111 ends of tlf' cori11g
lhrou1h th11 cra11kpins, and o1~.t of th•
discs incorpOYaiiiS a spring-lOtJ de# oil·
reltas~ ballvalv~

thcrdore, be kept out ol the links. The
ehain is a jin duplex and thus is quieter
than would be a iin single-row chain. It
has straight-side links to suit the tensinner. Although the crankcase breathes
through th~ . timinij:-side ~in shaft, the
breather exLt LS outs1de the pnmary chaincase and so will not pass moisture into the
case itseU."

;: ~:'d!':;~b~l~~~tca~~s {'~e;,:i·~
tively to the big-ends, cylinder walls,
valve rockers, cam u:.nnels, and timing
case. Included in the system ort itS return
side is a large, felt, full-flow filter. Instead of an external oil-tank, there is a
t-gal oil companment in the rear of the
crankcase."
Mr. Wilson-Jones pointed out that, because of this internal companment, not
only was there quicker warming up of
the oil and therefore a full rate of circulation sooner, but also there was a complete absence of external oil-pipes.
At the bottom ol the crankcase is a
sump which the scavenge pump, of course,
keeps dry. This sump is separated from
the rest of the crankcase by a two-piece
gauze screen--corrugated to provide a
greater a rea and in order that flywheel

~:u:ah~z~ill Q~j!:oJ~~ :~il !~~gi~
not only to filter the oil, hut also to pre-vem disturbance of the oil in the sump
by flywheel draught.

:

~~r ~ ni~~~ u~~o:~~~g~~~?~? ·:taning," was the answer. "Moreover, we
wanted automatic advance and retard,
and $0 a Magdyno was ruled out. We
prefer coil ignition with a distributor to
0

~:Cfo~~~~ ~~i~~ti~~dsi~1Y~Wfi~ ::c~trit~

ing gear and gives a more compact engine.
If the engine was wanted for racing, it
could be provided with 1 magneto. In
fact, later a specification will be available
that includes a base-mounted magneto,

e~~~k~C:,:si~d ~:;,~i~t ~~ w~=~

slow acx:cleration ramps."
Having been told all these details of
design, I said: "This twin of yoursit has a capacity of 496 c.c., and 1ts bore
and stroke are 64rrun and 77mm respec-

~1':.1YWil~Jo~!s ~:ve~eertb~'tf~~

immediately. "The power output from
the st.andard engine," he said, "is 2S
b.h.p. at 5,500 r.p.m."
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490 c.c. Model 16
Design Features of an Engine of Which

Thousands Are in Use

By " UBIQUE"

(Left) The ca5f-irtm cylinder hru a
detachable head and is htld to the
crankuue by fiw studs. The drawing
also shows the sltghtly domed alloy
pisl<m a11d dttails of IM valve gear

ft~~~':lls a~:":"il!>:ure a;r·,~m;:z
1

engin!.

The "ankcau uulings att

~C:p~:;:!Ze.

'J:ou ~he ~=

16

1

gear-type oil pump, which is drivrn
by a worm on lhecratlkshajt

Side-valve Norton
MY~\1n:~~S~~b:fu~:;- ~e~~~
:d ~~ ~~ e~~i~~~~ef~~eA:Js~::~d
1

there I put my foot in it, for
none of us knew l
In the subsequent conversation, which wandered over
many subjects, I don't think we
ever established quite the Cll:act
date. However, there is no
doubt that the parent "Model
16" eJ:iStcd prior to the 1914- 18
war and, like the famous B.S.
and B.R.S. models, it had a
side-valve engine of the same
bore and stroke and some of the
features of the modern 16H.

We moved to a $Cduded office where
we found an engine completely dismantled
and Mr. E. !'vi· Franks quite pre pared for
all my questions. I began, as uS]Jal, with
the lowest part of the insides.
" I suppose those big flywheels account
for the smooth, steady pulling of the
l 6H?"
"Yes, partly. They arc Sin diameter
and !in thick at the rims. They arc cast
from a special grey iron having a fine
grain, and we balance the rotating and
0.6 of the reciprocating weights."
"How arc the mainshafts fitted?"
"Just pressed in on a very slight taper
(0.003in per inch) and keyed."
"They look pretty hefty."

m~~~~~ ~~~1 ~cl!i~as~~~red~~eJ.?.d arc
"But you use 'complete' ball and roller
races on the shafts, so why casehardened?"
"To prevent any chance of wear or
hammering betvoeen the inner races and
the shafu."
On the dri\•c side there is tint a ball
bearing (at the outside), then a spacing
ring, and next a caged roller bearing. An
identical roller bearing supports the timing
s.idc.
"Arc there any special thrust washers?"
"We use pen-steel washers as shims to
limit the total side-play to 0.005in."
"What an immense crankpin! "

"Yes, the roller track is 1-{,in diameter
and it is of li per cent nickel steel deeply
case-hardened. The ends arc slightly
mpercd-0.0015in per inch-and pressed
in to the fl ywheel bosses, where they arc
locked by puts which, in rum, arc locked
by set screws."
It was then pointed out that the crankpin had no drilling for lubrication, but
that the oil was flung by cmtrifugal for«
from a lead drilled in lhe flywheel directly
into the end of the roller race. Of course,
I said "Why?" And the answer was,
" To prevent any chance of the surface
'picking up' at the orifice of lhc drilling."
"You see," I was told, "we employ a
double-row crowded roller race with no
spacing."
I did not ask why this system was used,
because if Nortons adopt a mildly unusual
practice, you may take it th at the main
reason is that it works!
"Now what about the connecting rod?"
" It is a nickel-chrome steel stamping
of about 70-ton tens.ilc strength, and is
just over two strokes length bcrwttn
centres."
" I sec a separate outer race for the
big-end is pressed in, and that the mWIcnd eye is bushed, but is it fair to call
it a small-end?"
"Well, the hole in the bush is i:i n
diameter, and the bush itself is made of
chill-ca5t phosphor-bronze, which has a

A sp ring-loaded.g/u >td i>1 the limiHg·gtllr
&C~.•t r plfAit is a feature of the I!Wricatum
SJSitm By n.rtans of tllis gla>1d, or/ is
;orced along /lie "fAnlt.sllaf t 1r1IO tile
b1g-endkarinc

"

~~ri~n !llai~po~~~~lai~·ebe~n:~~~

" Well, the piston has only a working
clearance from the bead, so that the main
part of the chamber is above the valves,
and in the throaL"
An 18 mm plug is placed over the inlet valve, and there is a compression plug
in the middle of the bead, which enables
a rod or wire to be introduced for timing
purposes.
"What valve steel do you use?"
"Jessop's H.J-a material whieh is
highly resistant to oxidization at high
tempentturQ and also retains a high tensile .strength in the s.ame circwnstances.
The inlet and exhaust valves arc identical
in design and material"
The valve heads are slightly domed
and the big radius below the heads is

In this small-end firs a QUC·hardened
nickel-c::hrome steel gudgeon pin, uper
bored 10 uve weight. It has a lapped
finish and is located in the: piston by
spring-steel circlips.
As soon u I saw the piston I thought of
tbe first Norton I had owned-a B.R.S.for there were the same type of oil di~

::~: J~~d!~~i~~~:r~~
now brought close in by a deeply waisted

~~~· ~!oi~~~c ~u~u~ace~eli:re r:!J

the gudgeon-pin bos.scs. Nor, of ~;oucse,
are the modern piuons of ~;ast-iron, but
of a
low-e:zP.ans.ion
aluminium-alloy
having a high szlicon content. The piston
head is slightly domed (as were the old
ones) to give a compression ratio oC S to I ,
and there: arc: two narrow pressu re: rings
and a "Superslot" scraper ring.
The halve1 of the crankca$e are die:-

~~~ i~a~csu~\~~11; ~~f~~i~~~~Iol~~dili!

big flywhc:cls the castings arc large: and
hefty.
"How thick arc the: walls?" I asked.
"The thickest part is round the bearing
bosses, but the walls taper to ifin at the
thinnest part near their maximum
diameter."
" I see that there are internal webs from
the bearing housings to the walls. Do
they cause oil drag?"
"No, there is plenty of clearance, and
anyhow there is no oil worth worcying
about near the centre of the case."
"How are the halves held together
other than by the frame bolts?"
"They are positioned by a register and
rwo dowels, and are held by three smail
bolts and a set screw."
"Why those cut-out segments?"
"Just to s.ave weight. You wiil see,
also, that below the sump there is a small
sludge trap whieh can be drained by removal of a set pin."
"What is that hole below the driveside bearing housing?"
. " h registers with a corresponding hole
m the crankshaft when the pismn is
descending, and thus forms a timed
breather, the vapour e5C11ping tO the
aunosphere."
"Now for the cylinder. h there anything special about the material?"
" It is just a good close-grained iron
casting with a Brineil hardness of from
200 to 210."
"Are the walls vecy thick?"
"About :!in near the base, but thicker
near the top, so as 10 provide a good heat
path. The fins, pitched at jin, are about
l!in deep near the top."
"I see that the valve-spring enclosure
box is can with the cylinder; do you find
~~{..marked effect on cylinder tern-

r~~~~~p~bt~ !:~u~eta~;~! ~~r~~

dri~·e for lh~ timing gear is from /he
,rat~ksAaft to the rxhaust,amd.aftiand

The

lhenu to the inlet &amslsaft. A worm
drive is usedf01'theoilpump

should mention that the spigot is cut
away to clear the swing of the connecting
rod, and that the bore has a honed finish.
The valve ports are $round out, largely,
I was told, to simplify decarboniution,
though the process certainly helps to pro.
mote a smooth gas How as well.
The broad, Hat faces, surface ground,
belWeen the cylinder and head arc

se~~~ ~Yt:e ~Fm!dej~l?t;,
"Graphited asbestos reinforced by thin
steel plate and having a thin copper flange
on the top."
"Why on the: top?"
"To prevent the gasket sticking to the
head and thus being damaged during a
'decoke'."
"What about the cylinder head? "
"It is made of the s.ame material as the
cylinder barrel, and is held down, as you
see, by nine jin studs."
"Why so many and so large?"
"In joining lWO faces of irregular outline and subject to varying temperatures it
is almost impossible to have too many
fixing points if distortion is to be
avoided."
"Why are the tips of the vertical head
ribs ground flat?"
"Purely for location when machining."
"What is special about the formation of
the combustion chamber?"

" No, if you look you wiil see there is
an air space between the box and the
wails."
The cylinder is held down by five studs,
one of which lies inside the val\·e-enclo.
sure box, and is formed with an extension

~~ll: ~attt!:~a~~e ~~!ro:af'::~ ~~

timing case.
Before Jeavina the cylinder castina I

TJri$ view of tJre alloy pis/011 shoU!$/tow
tke '1uting is rtlie11td a/ IJre bou.s. Two
nurrOII> prusurerings 11nd Q strafHr ring
arlemploytd

~i~e~fa~~;~ ~ ~~h~~J:n~:~t-i;:,

the bores being lapped and the outer surface iround from the bore to ensure ooncentrlcity. They are lightly pressed in to
position, but are additionally retained by
the valve springs, which butt against a
collar shouldered on to the guides. The
collars keep the Valve springs dear of the
cylinder casting, and thus avoid unnecessary heat. The usual type of split collet
holds the spring cup, but only one spring
per valve is used.
"Why only one spring?" I asked.
"There is no need for lWO on a sidevalve engine since in a case of spring
failure the valve eannot drop into the
cylinder."
" What spring tension is used?"
"About 65 to 70Jb with the valve
seated."
Each vah·e has a throat diameter ol
Hin, and a seat width of '*in. The
timing is: Inlet opens 25 degrees early;
closes 45 degrees late. Exhaust opens
60 degrees early; closes 30 degrees late.
The ignition setting is 35 degrees early at
full advance. The lift of the cams is
0.339in, and the tappet clearances (cold)
are: Inlet 0.002in, exhaust 0.004in.
Tappets of K .E.2301, whieh are
hardened and ground to :lin diameter,
work in chill-cast phosphor·bronze guides
and contact with internal rockers
stamped from the same material, hardened
on the working faces only. The pivot
pins on which the rockers swing are also
hardened and ground, and the centre
portion of each pin is serrated and pres!;ed
mtotherockereye.
I notieed that the rocker bushes in the
timing cove r are unusually thick and
tapered, so asked the reason.
"These bushes serve as locating dowels
for the cover plate," I was. told, "and
are assisted by twO plain dowel pins lower
down the cover plate."
The faces of the rockers which contact
with the cams are flat and, with the
special cam forms, provide an approxi·
mation tO oonsrant acceleration and deceleration of the valves.
"Are the cams separate from the
shafts?"
"Yes. Each cam and gear wheel is
made in one piece from K.E.2301 and
hardened, and the shafts, also casehardened and ground, are pressed in and
keyed."
"Why the holes in the gear wheels?"

"You will notice that they are on the
same llide as the cams, thus removing
weight on that side and helping to
balance the cam lobes. Both the shafts
are hollow, and they rotate in large chillcut phosphor-bronze bearings."
"I see that the drive is from the aankahaft tO the exhaust camshaft, and thence
to the inlet camshaft. Is that ammger;::J:?f.eferable to a direct dri\·e to each

"Yes, we find that it is distinctly less
noisy owing to the more continuous loading of the gears. Also1 we use wide gear
wheels-half-inch-whiCh reduces noise
and provides Iona life."
On the end of the inlet camshaft is a

rz:d;:: Jri~s~!~e~~tTh~~'t:a~r :!~

ployed is of jin pitch and iin wide.
Now for the lubrication system. The
2-to--1 wheel on the cronkshaft is held in
place by a nut {left-hand thread) on
which is formed a three-start worm for
the purpose of driving the double geartype oil pump. The pump is entirely enclosed in th e timing-gear chest, and all
leads are internal except for those to and
from the oil tank.
I asked the capacity of the pumps.
"The delivecy pump circulates one pint
per minute at 4,.500 r.p.m., and the
e~~pacity of the scavenge pump is just
twice as large."
"How is the oil filtered?"
"There is a gauze filter in the oil tank
on the suction side of the delivery pump,
and that is all that is necess.acy!'
I asked a lot of questions about the oil
circulation system, but for the sake of
simplicity I am going to try to give a
tummary of the answers in consecutive

direct feed to a bail release valve from
which excess oil escapes tO the timing
gears.
The adjustment of this release
valve is set at the factory and should not
be altered. The ball-valve release is
in the face of a rectangular pad cast with
the cover plate, and so arranged as to
clear the timing wheeU by a matter of
a few thous.andths of an inch only. Thus
the released oil feeds tO the point of mesh
between the inlet and exhaust camwheels,
and cannot readily escape without Jubrieating the gears most thoroughly.
Oil is allowed 10 accumulate in the
timing ease until it reaches the level of
the crankshaft, so that the crankshaft
pinion and the oil-pump drive are partially submerged. After reaching this
level it overflows 10 the crankcase and to
the sump. The scavenge pump draws oil
from the sump at a point above the
~ludge trap, and returns it to the tank
through an external lead.
And now for a last look round to see

i{ I have missed anything. Ah I There
is that nicely tapered induction pipe,
screwed into the cylinder ca~ting:. It U
there primarily so that the c:arburettOl'
may clear the Magdyno, but it serves
another purpose in that it provido a
gradual raper from the carburettor choke
to 1he inle.t port. I also like tha~ b!-ihly
polished llmlng cover, because 1l 1s so
much more easy to clean and thus it is
pcactical as well as ornamental.
Power? Well, Nortons are notoriously

~~~.a~~ ~s ro'tdd:tu!k's:ra'f:d
power of the engine was well up to that
of equivalent side-vall--e engines and that
the machine had a maximwp perfonnance
of 65 to 68 m.p.h. That, after all, is
plenty fast enough for most folk who
place railway-train reliability before ail else.
Incidentally, the engines of the Nonon
machines ~upplied to the Army in such
~~ffg~e~~~~~ a!~~btn ~:Jpe;

THE LATEST 16H

fonn.
Piston Lub r icCJtio n
Oil is pumped through a nozzle on the
pump-body easting to the timing*gear
oover, the joint being made by a fibre
washer or washers so arranged as to
ttand proud of the face of the timing
chest by about O.OISin. Thus, when the
timing-gear cover plate is bolted home
the joint is under pressure and there is
no leakage.
Htlving reached the cover plate, the oil
enters a short main lead from which the
various feeds branch at convenient intervals. First, oil enters the timinjl: side of
the crankshaft through an 1ngenious
spring-loaded gland. The central pan of
this gland consists of a bro!Ue jet having
a .j\in hole and a nose machined to the
same angle as the seat in the crankshaft,
against which it is held by a light spring.
This jet is free to rotate in a steel nut
screwed (left-hand) into the cover plate.
Thus oil is forced into the crankshaft
throu$h the web of the flywheel and into
the big-end, as explained earlier.
Another lead passes back to the crankcase casting, through the base of the
cylinder to a hole drilled in the wall just
below the travel of the lowQt piston
ring, thus providing direct lubrication
for the thrust side of the piston. The

:~~rzeotof0~~0 !f!s ':~dt! ~~j:S:,~

is needed.
From the main lead, also, there is a

A detacAtlbk a/uminium-aUoy f;yl indt, Mad is emf?loyed. Note /M
manner in u:Aid /M dttll(;hiibh va/ue·spring Aousongs arl insul11Ud
from till cylintkr and 1111 di!lisit:m belu:t•n uAuw$1· and inlet-port ftnni"'g

the
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"Light Alloy"
Ariel Square
Four
Revised Version of Engine

"
TluJ .J8c.c.(i4x8/lluH)
7R ll.j.S. owrhetuleamsltaft engine is the
pown unit of a radng
HUUhine produud for tlte
privr./to()Wtterrider. 11

is lksig1Ud to""" comfortablya/6,800 to7, 0 0 0 0
r.p.m. on 72-«ltme jutl

Discussed on Page 20

~~<>d

In /Ju rtdUi(ntd Ariel Squar~ Four
t>tgine, exkmnve use ha$ been m/UU of
ligld alloys. This ""d the change to

348 c.c. Racing
7R AJ.S.

~~~:t"t::::~ ;:,~',J,~':~~~t,::."o:z(~:!

20-23). Cylinder b/Q(;k and cylinder
htDd Cilsling
both i01 al~minium
alloy; each cylinder has an 1ron alloy
lin er The r()(;ller boxu are intrgral
withtheheadcasling

t".'

Highly Successful
Production Engine
An IIU.SI!nilic-iron sleeve is shrunkitiiO
the 11luminium-11lloy cylincltr.
TU
cylittcltr ht11d is C<Jst from 1114 same
litht alloy tmd has t•alve-spring u.·tl~s
formed ill its upf'" su rface. Shru11k·ltt
valve st~>lings art used--/kat for the
txkau.s/ t•alt-e is aluminium-brome, Dtld
forllleilllt/L'Dlt't ,DU.Sitnilicirtm. VDIL•t
&uiclts 11rt pllospluw-brcmte

A fullJ·flooting, taper-bored,
Jin doametu gudfton pin is
rtlained by circl1ps in /M
for~ed . Spuialloid piston.
winch U OVDl, tapued, and
diamond turned. Standard
tDmpression r~>lio is 8.15 to 1

.4 chaiN is nnploytd to
drivr theovrrhrad ctJmtlraft

;{a~~·/::1~·~;~;.~7: ~~~:
two m / pumps are driven by
tile ti miHg-ponion spindlu

Tk<! magnesium-alloy uaniiC<JS<! is designed with a specitd
t\·e to r111dity. DisC$ of JJ-ton st~tf are used for the ftyu,Jteels,
u:llich rue mDditttd Dll Ol'er. T,..ung-side mainskoft is / in
m diomtl.,, is made of o1l-kardened alloy stul Dnd is
carried i11 a ball~anttg; tkt driving-side n1ainskaft is

~:::/:;;;":t ,";//e~ ~:~. ~!!~ ~~;~'~':~;::~:: !":t;:::,~ 7,
1n theftywlluls. Tht tra11kpit1 is lin diamtter
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Model ·LE

is the fact that they have been 'gathered

togc:ther'-shallwc:say?-inthc:v.':lythat
they have that makes the machine appear
unorthodox. It is uuc: to say that 1n the
c:omplctc: machine not a single departure
has been made from what is regarded today. as normal engineering principles;
obv10usly to dc:pan from these would have
spelt trouble-m large capital letters l"
Thus spoke Mr. Charles Udall, Vclo-

~t~ ?tc:~~P!.~~ t~~=!~ theh~hy!

and wherefores behind the ingenious
design of the ISO c.c. LE Velocc:tte-thc
most revolutionary lightweight of the day.
" In discussing the LE unit," he COD·
tinuc:d, .. I'm afraid that it may be occes.

~ ~oM~~ ~~~ ~~.co~~ess:.
lhc: LE is a conceived-as-a-whole design.
The engine, gear box, propeller-shaft,

GEORGE WILSON Probes into the "Reasons Why" of the Lightwei
Mount-and CHARLES UDALL, De
and bevel box all form an integral unit;
an entiry; a single unit designed to do a
specific job. And it is impossible to discuss one 'section' of the unit without
bringing in a sister section."
From this stimulating gambit we passed
on to a discussion that carried us nonstop through an absorbingty interesting
afternoon.
My first question was a multiple one:
"Why did you decide oo a flat-twin and
why, indeed, on a twin at all? Did you

ever consider employing a single-----a two-stroke, for instance?"
"Well, fin t of all," replied Mr. Udall,
"one of the primary aims was the elimination, in so fa r as was possible, of all
forms of vibration. There are only th ree
rypes of engine which could be considered, and of those only the flat-rwin is
really suiUtblc for use in a small-capacity
motor c:ydc.
The four-cylinder engine
also, of course, eliminates vibration, but
obviously the LE is not the sort of
machine which could be
fitted with a 'four.'
W ith
a si ngle, the whole machine
would have had to have
'>.-.<rl(II"JSI'I\-- been made heavier to withsUtnd the inherent vibratioo,
and the steel frame as it
exists in the LE today would
hne proved quite useless.
So the question of using a
single was never considered,
nor was the question of making the engine a rwo-stroke.

elocette Twin
elocette Design-the 149c.c. Model. Forerunner of the Similar 192c.c.
ment Engineer, Provides the Answers
"Again," Mr. Udal! continued, "we
come to my point about one thing leading
to another. Since one of the chief aims,
as I ha\"C said, was the elimination of
vibration, a Hat-twin was decided upon.
Since the unit had to be as simple as
possible, and large mileages with a minimum of attention were an important proviso, side-by-side valves were preferred.
An objection to overhead-vah·es was that
even in a small-capacity engine, the width
would be considerably inaeased, making
the engine much more vulnerable. The
c:ylindcr heads, in fact, would probably
have projected beyond the legshields.
"Linked with the question of case of
maintenance was the decision to use
shaft-drive.
Tme, shaft-drive is more
expensive than chain. But having a shaft
greatly simplifies maintenance for the nonmechanically minded rider, wbo may be
using the machine every day. And the
chief aim, after all, was to provide for low
maintenance cost as opposed to the lowest
production cost.
"The decision to employ shah-drive
arrived at, mounting the engine transversely in the frame was a si11~ qua liOn.
Cooling? Water-cooling was the obvious
answer for two reasons: the first was that
it is possible to obtain a much higher
degree of mechanical quietness when the
c:ylinders are shrouded by water jackets.
Taking the conception of the machine as
a whole again, leg1hields must be regarded
in the light of essentials, and if air-cooling
had been emplored, gaps in rhe shields
for the air stream would have been necessary. And that, of course, would have
affected weather protection.
Another
point was that the engine temperature of a
small side-valve unit is more easily controlled by means of water-cooling."
Going into his last point in greater
detail, Mr. Udall pointed out that had
air-cooling been emeloyed, it would lmvc
been next to imposszble to incorporate air
passages round the exhaust ports.
"The manufacture of engine, clutch,
gear box, and final drive as a single unit
promised simplification in assembly and
manufacturing problems which could not
be ignored. Hence the unit construction."
In one fcll swoop, as it were, Mr. Udall
had answered about a dozen of the points

~~~~:. th{ d:~~ r~~n::~~r IJ::~
it rzght away, and deal with each field of
A1n011g the worltl"s rno5t atlvam;etl desig>~s,
the Velocetle is a ~·ale~-eoo/etl horiztmlally
opposetl twin with nde t·alvu optraletl by a
sin~le camshaft.
A hantl-starter mechanism
is '"'"Jiosttl bttween th~ e>~gi>~~ 1.1ntl th• dll/~11.
A special B.T.-H. genera/or is tlriwn by the
fOf'u:a~tlentlojthe cra>~lesJ.aft

in't~i~: ~e~~/iti!,~~r.

Udall went on
to point out that the crankshaft is of the
two-throwtypewiththecrnnks at ISOdeg.
Since the aim was to keep the offset on
the c:ylinden n low as possible in order
to reduce the out-of-balance couple to a
minimum, it was desirable to keep down
the width of the big-ends. Thus rollerbearings were used. Had plain bearings
been adopted, the c:ylinders would have

required to be considerably more offset
than they are now, since, in order to
achieve the desired load-carrying capacity,
considerably wider bearings would have
been needed.
The rollers in the big-end bearings are
uncaged. There are 28 rollers per bearing. The size of the big-end track on the
crankpin is lin dia. When talking of the
big-end track, Udall was referring not to
the crankpin itself, but to the hardened
sleeve wh1ch is pressed on the crankpin.
The obvious question to all this was:
"But why we these sleeves at all-why
not a plain, hardened pin of larger section
and grind the bearing surface?"
"Ahl" said Charles, "that requires

Mai>~ baeJ.botu of tM fram• is a 22gallge s/leet-s/eel /'rUling. to wJsi,A 1111
wide rear mlldgllard is we/dell

some explanation. As you can see, the
crankpins and crank discs are a one-piece
3

~~~~~g~teJ,hfnmf~~~: 'B.if.~~69.

;.ftili i~n!

~~~ ~it~1 ~ h~~ftet~~i~~il~~e,~h ~~ddero~~

minimize the risk of fracture, and avoid
cracks in the angles formed by the pin
and disc, these corners have to be
radiwed. And, of course, since a roller
bearing cannot bear ora a surface with
radiwed ends, the big-end tracks, or
sleeves, have their inner ends likewise
radiused to allow them to be pressed up
close to the cheek of the crank disc. An
incidenlttl point is !hat even if it were
possible to have the bearings running

Crmslrucli011al jea/w~u cj 1/re eompact
.fmal-tlriu unit. Driw to tAt "'" whul
il tra>~SJnitltd by a uries cj clcgs
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material cannot be hardened to the nec~
sary degree."
"I see, and what is the material used
for the traclts?"
"It is carbon-cluomc steel, turned from
bar material, heat-treate-d and then
ground. Incidenta Uy, the slc:eve1 are

apfr~=~~fr.'t~:J~.'~nention

to the

crankshaft bob-wci¥hu and asked:
" Why are bob-wezghts fitted since,
surely, with this type of engine, the
primary out-<~f-ba!ance forces are nil? "

~~:.~ r~~~; ~~~";~:t~ ~~~c~i~~~

a
and connecung rods m a nat-twm move

~e~~n':r~: f:,e;! ~n~~ic~~~ :~h~rti~~~~

But owin~ to the fact that the !;)'lindcrs
are offset m relation to one another, there
ezim a slight out-of-balance couple. And
this can be reduced by adding bobweights to the crankshaft. The effect is
to reduce the couple in the horizontal
plane and introduce a rather higher couple
in the vertical plane; but since a motor

~la~~. iiuv~ec~~c~o~!~ l~c t~c ~:~~~~
In other words, it is much better to have
the couple in the vertical plane than in
the honzontal."
"And how arc the bob-weig hts fined
10 thcaankpins? " I asked.

w:;g1:s~ P!fhe~~r~ f~:Jtu:~Y ~cc~

bolt and lock nut. T hen the pins and
bob--weig ht are dr illed in position and
round, hardened dowels pressed in."
"With this layout the attractions of
adopting the car practice of a combined
Hywhccl and clutch at the rear of the
engine seem too good to m iss! yet you
have ij!: norcd them. Any sp«tal reason
for dotng so?" I asked.
" The present arrangement with the
ftywheeluthe front is much better, since,
wi th the existing layout, there is a primary
reduction gear between the mainshaft and
the clutch. With the clutch running at
roughly one-third engi ne speed1 we have
a slow-running gear box. Thts reduces
th e inertia of the clutch and other rotating
parts and makes the gear-change easier."
"Fair enough. h there anything extra·
ordinary about th e main bearings?"
"No, they arc pcrfeclly standard ball

would be the minimum resistance to sWt·
i.ng. The diamete( of the ball tournals
is iin."
"What material is used for the
piuons?"
"They are Y·alloy die-castings; nthcr
unusual in so far as they use a one-piece
Normally a piston is
core in the die.
constructed as a die-casting with anything
up to nine separate pieces in the core.
Because of the shape of the bosses, the
core has to be collapsed when the piston
is cast. The LE pistons uc made in such
a way that the bosses arc 'Ike'd' up the
piston aown."
I noted that the gudgeon-pin bos~s
were situated roughly half-way down the
piston skirt. "Why is that?" I asked.
Charles rcpticd: "In order to get a

~r I~ist~~b~~:C:! ~nd i~~.~~fet~:b

up in the skirt immediately below the
slotted oil-control ring 1 there is intense
pressure just at that pomt and it can lead
to setzure.
Redistribution of the load
makes it jX)SSible to use smaller clear-

an~~; th~~a~;h!ft ~hfou;g~!gtr~. skirt."
"Yes, it !;~fries four integral cams.
The material is ordinary, case-hardening
mild-steel and the cams are case·
hardened. The shaft is carried on a ball
tournal at each end. Diameter of the
bearings is /cin bore."
I picked up one oC the tiny IO·mm
sparking plugs and inquired: "Why use
such small plugs?"
"The reason is that you can get better
water passages round a small plug than
you can with a large one, and also they
are more in proportion with a small head."
in:: th~ ~~~~i!:a~~~~:J.c wW~yecu~
light-alloy heads when the engine is
water-cooled?"

1

0

he:J; ~~v!cr:;~lvc~r=~i~~~t li~nt~a~~
use a slightly higher compression ratio
than with an iron head and, oC cour~,
there is the advantage of the weightsaving."
I remarked on the fact that the valves
were inclined to the bores. Was that as

a result of using only a single camshaft
or was it also, perhaps, done purposely, in
order to get more water round the valve
seau?
"Yes, those arc the answers. The
valve seats arc machined in the cylinder
casting. Valve-guide material? Plain

~:t~:O;arvr::sr: D~~Thiil~ V~~

steel. Inlet and exhaust valves are made
from the same material and the sizes are
identical, diameter across the beads being
ft in. The compression ratio is 6 to l
Valve springs arc of ordinary helical type
ol 35\b seated strength. Concn arc of
the straightforward split type of orthodox

de~tng tappet$ of ~uarc section with
radiused ends arc used, and tappet bushes
are of sintcred cast-iron pressed into the
crankcase. Why ~uare-section tappets?
Because we wanted to use the widest tappen and cams possible in order to reduce
wear to a minimum."
In answer to a qu estion on how lubrica·
tion was carried out, Mr. Udall explained
the system thoroughly. "A gear-type
pump draws oil from the U·pim capaetty
fu~r an~~~~~·cC: ~~a;gj~fe!~t;g ~il~

the middle web of the aankshaft. Two
scallops formed in the outer diameter of
the web direct the oil into the big-ends. A
further feed from the pump leads to the
reduaion-gear steady plate, at the rear
of the erankcasc, and supplies oil to the
plain, steady bearing on the end of the
aankshaft, and to two subsidiary jets:
one of the~ feeds to the camshaft gears,
while the other lubricates the reduction
drive. Funher lu brication is by means of
splash and mist."
We turned to the rear of the engine and

!.~~tefo t~o~cu!':~:JTcal~~~ tC:~
when a straight-tooth gea r would prob-

ab!J~et~~::~ut~ ~~:~~~~tlci/ :,~~:.~~
that helical gears are much quieter. An
interesting point about the production of
th e IJears is that each pair is lapped o~ a
spccral machine. This ensures the hrgh
d egree of a~;~;u racy which is essential to

~~~:~:s ~~ ~h~ ~~f!i~it~~tain,I~te~~

really quiet running.

It is a procedure

u~J~~~e ~1tO:ri~ ~eu:i fo~r~~· gc.us?"
" It is a 3 per cent nickcl-chrOIIl;C·
molybdenum steel of 70-80 tons tensile
strength."

: !Th~ ~~~~~u~a~i!t~ t~~~c::J;;

but the real reason it is u~ is to give a
high-core strength to the tee~."
•• With this method of umt COIUtrue·
tion," I asked," do you have any troubles
owing to the heat transference to the
clutdl? "
Charles answered that he had experienced none at all. The fric:tion pla!cs
themselves arc of a high-fadc-pomt
material-one which, in other words, can
withstand very much higher than normal
temperatures before it lo~s its frictional
properties.
"What is the ma1crial?" "It is a
Ferodo material known as V.M.41."
" I note that you have interPQSed the
starting mec~amsm between the cluidl
and the cngmc. Why?" "The real
reason for that, of course, is to make con·
trol easy in dtfficult eircumstan!;CS. For
instan!;C, if, with the normal staner, the
engine stalled during a get-away, it would
~can selecting neutral, staning the engmc, then re-engaging the gear before
!'cuing under way. In this case, all that
IS necessary is to li(J: the dutch lever,
stan the engine and set off."
" How is the reduction helical fitted 10
the mainshaft? Is it keyed or fitted on a
taper ?" I asked.
" It is actually pressed on to the prc·
sent shaft, but it used to be held by
splincs. It is now pressed on to a very
much larger shaft."
"What is the interference?" " l·l!
thou."
" How is it pressed on?"

:;IJ:~r;c~r ~nvJ'Jn s:~~h!h':h,~hichh~:~~

that th e two can be pushed 10gethct so
far, and then the operation is completed
in a press."

apan from that of adlieving the ncccs·
s.ary otf~t required for the shaft-drive?"
"Yes," t\!r. Udall pointed out," there is
the additional advantage of low frictional
losses since, in the indirect ratios, the
power is being transmitted, as I have
said, through only one pair of geart-as
~~ tO two pairs in the normal type
"What material do you u~ for the gear
pinions?" I asked.
"It is nickel-chrome steel, exactly as
used for the reduction helicals, and it is
used for the same reasons."
"What arc the shafts made of?" "It
is a nickel-chrome case-hardening stccl,
known as E.M.39." "Any special points
about its heat-treatment?"
" None
whatever. It is a perfectly normal casehardening steel, chosen for its high-tensile
strength."
Asking what material was used for the
propeller shaft, I was told that it was
nickel-chrome oil-hardened steel, also
employed because of its high tensile

f::cn~;;~~~~~ra~~~c~c!~n: ~~d~~

Spiccr, needle-roller universal joint at the
front end, and a splined muff-coupling at
the rear.
"What size of bearing is used for the
bevel pinion?"
" It is a iin duplex type; a special
thrust bearing carrying thrust in both
directions. Normal spiral be\'els arc

c~pli~;: the bearing locked? "

" Quite
simply," I was told. "It is shrunk into
the housing and locked in position by a
screwed ring. The bevel pinion is also
carried by a needle roller bearing situated
as close up to the teeth as it will go."

'~ Any special points about the spiralbevel crown wheel ? "
"Not really. It is a perfectly normal
type, carried by one needle roller bcarina;
and one ball bearing. There is provision
for adjustment in the mesh, which is
carried out at the factory. What might be
described as an unusual feature is that,
since it has a fairly high ratio, it is possible to use a very small bevel box. Drive
10 the rear wheel is transmitted by a series
of dogs."
All that remained to discuss was the
ignition and i?rburettor.
Dealing wtth the ignition set first, it
will be rccaUed that a B.T.-H. a:encntor
is employed. Situated immediately for.
ward of the forged-steel, dished flywheel,
and partly shroudcd by the dished portion, the generator unit is driven on a
forward parallel extension of the tapered
shaft by a Woodruff key. The castng is
held by four bolts extending from the fly.
wheel housing and easily accessible from

~~t~i~~~ ofu!~e o~tn~cn~~a~~~. c~~~~g!f~
distributor, oontacr-breakcr and auto-timing device, cut-out and condenser-all
~~fea~~~a~o~~~~~cd, all accessible in a
The carburettor? It had to be one that
would provide the perfect tickover. The
~':J1in~ ~~ss\ts:~: ~ru!~ec,a~~\~~!~

respond to the most ham-fisted opening
up. The result is the special fixed-jet
carburettor. It contains only one moving
pan-a butterfly throttle, and it features
a separate stancr jet system with in-built
push-pull operation. This furnishes th e
eorrect mixture for staning and dispenses
with the need for a tickler.

Excelsior Talisman

tin~~£ti,~~~ ~~~t~~~t~~ t~;· o~~~~~h~~:
is fit ted on splines on the end of the reduct ion gear shaft and the shaft is carried
in one ball journal and one plain bear·
ing."
.
"You use a two-plate clutch," I cut in.
" Is there any special reason for that?"
"Well, yes," he replied. ''A single·
plate clutch of this dimension would have

~~q~~~~t ~~;h~\~~~~er ~f!~~/~~~~

decided to use ball bearings so that there

would have meant very much heavier
dutch operation, and th e idea was to get

~~si~re.rat;~ f~u~~h:h:ts :J~~ :1~~1;

L~yord

of tile ll ~nd-$tt"ter. clut&ll , ge~ r box, d af t ~>Id blue! pinicm

plate clutch we had the ability to tran~mit
all th e power we wanted with the dcsrred
lightness of operation."
" What are the outstanding features of
the gear box? "
" Well, it is a constant-mesh, offset box
of normal type, but not, of ooursc, a
normal gear box as we know it in th e
motor cycle world. It is one in which
the drive is taken in on one shaft and the
out put taken from the other; in other
words, it is not a straight-through box,
and the drive is always transmitted by
one pair of gears only in any gear."
" Yes, I sec th at," I rcphed, "but is
th ere any reason for using an offset box

Of244 c.c. (50 X 62 mm). tile Exu/sior T~li$mau twi tt cyli>~dtr tu:o-s/roke llas two t >l·
tirely u p6 role cyli~tdtr barrels aud cyli>rder lltod$. E~ch pislt:m operates abo~·e its owtt
cnm kcose. Cra11k throws ~ re stt ot 180 dtgrtts to fn ouide the torque of~ j our-cylillder
four-stroke. F1 1:t blari11gs suppcrttht crankshaft

Model Cll 250 c.c.
A Utility Two-Fifty With a High
figure, it must run for long periods without skilled attention or replacements, and
it must be economioU, easy to stan and
easy to service. Those, I think, are the
mam anributes of the ideal utility
machine. It was ooosidered, however,
that there was room for a utility machine
which embodied all these features pha a
"little something that the others had not
got" in the way of performance.
H ence the 249 c.c. overhead-valve
B.S.A., with a maximwn speed around 60
(Left) A copper-asbestos

wader is used bdwun
th e cylindn and head;
the la/tu has a se~tn
sludfi:zing, The com:shaptd projections in
the valv• Ullltr "''
breatMu

~:~:h:; a~df~e~liilit~~f=s~ctf~:!n~

simp'e straightfor...·ard design ~hat became
apparent during our conversation.
The macltine has coil ignition and aut~
malic advance spark mechanism, two
features wltich are apt to cause discu ssion, so it was natural that I should tackle
Mr. Munro on these subjects fitu of all.
He would not admit that the subjects are

ver head -valve B.S.A.
By " UBIQUE "

erformance

~~~ 'ib~~~i~nn:~er~\i:!ba~.~a

there IS always a good fat spark, so that
a lint-kick start is normal and not exceptional.
With automatic voltage control there
has been no trouble with batteries, but
careful tests have been carried out for
both starting and running with deliberately discharged batteries. From these it
has been determined that the engine will
run on a voltage as low as 3, and stan
quite satisfactorily on 4 volts. Since the
accepted figure for a fully discharged twovolt cell is 1.4 volts, and there arc three
cells to the battery, there will always be
available current that is at least at 4.2

~h~~~dub~e!~d~d ~~t:c:J'isi~a~~"!::~~g f!

obtained without an exhaust-valve lifter.
Thus, two control lever:J-lipark advance
and exhaust l.iftc:r-are eliminated from
the handlebar.
Now u to the automatic advance. The
advance curve is carefully matched with
the power curve of the engine, and the
mechanism is not just a "two-position"
device, i.e., full advance and full retard.
In fact, the advance of the spark is imperceptible to the rider. Tests have been
carried out with fixed spark, handcontrolled advance and aUiomatic advance, and in every case the automatic
advance has scored in the m:mers of
acceleration, smooth running and absence
of pinking. Funhcr, the sparkin$ plug
and probably the valves retain thetr condition longer, since they arc not subjected
to excessive heat due to over- or underadvanced ignition. There is no doubt,
said Mr. Munro, that an automatic advance device, if dcsiJned for the panicular engine on which tt is used, is far more
accurate than hand control, even if operated by an c:xpcn.
My next question was regarding the

~~s~~ ~~o~~e~~e!~~va~~;r~r f~~;

told that simplicity and robust construction were the key to the arrangc:menr, and
that every dfon had been made to ensure

I ~~~~E!d~o:an;a"!r ~~~~ ~~~~~~

In such circumstances it would be easy
to imagine that the greatest interest
would attach to the construction of, say, a
"Gold Star" (and 1 confess that on the
Q~;C~sion ol this visit to the B.S.A. cxperi-

just as mu~ specialization and just as
careful destgn is required to produce a
really successful utility engine. The
mate~als used may not be quite 10
excitmg to the enthusiast, but a good deal
of ingenuity is required in order tO produce a first-class article, always remembering that after reliability the f!:OVC:ming
factor of a utility machine is pnce.
I was not surprised, thercdore, that
when I tadc.led Mr. D. W. Munro,
of B.S.A. about a suitable model for this
series he suggested the C l I.
Now Model C l! is a rather unusual

:n~a\:~c~~ ii;h~_Y~o;c&~,;'~~~c";j~~~

~d~~d·esi~e~no: u;a~ci~ur~~!~ J;;t

be covered by a large manufacturing
oompany such as B.S.A. They provide
a -~nge of types from small, low-price
utility mounts, through tourist and sports
modcls of various sizes, to such a
~~~iz~ar_!,tem as an all-aluminium

which were lying about).

Ncvcnhclcss,

is to say, although it must sell at a modest

debatable, at least so far as this panieular
insrall~tion is concerned, and I must say
that h1s argwnents are pretty convincing.
They are as follows:-

ruHs m a ball b.aring on /he drive stle

:~a=r:~-br~~r f:~~:C~J:c:fr;:

sltew-dril/IH double gear oil

lai~~i !lL~iti~;!~~ ~fthP~:.fl

three distinct advantages-it saves current
and wear and eliminates the idle spark
with any p<nsible ill effects therc:from.
Next, the coil-ignition system was adopted
deliberately, not because it was cheaper,
but because it was considered to be better
for this type of machine.
In combination with the automatic
advance it provides about the neareSI:

The cr.anluhaft of the C ll B.S.A. engine
and

i~t

"

a plain

bear~ng o11

the timing

~~d~~~~~:Ja"Q!af{ed ::;~~~~~';,~~~~~~ ";'~
P~<mP

and llu
II1Jlf·1pud «mlact·brtaAtr, wllich is al5o
rAtw·dri~·en.
Alumiflitun-alloy di&

taslings ar• emplofed for tile cranllcase
IJHdfor lilt /lming-cfJsecowr

long lile of valves and valve gear with a
minimwn of attention. The valves themselves arc made from an austenitic steel,
and they are mounted in alloy cast·iron
guides, wltich provide a hard bearing
surface. The comparatively small in·
eluded angle (35 degrees) between the
valve centres provides that the pushrods shall be parallc:! to the valve
stems, and thus avoid stdc: thrust on the
valve guides and rocker bearings.
The valve guides are long and the
spring cups. deep so a~ to ensure the
longest possible springs m a given space.
There are rwo concentric springs for each
valve, the main reason for which is the
provision of a reserve spring on which the
rider could get home in case of spring
fracture, but which also guard against
periodic valve float.
Hardi!!Jed-steel rockers bear directly

~~nm::~~~~r~~t::tn:?ed f~t;;f~l~~~cl~~

the cylinder head by two bolts. The
rockers are lightly spring-loaded cndwisc
so as to prevent rattle, and large wells
arc provided for lubrication. Incidentally,
the whole of the upper works are lubncated by oil misr, which passes up the
push-rod tunnel from the timing gear, the
on1y breathers provided being in the
valve cover. The breathers-two of them

50
signed for constant high-s~ work. I
was warned, however, not tO fall into the
error of believinr that the Cll was a
sluggard, since it develops 11 h.p. at

5,000 r.p.m.

The camshaft is constructed of casehardening mild steel, and runs in \'Cry
large plain bearings. It is formed in one

r~~:~n~~~e= ~~e~:n~~ ~~~
~J~:: ,~:~~'s ~~r~~~j~o~r~~~~~=ei~~;

-arc of some interest1 for they consist
only of cones cont:uning steel wool
!hrou~ whi_ch a~ can pass with ease, but
m wh1ch oil nust condenses and drips
back tO the valve gear. I was told that
lhis device is most effeaive.
Solid steel push-rods with hardened
ends sockcted dircaly into the lower
rockers arc used, because they arc likely
to prove troublefree, and the little extra
we1ght involved is of no great importance
in an engine which is not primarily de-

Mr. Munro pointed out that all pans arc
access.ible, and that the valve cover (a stiff
ligh!-alloy C?~Sting)_ i~ held by a single nut,
~=~ ~t s~Jo:~iu~1a~!.to prevent oll leakPassing to the cylinder and hcad1 I
would mention that the original. desJ.gn
was laid out for a one-piece castmg, and
that the first engine was 50 constructed.
This arrangement has certain technical
advantages, and I asked why it had been
discarded in favour of the detachable
head. . I gather tha~ J?':lblic opinion and
the cla1ms of acccssJbJlay are the main
causes which brought about the change.
But, whatever the causes, the shape of the
combustion chamber remains much as before, that is, semi-spherical, with modification to the main shape in the nci~h
bourhood of the valves 50 as to provide
uue scatings and adequate clearance
round the valve heads.
Owing to the shape of the head, which
is not a true circle at the cylinder joi..ot,
no spigot is used, but the two pans arc
held by no fewer than seven stout sruds
and nuts, a copper-asbestos washer being
interposed.
There is nothin g
special about the cast
iron used for the cylinder and head castings,

::~~t q~l\;. is ~ehi~;
are deep and fairly
widel y pitched, so that
the air can flow freely
to the rib roots and
cylinder and head walls,
and there is a single vertical fin at both front and
rear to prevent "ring."
Die castings in an aluminium alloy are employed for the crankcase
and timing covers as
they provide a smooth
finish
and
m.inimi.u
machining.
While looking at a
dismantled cranlc.sh.aft, I
noticed tha t the taper on
the crankpin ends appeared to be steeper than
usual, 50 I asked the
reason.
Mr. Munro
stated that this Wli.S
regular B.S.A. practice,
as it facilitated rcpbcement when necessary.
The more usual tapera man er of a few" thou"
per incb - had been
Alli•leruli"ftonlras/willlllleCJJ B.S.A.11111 2/7 '·'· (68 X 68 m'") Francis-Barntll
'' Smg," ifltroduudjor J9J5

~~y ~~~~~&}! e:~~

it had a tendency to
strctc:h the hole in the
flywheel boss and thus
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The Speedway J.A.P.
secu~td in 1/uof a spuial m uter-]14
prouu

=:'' au

fly~~:Jwds ~} • :.~.. as
c~:1

render replacement somewhat difficult.
The cr-ank pin, of 3 I?« cent nickel
sted, case-hardened, cam es a single row
cl long ral!en, a:ld the connecting rod,
cl the same material. is hardened and
lfOWid at the bi;-cnd to form the outer
race cl the beanng. I was told that this

r~~~~~~o~};! tobc~~~i ~ti::~dy
This brought us to the question of lubricauon. For otmow reasons, th e double
gear pump used on other B.S.A. models
has been mcnrporated 1.n the design. It is
skew-drh·cn from the c:rank~h aft, and the
delivuy pump_ forces oll to the timingside plain bearing and th rough, the crankshaft to the big-end. There IS a release
valve, but this is n01: adjustable, and there
is no !eU-tale, except that the return pipe
to th e tank is visible when the filler ca p
IS removed. F rom th1s there should be a
good flow, as the amount of oil ci rculated
per minute is considerable. It is not felt
that any other form of indicator is necessary, :md it is alm~st impossible for the
system tO fail pr0\1dcd that there is oil
in the tank.
,\1.r. M unro pointed out an interesting
feature which, I belic,·e,. is peculiar to
B.S.A. engines. This is that th e crank
axles, each of which has a shallow rect-

:~:k'~:,=,~e aJ~-~~~~th!n~t ~~~:, ~f

f~!s hi!a~~~~ain~~thco~e~~~~f

These bosses arc undt:!"1;Ut, and the axle
heads arc hammered into the unde!"1;Ut
pon.ion by a process similar to a chisel
o.lt. The scheme will be clearly followed
from the illustration.
There is a plain bearing on the timing
side and a ball bearing on the drive side;
a fan-shaped thrower ring inside the
crankcase pre,·ents direct oil leakage
through the drive side.
There is not much to be said regarding

~~ p~st~?ghJ~ id~m~ ~~~ts:~de~?J:~
two pressure rings and one scraper ring.
The gudgeon pin is large (jin dia.) and
hollow, and is loc:ated by o.rclips which
pennit it to Boat in the ptston bosses, but

~~;~t b:h~i~e~th~hesm':J:~d ~C ~~

connecting rod.
I asked the special significance of the
cadmium plating on all the bolts and nuts,
and also on the nlve spring cups, and
was told that it is a panicul.arly good
rust-prcvcntcr. Cadmium, it appears, is
elearo-positive to iron, and consequently
there is no electrolytic action in the presence of moisture.

An Engin e Whi ch Has Remained Basically Unchanged
for Many Years and is Stated
to Develop 40 b.h. p.
speedway racing was introW HEN
duced. to Great Britain in 1928,

6ur~~tylhc ~!~~~~ o~c~r:"~~~

number of manufacturers marketed special
speedway models and it was common for
as many as half a dozen makes to be com-

~tic"nggi~~.. t~:t~P., ~~;!d', ~::~N;

designed. for speedway uu:, and by 1931
was easily the most popular power unit.
Since that time no other engine hat
challenged. the ]A.P. which, fitted in a
variety of frames, is to-day in · use in
airnoSI every country where speedway
racing is held.
Why is the ].A.P. engine so successful?
The answer lies in its remarkably good low-speed torque
eoupled with over 40 b.h.p. at
its 6,500 r.p.m. peak; in its hit:h
power/weight ratio; and in liS
simplicity and straightforward
des.ign which facilitate quitk
maintenance.
Large-diameter roller bear·
ings support the flywhed assem-

~~ i~~: ~~~~:;:11~ ~~:~

at the big-end. At thcsm.a.llend
there is a phosphor-bronze bush
for the gudgeon pin retained in
the piston by circlips. The
piston is domed at the crown to
provide a high compression
ratio-ratios commonly used. arc in the 14
to 16 to I variety for alcohol fuel.
The most obvious external charatteris·
tic is the shaUow finning of the cylinder
and cylinder head. As speedway races are
of short duration and speeds are comparatively low, wide surface area for cooling
is unnecessary.
Indeed, if light-alloy
cylinder and head were fined., it is almon
certain the engines would over-cool. Five

b:~s cyif~d:~-te~nJoan~~ lin~~se retain
Valve operation is orthodox by means
of two cams on a common spindle actuating roller-type followers, push rods and
overhead rockers.
These rockers arc
carried on needle rollers and coil valve
springs are fitted. The lubrication system
operatca on the total-loss priociple.

T_Ms ~t~lional drawjng of tlte J ..A .P. speedwtJy engine slwws lilt btJsic
nm.pl1t:1ty of IJu du1g". Th r:ail!flgtar i41ola/ly t it cloud t3nd lubriCQied

t~': ::,~~~~:! ::: :r::t/,.~/:::~t~~ 'lo~~.no:;t:t~ ~~~::~t:.u;;-;o:,;

are tilt shallow finn i ng of tll11 cylinder and head, and the oil bo:t below
lh1 timing cllu / it~to rvhuh tll11 oil is passed from the cranlwue before
beingdisdargtdon UJ lllrlrack

"

"

499 c.c. Four-valve Rudge Ulster
Interesting Features of a Famous Pre-war H:gh-efficiency Produdic:t ~nit :

"lVfY!;"1~::v~~~?i~, ;o";'~~
this )"OI.!t
The

=

(Lej:) Till jouN·ake
a,ang•ment .oft~
·•

Ubi~ ~"

eng1m

u

ut1iqau in the motor
eydt world. Allhou(h
the opertJiion of ll11
inlet wd~es follOfl.·s
tHWmal prllclirll,lhereis
an ingenious t~rrange
menl of three rock~rs
to opua /~ the radial
e:rllaust valves. Th e
drowitlg also shows/he
sturdy nickel-choome
UISI-irqn cylinder and
ddails of tile push-rod
tNr/osu re. A die-cast
" Y" alh>y piston of

tJu slipper

ll'f't i s

employed

~ L"e

to

i\at about unique."
...tJorn. thi!; remark was

ad~- ~tr G. L H<~.ck, the then
head ol tM Ra;4-e-\t"hitwonh Technical
Depa..-o:::c::::_ I.:! !..'"OC.t of US, laid OUI in
sequenee cc s.!:o:o:3 of brov;n paper, were
all tl::e pa..-.l :!:11:
to make a Rudgc
Ll.ne:: ~ 1bs. we lud agreed, was
rh~ ~ m :!)e ~be~ ran;~ to discuss
and to am!rsc as ~ds "whrs., and
.. wberdorn.," bca~<.e not only had it
many :.::::.=t::; !ear-.:.-es. but it was the
power :.:n.:t of m =:lSW.!I.r fast and lively
produnxm oode!
"Yes:~~~~. H:u;lc, " In t mploying four '-al•-et we ar~ unique in the
moto:r.cyc!c W~:.>:~. thoqh not in the aircraft voorid. Tbere you find that for high
perfom:un.o:c !:x: ..-:a.l..-e:s art almost uni•·enal. 01:: ~ for adopting the
system L"'e lJJ,.UlT, The most important is
that with a b.,:p; pci"''"C" output it is so
muth easier to oba.:n rd.iahilit)'. The two
uh2w.t nl•-e~ ot-Ti01.:$1T ro..'l toOler than
a single b..-.e nh-c. and tht arrangement
permits the UJ.e al a central plug without
there being a.ny risk of the qlinder head
cracking.
~Ion pcc:!plc:, I bclicv:e, will
atcept the \'l.CVO th.at a centrally d1sposed
plug, w1th the ~hon distance the flame
has to travel, q a.n advantage.
Light -alloy Head
.. The arr.m;ement of tv.'o parntlcl inlet
•·ah·cs and two rattal exhaust \"ah·es is
co•·ered by a patCD:. '\X"e call it a 'semiradial' head. the in.lct side being fiat and
the exhaust ~ide a ponion of a sphere.
The ach-anu;:cs of light •-ah·c;s and light
•-alvc spnngs m rcs;ard to rchability and
fr«dom from bounce arc more or less
self-evident

Unusual Points of Design

"For scvernl years the cylinder head
has been of aluminium-bronze, which is
an excellent material, but we have just
standardized a light alloy-R.R.50. This
has better conductivity than bronze, but
the great point is the big saving in weight,
In the
which is something like lOib.
case of the bronu: head the vah•e seats
were, of course, integral. Now we employ
austenitic valve SC3tS. These arc fined
by cooling them in solid carbon dioxide
and pressing them into position in the
head, which is heated by being immersed
in a trichlorethylene dcgrcascr. No great
pressure: is required, for with these txtrc:mes of temperature the interference fit
bctwetn the stats and the cylinder head is
less than a thousandth of an inch. When
both arc at atmospheric temperature the
difference is about five-thousandths of an
inch.

By " TO RRENS ''
"While we have never had a valve SC3t
come loose, the outer edges of the exhaust

~ts t~~c h:J ~~~~~i'1 c~v~~~~ :h!fe~

just as a
bushes or
ing-down
shrunk in

prc:caution. T he five screwed
thimbles into which the holdbolts go arc of bronze and
by the same method, except

~t :!;% as'!t~~r::/~~· ~c~

sides of each bush there is a m~all flat
running down to a depth of about 1/ IOin .
As a safety measure we use a Brinell
hardness tester to press the cylinder-head
material against these flats and thus lock
the bushes in place.
"The valve guides arc a hot-water fit.
If they were put in by the carbon-dioxide
method the owner would find that they
were so tight that he could not get them
out. The material is nickel-chrome castiron, which wean wc11 and has the advantage that, with it, it is easy to provide a
really good finish. They are, of course
chamfered at the top to act as oil
scrapers. This is very na.:essary if, as in
our case, you Hood-lubricate the enclosed
vah·e gea r.
R ac:l ng Pra ct ice

Featu ru of th e flywheel assemUy a" a
1 -hin diam e t e r
erankpin, steel fll'·
wh eels m1d a threerow roller big-md
bearin g u:ith a
Duralumin cage

"The C)[haust va lves are made of
K.E.965 steel and the inlet va lves of 3 per
cent nickel, which was also our raong
practice. The exhaust valves arc used in
the normalized condition, hut the inlets
arc carburized, hardened and tempereda process which gives great toughn ess
with e)[ccllent wearing propcnies.

"The inlets have flat heads and the exhausts arc of semi-tulip formation. The
curvature of the latter mates to some
extent with the cylinder head, but the
important point about tulip-shaped beads
is that the tulip gives the valve slight
fleJCibility and, therefore, makes for reliability.
"With austenitic steel-of which K.E.
965 is an example-a big clearance is
needed between the valve and its guide,
but with our inlet valves, although the
engine has a high power output, we can
run with a cleanmcc: of a couple of ' thou.'
A point here is tha t oil will not get
down the guide and cause trouble; also,

~f:::an~~s ~~~~n~o~i~n. cm?~~.Y~! ~~~:
are of small diameter; that of the inlet
valves is only ! in, while the exhausts are
,\in.
"The inlet port design is of the familiar
bifurcated type with an easy sweep into
the head. The diameter of each port is
liin, so there is a pretty hefty valve area.
We check up on the port diameter by
rolling steel balls of various sizes ~t
through thc:m. By the way, the sparking
plug has no bush; it screws straight into
the head. It is of the long-reach 14mm
type, and we have not found 1 bush
necessary. The vertical fins that lie on
the exhaust ports are severed from the
v3lvc tray to avoid pocket! of stagnant
air. T he space is about fin wide and is
obtained by corcing-not machining.
There is a through passage between the
~~~~~s~iug~s to provide a cooling draught

A01oth u i111eruting
feature is /he serrated
e >~d oftliedrivi»g-side
shaft, lo which is fi tted
/h e driving sprocket
an4shodabsorber

ss
"Both the valve collan and the valves
are tapered, so the load is taken on the
taper and not on the llll1all shoulder at
the end of lhe valve stem.
The valve
springs give a pressure of 83lb at half
lifL"

At this point I started playing wilh the
rocker gear. The drawings show how it
functioos. The arrangement for the inlet

~v:: o?~~ !~!f'e~har::d...:U~~i~
ingenuity has had to be brought to bear.
The tappet or operating rocker is carried
on a bronu bush that is clamped between a forked boss which is pan and
pared of the head. This presses on lhe
upper side of lhe rocker for the right-hand
exhaust valve; the lower side operates lhe
valve, while the far end of the rocker
presses the third rocker upwards and thus
works the other exhaust valve.
"What are the rockers made of? " I
asked.
"They are all of 3 per cent nickel casehardening steel," came the reply. "This
is easier to machine than nickel-chrome
and proves very satisfactory in practice.
There is, you will notice, a separate banjo
oil union to each pivot pin and, therefore,
to each bush. The base, or 'tray,' at the
bottom of the rocker standards slol)e'
towards the push-rod tube, thus leading
lhe oil away to the timing gear and thence

=
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cover and the head.
"For the cylinder-head joint we use a
plain copper washer, which goes on the
inside sp1got of the head so that there is
DO annulta-no space to form a gas trap.

;:; ~~~is tb~~~~~~~e :~~lf;.
There is no honing, the final finish being
obtained by very fine grindina;.

"Yes, the cylinder base is nearly ji.D
thick. For the flywheels, which are 7iin
diameter and liD wide, we employ dropforgings.
We have never yet had castiron flywheels in a Rudge. We use 0.35
per cent carbon steel, because with !hi$
you obtain permanence of the aankpin
and axle holes---one can rebuild lhe
engine without any trouble.
"The connecting rod is drop-forged in
5 per cen.t nickel case-hardening steel.
There is no bush at either end ; this keeps
both the weight and size down. In 1 thin
section, such as this form of rod, the
tensile strength of the steel is 75 to 80
tons sq in.
For such a st~ength after
heat-treatment the machinab11ity in the
annealed condition is particularly iO(Xi.
The heat-treatment, too, is a simple task.
After machining, the rod is case-hardened
to a depth of 0.05 to 0.06in. The rod is
not of a pronounced H-section ; it is more
a dumb-bell section-an H-section with
very full flowing radii. We have always
raced with this section, and I think that
there is a good deal to be said in iu
favour; cenainly it has proved very
effective.
"The crankpin has rwo flanges, which
pull up against the faces of the flywheels

:~ ~~~~n rii~idf'J:·in a!~e ofi~et~:d~

iin. The theory is that if the crankpin
provides a really rigid junction between
the flywheels there is no need for br&ediameter axles, for the latter are mainly
in shear.
The interference fit between
the aankpin and flywheels is 0.0025 to
0.0035in. TI!.at Duralumin cage for the
three-row roller big-end bearing is carried
on the flanges of the crankpin. Thus the
actual bearing surfaces of the big-endboth the inner and outer ones-are completelyclea.rolthecage. Thecagewears

DeMils of lhe liminj; guu and
oil-pump assembl1u.
The
'""'s are integral with the

shajt,whi~halsoincorporales

a decomprusor ~~~~~~. Cho:~in
drit·e is employed for the
mag•ttto

the inner 11de of the crankpin flanges in
the course o( time, but this is unimportant
as the beanna dcuance is not increased
thereby.
"A 2 per cent nickel case-hardening
1teel is used fCK" the crankpin. The oil
hole in the middle of the crankpin is horizontal, facmg fonnrd, when the piston il
at the top o( Its stroke.
The aankpin
nuts are locked by bexagonally holed
v.-ashers and ~-sc:rews. For the axles a
taper fit is employed.
•• On the dri'-mg side there are rwo
bearinp.
Fl!$t, there is a ball bearing
which is fued in the die-cast crankcase
by a lockint: ring pJ"O\·ided with an in-

u would be the ca.se if splines were employed. The arrangement is similar to
that used so successfully on the Rudge
detaChable car wheel.
"The right half of the crankcase, as
you know, contains the oil pwnp. The
front side of the pump proVIdes the feed
tO the enJine. Oil is forced into the bigend beanng, to the rear of the cylinder
wall and to the valve gear.
When we
changed over to totally enclosed \"llive
gear we doubled the capacity of the pump.
At an engine speed of 5,000 r.p.m. the
delivery is now approximately half a pint
a minute. The capacity of the_rerum side
is 2!- times this. With the engme hot, the

bearing.
This b n is a Ransome and
Marles with long rollers--actually 0.4in
long-ilnd is 1 press fit in the aankcase.
The ball bearing provides positive endlocation of the flywheel assembly. On the
timing side there is just a roller bearing
similar to that on the driving side.
"The ribb:.ng oo the aankcase wall
which we had a few rea..-s ago has been
discarded in fa\mu of a smooth exterior.
This is chiefiy with the object of providing a crankcas-e ~t is easy to clean. The
walls taper in thickness., of course; around
the bearings the thickness is approxi·
mately half an inch. Those six cylinder
holding-dov."U studs are of allo)' steel.
The reason is that we v;·a.nted the studs to
be of small diameter so that they could

pints per hour; cylinder walls, 2! pints;
and b1g-ecd, 13 pints.
"An important point is that whereas
when the engine is hot the bulk of the
oil divided belWeen the valve gear and
the cylinder goes to the fonner, when the
engine is started from cold the majority
is delivered to the cylinder. The reason
for this desirable state of affairs is the
long pipe used to carry the oil to the valve
gear.
"The timing gears are ground after
hardening and are fitted by selection.
Manganese case-hardening steel is used
for the cams, since it provides a very hard
case.
The cams are integral with the
shaft and the latter pressed into its wheel.
Our reason for this practice is accuracy
of production. Cam followers are used,
as you see.
Incidentally, ~e oil-pump
plunger i! made of K.E.805 oil-hardening
steel, which gi\'es minimum distonion .a~ter
hardening and also a very strOng drivmg
wheel.
•• Aluminium (R.R.56) tubular pushrods of ii n diameter are used. The ends
are of oil-hardened steel and, of course,
are a press fit on the rods. Steel tubular
rods are fitted to the' Special.' With the
light-alloy head fined to the 'Ulster,' the
R.R.56 just about compensates for the expansion.
Indeed, there is remarkabl y
little difference between the \"alve clearance, hot or cold. Another result in the
case of such long rods (no tappets are
employed) is that there is a saving in
we1ght, though this is not so important
as it might seem, since valve bounce has
never been a !uniting factor with the
• Ulster.' The push-rod enclosing tube is
Hin diameter, so there is plenty of space
for the oil to flow away from the head.
"Die-cast Y alloy is used for the
slipper piston, which, as you will note,
is of the circumferentially slotted type.
The piston is ground elliptically-the diameter is6-7thou.greateracross the faces
than at the edges of the slipper-so there
is ne1.·er any trouble with four-corner
seizures. A 3 per cent nickcl, lapped gudgeon pin is used. This is Jin diameter,
and the distance between the gudgeon pin
bosses only an inch. I am not too happy
about the use of circlips for the location
of gudgeon pins, since a circlip must fit
perfectly and this may not be so after it
has been removed and refitted a few
times. What I use, therefore, are bronze
end-pads.
These are pressed out of
bronze sheet and pushed up to a shoulder
in the pin.
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well as to pJ"O\-ide threads that won't strip
and bolu that won't break.
"Yes, the us-e of serrations on the
outer end of the crank axle is unusual.
The serrations are of eo great depth and
thus the shall is not weakened so severely

~I~~;~~~~~~ t~ytl~~d:ri~~r:~

The light-alloy he11d is of tile "semiradial" type, the inlet sid~ beingjlatand
the exh11usl side a portio11 of a spher~

"Those
are of the
soft rings
provide a

two l!mm-wide piston rings
hardened type. We find that
are liable to fritter away and
lapping powder.
Hardened

rings not only stand up better, but are
also kinder to the cylinder barrel. No,
we do not use a $Craper ring.
"By contemporary standards the compression ratio is low. The standard ratio
is 6.8 to I , though on the special beech·
tested engines we provide a ratio of 7.257.5 to I, according to the results obtained
during the tuning. On these engines we
fit a carburettor with a bigger choke, also
racing cams. The engines, of course, are
cot so quiet as the standard • Ulster.'
"Well, that seems to cover nearly every·
thing.
Have you any other points?
Cams? Yes, even though this is a highspeed engine they open and close comparatively slowly; we desire silence and
longevity as well as high performance.
The valve timing wilh a clearance of
0.02in is; the inlet valves open lOmm
before top dead centre and close 13mm
after bottom dead centre, while the exhaust valves open l6mm before the
bottom of the power stroke and close
lOmm down the induction stroke. The
decompressor cam sta~s to raise the exhaust valves at approx1mMely the bottom
of the compression stroke and closes some
112 degrees later. Our ignition timing is
12 to 14mm before top dead centre.
"Now, then, what about coming and
having a look round the factory . . . ."

VILLIERS 98 c.c. AUTOCYCLE
UNIT
Hifh torque, as oppase_a lo higll spud capabilltie.s. has been lhe 01101 in lhe Usign of lilt
98 e.c. (47 x 57mm) ltlllrA 2F t;;.·o-stroftt.
A "comf"essed" llemispherical combwtion
cllamkr 11 prouided by tile light-aUoy ~yliHder
het~din ~OHjundioll until tlle
jlal-top,die-wsl aluminiu m
piston. Nidel-molybdenum
steel is ~mploytd for the
cOHne~ling rod, whi~ll has an
unwged roller big-en4
bearing. Two ball beMings,
one on each side, support Ill~
built-up ~rllnksht~fl
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Sunbeam 487 c.c. In-line
E. A. SITW ELL Con sults Mr. D. W. Munro on Details of the Design

JNa~dderw~e:for~ferr~~ingth~t ~~=
engine design, the first question I put to
Me. D. W. Munro, M.I.Mech.E., of the

T echnical Department was: "Why did
you decide to make a twin?"
0

an;~~h :re q~~~:P,tr~li:s~ ~~~

"I must make it quite clear that I personally did not design the Sunbeam.
Credit for doing that must go to Mr. E.
Poppe, who, as you realize, is no longer
with t_he finn," Mr. MunrQ then went on,
"Obv1ously the main advantages of a twin
are silence, smoothness, and easy starting.
Moreover, the modern trend is for multis,
and we wanted the Sunbeam, above all, to
be an ultra-modern machine without
being fantastic. Besides being very up to
date, it had to preserve the traditioiHI.l
Sunbeam dignity."
"What was the reason for building an
in-line engine?" I asked. Mr. Munro
answered, "In order to achieve a c:om 4
pact, car·type layout for a complete unit.
Wide use of aluminium-alloy results in
an even distribution of heat throughout
the whole cylinder-block. Experience has
fully justified this in-line arrangement."
Silence Question
"Surely, ~y its resonance, aluminium4
alloy cmphas1zes mechanical noise? How
do you get over that?"
"By the adoption of short, stiff fins
giving a compact mass. Also, the cam4
shaft has been designed with extreme
care; the cams have quietening ramps
which provide a slow transition for an
18-thou tappet clearance."
"With the crankshaft in the fore-andaft position, how is the primary reduction
effected?" I asked.
"Primary reduction in each gear," said
Mr. Munro, "is between the mainshaft
and the layshaft, the gear box being, of
course, in unit-construction with the
engine. In this we have depaned from
normal car practice."
"'Why this depanure?' Because the
final (shaft) drive has to be offset in order
w reach the side of the rear wheel. This
is the most convenient way of doing it."
"Could you not do this, yet still not
have any primary reduction?"
"We!!, no. We should have to have
a ~reater secondary reduction in the worm
dnve at the rear wheel, with oonsequent
hig~er rubbing speed in the worm gear.

~t;!~ldw~~ibr;o~:~JY a ~~~r ~~- wh'!~
unit, too. You see, it is possible on a
car ~o have everything so much more
massiVe than we can have on a motor
cycle. lf!cidentally, the worm wheel is
not bolted rigidly to the rear hub. Instead, there is a loose coupling dog interposed between the worm wheel and the
wh eel hub. This is put th ere in order to
relieve the worm wheel of any stresses due
to shock on the rear wheel or flexing."
"What about the clutch?" I asked.

"Why only a single plate, when most
motor cycles have multi·plate clutches?"
"The answer is," sa1d Mr. Munro,
"that the Sunbeam clutch operates on the
flywheel at engine speed and therefore
carries less torque for a given power output than the more usual motor cycle
clutch that is mounted on the gear-box
mainshaft and runs at about half engine
speed. Therefore, a singl_e, 7in diameter
clutch plate works excecdmgly well."
"Why choose to have overhead valves
operated by a chain-driven overheadcamshaft?"
"We believe that a properly designed
overhead-ca~shaft engine can be quieter
than an equ1valent engine with push-rods,
since there are fewer contact points.
Moreover, the engine can be narrower,
because space is not taken up on one side
by tappets, cams, and push-rods. For a
g1ven performance we can use lighter
valve springs, as there are no push 4rods
and tappets to be returned to former positions. The advantages of lighter springs
are, of course, reduced wear on valve
seats and less noise. We think that an
engine with an overhead-camshaft has
potentially a higher maximum power output than one of the same capacity with
either push-rods or, of course, side valves.
Reason for using a chain and not a vertical shaft to drive the overhead-camshaft
is because the chain nms silently."
"Before we get down to a more detailed
discussion of the engine," I said, "I
should like to ask why you have used such
a short stroke and such short con-rods."
(Bore and stroke arc 70mm x 63.5mm respectively, giving a capacity of 487 c.c.)
"A short stroke is used," answered Mr.
Munro, "in order to keep the piston
speed down, which is a modem idea.
Another ~eason is to keep down the big·
end rubbmg speeds. Shon oon-rods arc
employed in order to make the engine as
compact as possible."
"With such short rods, is there not
liable to be secondary vibration? "
"That point is looked after by the u~
of light-alloy rods and a special engine
mounting."
"Now let us get down to engine de·
tails," I suggested. "First of all, can you
please oomment on the u~ in the Sun 4
beam engine of a cast-iron crankshaft?"
Mr. Munro smiled. "Well," he said,
"it is not corrunon bedstead iron by any
means, you know! Actually, it is a high·
grade alloy-iron of the 'Meehanite' class,
possessing great rigidity and resistance to
fatigue, and providing excellent bearing
surfaces. Compared with ordinary castiron, it has great mechanical strength."
"I see that it is a single-throw crankshaft with the crank-journals separated
by a massive central bobweight. Why
did you not use a nonnal built-up crankshaft?"
Mr. Munro answered this with a oountcr question: "Why," he asked, "go to
the trouble and complication of building

up a crankshaft when split big-ends solve
the_ problem of a one:piece shaft? . . •
JnCldentally, being spht, the big-ends are
more easily replaceable if necessary."
"Can you please give me some infonnation about the main bearings?"
"As ro.u sec, at the rear _we have a
plain, white-metal-lined bearmg, and in
front there is a large, deep groove, ball
journal bearing.
The lancr also takes
the clutch thrust and has a large, springloaded oil-sea!."
"Is there an oil-seal for the rear, plain
bearing?"
"Not for the bearing itself, because it
is an 'internal' bearing, and no special
precautions against oil leakage between
the engine and timing gear are necessary.
There is, however, a sheet-steel partition
between the timing gear and the clutch
chamber, and this partition carries an
oil-seal which prc\·ents leakage on to the
clutch."
"What are the bearing sizes?"
"The front bearing is l iin diameter,
and the rear I tin diameter."
"Why have d ifferent kinds of bearing
at the front and at the rear?"
"Well, we like plain bearings for
silence, but ha\•e to have a bearing somewhere that is capable of taking thrust
when the clutch is disengaged. Hence
the ball journal being in front."
"What allowance is made for end
play?"
"Theoretically, nil, but perhaps there
is a small working clearance at the rear
end."
"What about the big-ends?"
"They are of the steel-back shell,-type
with indium-flash lead-bronze !men.
Jndium is comparatively a rare metal,
quite soft, but havi~g the property, when
deposited e!ectrolytJcal!y, of becoming in·
fused into the lead-bronze bearing, thus
giving the bearing temporarily an ultrahigh resistance to load. This extra load
resistance is especially valuable during the
running-in penod of the engine, at which
critical stage in the engine's life the indium effectively prevents any breakdown
of bearing surfaces."
"Whyuselinersatall?_"
"Because steel-back hncrs are easier
and cheaper to replace than complete
con-rods."
Oll -con ! rol Rings
"I notice you do not use ordinary
white-metal bearings. Why?"
"Because steel-back liners do not require scraping and bedding 4in like the
older type of bearing, in which a thick
deposit of white-metal was cast directly
on to the rod."
"You mentioned light-alloy oon-rods,"
I said. "I expect the alloy used is
R.R.56?"
"Yes," said Mr. Munro.
"What about the sma11 4ends? " I asked.
"Each con-rod," replied Mr. Munro,
"has a fully floating gudgeon pin oper-

Twin
Features of the Sunbeam
engine areachain-drivm
QT;erhead camshaft operatingstraighl·li~rockers:

''squish"-type combustion
chambers; cylinlkr block
and crankcase formed by
a singk casting; and a
rnu-pieu cast-ironcrallk·
shafl

ating directly in the small4end. The pin
is made of 60-tons oil-hardening, nickelchrome steel and is held in place by two
circlips."
Discussion turned to the pistons. "In
order to keep oil consumption oo the mini·
mum," said .Mr. Munro, "each piston
now has two oil-<::ontrol rings-one above
the gudgeon pin and one at the bottom
of the skirt.
Above both these rings
there are two compression rings. We felt
we oould raise the compression ratio with
advantage, and so the pistons, instead of
being of the flat-top type, arc now semidomed, giving a ratio of 6.8 to 1."
"What are the pis tom made of? "
"Silicon aluminium-alloy, which has

a coefficient of expansion of about
0.000019 per degree Centigrade."
"Can you give me the piston clearance?"
"Yes, there is 5 thou clearance at the
skirt when cold, and slightly less when
the engine wanns up!'
"The crankcase and cylinder block are
formed by a single casting.
Will you
elaborate on the advantages of this
arrangement?"
"A good distribution of heat is effected
and there is no distortion.
Moreover,
there is a saving of weight."
"What is the material?"
"Y alloy."
"And of the barrel-liners?"
"' Brivadium' alloy cast-iron. They
are each lightly pressed-in down to a
shoulder and retained in position by the
presence of the cylinder head."
"What points have you about the
cylinder head?"
"It is made of Y alloy and is of a type
unique, I think, for motor cyclC'5 in that
it is a 'squish' head. This means that
it has a form of combustion space designed to give both performance and
flexibility. In order 00 withstand heat.
valve seats of austenitic iron are used.
They are pressed-in. The head is held
down by 11 bolts and studs."
"Anything special about the valves?,.
I queried.
"No, nothing special; they are made
of Jessop's G2 material, which was used
in aero engines during the war. This
material is an austenitic steel containing
12t per cent nickel and I2t per cent
chromium. It will retain its mechanical
properties even when red-hot."
"What about the valve guides?"
"They are pressed-in and are made of
close grain nickel-iron, which is a
material well suited to the relative expansion of the head."
sp;~~g~~t~ing special about the valve"No, they are of the ordinary doubleooil type, made of cold drawn wire. The
two ooils are wound in different direc-
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tions in order to try to prevent rotation.
IncidentaUy, there is a hardened steel
thimble on the end of each valve stem
to reduce wear.
Car-type rockers arc

i!~e~r~~~~ ~~ =~~nd~!ppet ad-
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.. What is the overhead-camshaft made
"Case-hardened steel. It has two large

~i!un~=~~~~a~ i~ir~rn~i~

off an intermediate pinion, and lhc chain
bas a Wcller-typc tensioner which requires
hardly any attention, but is accessible for
ass.cmbly purposes."
.. I see that an Ama\ carbureuor is
fiucd," I aaid.
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Pancake DynQmo

"Why is ooil ignition used?" I asked.
Mr. Munro said: "For easy starting
and a reliable tick-over. Automatic ad-

dri~~~ ~~~ h!jf~~;~~-sThed 1~i~~~~e~;
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weather. There is a very small range

of

adjusonent on the timing, because we do
not wish to encourage the private owner
10 monkey about much in that direction.
"A Lucas 60-watt pancake-type dynamo
is employed, with no separate bearings
for the armature, which is carried on the
front end of the crankshaft itself. With
this arrangement, the yoke is accura tely
positioned round the annature. Another
advantage is that there is no neccuity
for an additional drive. Also, the instrument is nicely cooled there, and, since
output rises as temperature falls, the

bi~1rett ~:si~~wou!~:o~~ o:O~:ed~;·

the
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peUer shaft instead ol a chain is to obviate the need for messy chai n-adjustment, and also because the ultn-modern
design of the Sunbeam lends itself particularlf well tO this fonn of drive?"
"Quae right," answered Mr. Munro.
"What can you tell me about the
abaft? " I asked.
"First of all," said Mr. Munro, "it is
ll!in long between the centres of the two
universal joinu. It is made of Hardy
Spicer, medium-carbon, chrome-molybdenum steel, suitably heat treated. It is
a forging and runs at roughly half enginespeed in top gear."
"In view ol the shaft breakage that
certain Continental manufacturers sometimes encountered before the war when
they produced shaft-driven machines,
bow do you account for the Sunbeam's
immWlity from this fonn ol trouble?"
.. We keep the shaft shon enough not
to be troubled by whirling effects at high
apeeds, and it is made of steel-steel
strong enough and thick enough to have
a considerable safery factor, and which
possesses very high resist.am;:e to fatigue.
In fact, the shaft is capable of standing
::ea tJ:h'~~ fi~~r~t l~~~~Ytoin t!acz
tainc:d."
"Anything special about the universal
joints?"
.. The one at the rear is a metal Hooke's

d

joint made by Hardy Spicer, and the
one in front is a Layrub flexible-rubbertype coupling. These provide a convenient combination, since the flaible coupling looks after the dd!eaion due to the
working Qf the rear suspension, while
the metal joint looks after any angularity
between the shaft and the worm drive
and cclieves the shaft from aU bending
stresses."
"ShaU we next discuss engine lubrication?" I asked.
"By aU means," 5aid Mr. Munro;
"but, in order to begin talking about
lubrication, it is first necessary for me:
to point out that the mainshaft plain
bearing housing is a separate cast-iron
piece fixed to the crankcase wall by six
studs-"
"Why separate? " I interrupted.
"In order to be able to assemble the
engine," replied Mr. Munro. He went
on: "This housing also fonns a bOOy
for the gear-type oil-pump, which is
driven off a pinion pressed and keyed on
to the crankshaft. The same pinion, incidentally, also drives the camshaft
pinion. In the housing there is a springloaded release valve which allows oil to
by-pass into the sump if there should be
any obstruction in the system. The oil
sump has a capacitY of four pints."
"Why a sump and not an enema!
tank?"
"Because the Sunbeam engine is not
lubricated on the dry-sump principle;
instead, a car-type, wet-sump system is
used, whereby oil returns to the sump
purely by gravity. Also, it was our policy
as I ha\'e said before, to evolve a selfcontained WliL
"The pump," continued Mr. Munro,
"operates at a speed slightly higher than
engine speed-is designed to give an adequate flow of oil at that speed, and also
to conform with the geometry of the
pinion layout that drives it.
"Oil is drawn from the sump through
a filter and is taken direct to an annular
space surrounding the plain main bearing, which has a hole m it and thus is
lubricated. From here the oil goes
through a drill-way in the bearing and
enten the crankshaft, whence it breaks
out under pressure to lubricate both the
big-ends and ~e cylinder walls. Surplus
oil drains back mto the sump.
"From the annular groove already

;::en~~~~~k~s~u~~J'~~~d!r~~~ll~,ri~~

these passages carry od under pressure

to the intennediate camshaft pinion, up
to the rear camshaft-bearing, through the
camshaft to the front camshaft-bearing,
and then up a hollow stud (one of three
that hold the rodter assembly) and into
the hollow rocker shaft, from which the
oil emerges to lubricate the rocker-ends
and cams. There is a control at the rear
camshaft-bearing, where oil 1?1-'~
through only when two holes cowode
during rotation; and there is a control
at each rocker, where, similarly, oil can
emerge only when two holes coincide
during OKillation of the rocker.
"Oil then drains from the cam box by
gravity, down through the chain tunnel
to the bottom of the timing case and
thence, through another filter, back into
the sump.
"An advantage of this system is that
oil reaches the big-ends at full force, but,
with the correct size of orifices, fixed by
extensive tests, there is a restricted supply 'upstairs.' lf the pressure from the

~umJia~b1:!g~~;u:ct~~~~in c~~:~ ~~

action and lights a green lamp w the
head-lamp shell; and this warning lig~t
is, of course, visible to the rider. Inodentally, the engine breathes through a
disc-type breather-valve situated at the
front of the rocker-box cover. The ~e
signer has cleverly explored the engwe
to find a position for this valve where
airwillemergewithoutoil.''
Klekstarter Meeh(ltli.sm
"That seems to dear up the engine
lubrication," I said.... "Now, before we
discuss the SWJbeam flexible engine-

=~,~ ~~/ q~~:O~; :,Pfa~? !~w

"Cenainly," answered Mr. Munro.
"First, then," I asked, "how do you
get the kickstaner working: in the normal
manner and not sideways. With the
crankshaft in the fore-and-aft position,
one would have thought-"
" It is achieved," was Mr. Munro's
reply, "by our going to ~e expense of
providing accurately machmed phosphorbronze and steel skew j;ears."
"What about engme-bala.nce, oompared with that of a single of the same

cap,~~? ~shaft is dynamically balanced on a special machine. Bal~nce ol
the engine, with the pistons gomg,. ol
course, up and down together and firing
1

:te~~~~l'a i:in~~~f t~ ~C:m~~pa~f~?.

Detail

coPutrucliot~

of the shaft-drive a>1d plunger-type rear
~u.spension

"Anything special about the pons?"
"No, nothing special. As you see,
there are two exhaust pons and one
inlet. The single inlet pon serves both
cylinders, of course."
" I notice you have a shon piece ol
flexible: piping set in the exhaust system."
"Yes, that is to allow for engine
• ahake' on the rubber mounting during
tickover. Incidentally, the silencer is of
the ordinary absorption type."
.. What is the power output ol the SWlbeam engine-assuming that the standard compre$$ion ratio of 6.8 to I is
used?"
"It is 26 b.h.p. at 5,800 r.p.m..,
"Good; that, I think, completes my
questions about the engine itself. Now,

about its mouminj; in the frame: why
is a flexible mountmg necessary?"
"Because the crankshaft is in line with
the frame, and therefore vibration is felt
if the engine is rigidly moWJted.
I
should make it quite clear that this engine is not any more prone to vibration
than other engines; but such vibrations
as there are can make themselves felt
more, since they are occurring in the

!!,d::J; ::~~.:"~~~~u%e :;.~
direc-

they occurring in the fore-and-aft
tions.
"We get over this problem in the following manner :-Low-fr~uency vibration is absorbed by tw<l, diagonally disposed, bonded-rubber engine mountings.
An imaginary line drawn from one to the

other would intersect the crankshaft at
a point very near the centre of gravity
ol the power Wlit. Being placed about
this ax1s, the engine suppons have the
highest possible absorbing moment.
High-frequency vibration, caused mainly
by the motion of the con-rods, is dealt
with by a spring-loaded friction damper
at the top {rear) ol the engine-a position that has been foWld to be the mQ.1t
effcaive.
"Oscillation is further controlled by
small rubber buffers-we call them
'snubbers '-placed at the top (rear) and

~~
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in cushioning the engine when it is
affected by torque."
"Are you satisfied with these arrangements?"
"Yes, extremely lltltisfied. P~vious
critics are now thoroughly convwced,

~~d a ars~:~~et/ow~~~th~:;od~~
should be judged.''
"Suppose the setting gets out of adjustment?"
"That is not like.ly to happen, except
after very long penods of rWJnmg; but
in any case, it is 'l,uite easy to centratiu
the engine again v1sual\y.''
"Thank you," I said. "You have explained everything so clearly that I fed
I ought to write a large 'Q.E.D.' at the
end ol the article."

Engiru and gea r box are
;,.unit. Tllerei.sa~ingk
1in·diam e ter dutclt
j ricti011plate. TJtekick staffu operates tllrouglt
a s/lewgear
Oil is contained in a
detadabl. sump, tU
lubrication system
operu.ting on tiu twl·
swmppriKeifJI•
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Norton Vertical Twin

E. A Sitwell Questions

Mr. J. E. Moore, A.M.I.Mech.E., About the Engine Design of the " Dominator "

CO!IP~;'l;~sn~!~c ,:~a~or'~:
office of Mr. J. E. Moore, A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Chief Designer at Nonon Motors, Ltd.
The first question I put to Mr. Moore,
in order to start the ball of analysis
rolling,
was
the
suaighlforward:
"What, in Y?ur opinion, are the advantages of a I:Wm-cylmder engine for motor
cycles?"
Mr. Moore answered: "A twin gives
better torque and, because of in lighter
reciprocating pans, can be run at
higher r.p.m. than a single of the same
capacity. Moreover, a twin pulls better
at low speeds, is easier to silence, and
gives better acceleration. Improved
vaporization can be obtained with a twin
such as ours, compared with a single,
owing to the fact that two pistons pull,
so to speak, at the same mam ;et. You
see, th1s double pulling at the Jet causes
a more constant depression on the carburettor; and consequently a smaller
choke can be employed."
"Why build a vertical, parallel
twin? " I asked. "Advantages of the

.
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cylindus., easier carburation, oompact~!!es, Jl::!::Ja~~nce, rigidity, and

WUkly pluettl

exhil~Ul

fOrts

~=~,~~~~~ uf~~!tt~:~~~~~:
set closely together cmd are
jfJinta by o light-allor iHduc-
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block ar41 two push-rod tunn els ;
the push-rods are operated by
a c.amshaft lhr~ugh large, hollow

tappets.

Cham driw is em-

ployed f or/he magntto 1101d the

eamsMjl

"What about the balam;:e?"
" I think it is understood that the
mtal weight of reciprocating pans in a
500 c.c. vertical-twin is likely to be lower
than the total weight of reciprocating

pans in a single of the same capacity.
For instaoce, a vertical-twin usually has
light-alloy con-rods; and a shoner slrOke
is, of course, employed than in a single.
Therefore, although the thCilretical balance is identical in practice there are
lower inertia forces in the twin for a
given r.p.m., with consequent smoother
running. In balancing an engine, the
aim should be to make the reciprocating
and rotating pans as light as possible
relative to the flywheel mass, in order to
achieve smoothness at high r.p.m. This
has been our aim with the Nonon
twin."
"I see you use a built-up crankshaft
and flywheel assembly," I said. Mr.

Moore replied: "We favour the bolted-

~~ci~g=~~aci~e~e Th~r~ta~~~~
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engine, forged crank cheeks are desirable and this dictates the building-up,
since it would be impracticable to use a
forged one-piece crankshaft and flywheel
assembly because of the excessive
machining that would be required after
forging."
"What material is used for the
shaft?"
"The shaft is made of manganesemolybdenum and has toughened journals. We use this material because of its

"

high tensile suength, which is about
65 tons per square inch."
"And the flywheel-what is that made
of?"
"Cast-iron - an entirely suitable
material1 and more than strong enouib
for the JOb, especially since a flywheel is
intrinsically strong in section."
"What are the dimensions of the
wheel?"
"Theyare7inxlf in."
"Will you please explain the construction of the crankshaft and flywheel
assembly?"
"Cenainly. As you see, the wheel is
sandwiched between the bobweightcd
crank checks, each of which has a flange
for fixing purposes. These flanges are
specially large in diameter in order to
promote rigidity in the whole assembly.

~~u~a~~! =~~ ::eo fl~~!ef,ah~l:ft~~u!~
three together. To ensure accurate
alignment, there is a large diameter cenualdowel."
"How are the nuts on the nuds and
bolts locked?"
"The end of each bolt is centrepunched over its nut; also, the two locking plates that you can see, one on each
side of the flywbeel, are turned up
cig:~~!J~,e s=en~~· d~~~~cf~i~:. in" Have you the dimensions of the
crank journals?"
"Yes; l ! in dia. x tin long."
"Concerning the main bearings, why
did you go in for two and not three?In other words, why not a central bearing as well as one at each end of the
crankshaft?" Mr. Moore answered,
"Our tests have proved that entirely
satisfactory results are obtained with
two main bearings and a centrally disposed .flywheel. With this arrangement
there 1s greater simplicity of constrUCtion.
Moreover, a central bearing
would increase the overall width of the
engine."
"What can you tell me about the bearings you employ?"
"For ease of manufacture of both
crankcase and mainshaft, the bearings.
are both the same diamete r.
Dimensions are 72mm x 30mm x 19mm, which.
you will agree, make the bearings particularly robust. On the driving-side we
have a roller journal, and on the timingside there is a ball journal. We prefer
to use a roller journal on the dnvingside, as 1t is the higher loaded of the
two bearings and has to look after the
driving torque."
" I suppose there is an oil seal for the
driving-side main bearing?"
"Yes; a synthetic robber, sprinaJoaded oil seal."
"As you have already suagested, the
con-rods are made of light alloy ......

..
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"Yes; each con-rod and end cap is a
forging of R.R.56, a material chosen for

iu lightness and high tensile mength."
.. What can you tell me about con-rod

~ ~~ f~~:: b:~~~ stroke of the

engine are 66mm and 72.6mm rcsp«:tively living a total capacity of 497 c.c. Each
con-rod is 6in Iona.. and the ratio ol conrod length to crankshaft throw (i.e. to
half the suoke) is 4.19. Tilis we have
found through development is the best
compromise for keeping the piston speed
down (consequently reducing wear) and
at the same time keeping con-rod angut.tion to a minimum."
" Why do you use loose shells for the
plain big-end bearings?" "For ease of
replacement and servicing."
"What are the shells made of? "

sh=ll~e{n!r~tc!le:J~~:~; ri~~h~::~~~

Babbitt pan a good bearing surface."

th~· ~~~~ :k~s1 ~i :~!~e~ir!' ~e? ~-·;!r,
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Each groove holds a small offset abut-

ment of the shell, of which complete loca-

tion is thus ensured."

en~~~~Jo;1 ~alea~~h!vethaen ~~c!=

dox, pressed-in, phosphor-bronze bush.
FuUy Boating gudgeon pins are used.
l~Xated by circlips."
.. I sec you employ a pair of tlat·top
pistons. Will you please give me further
information about them? "
"Each piston has a full skirt, is form·
rumed oval, and is made of Lo.Ez alu·
minium-alloy, which has an apansion
c:odficimt of 0.0000105 per deg. Centigrade. Oearanccs when cold are 6 thou
at the top of the skirt and 4 thou at the
bottom. Compression ratio is 6.7 to I,
which we think is as high as we can go on
pool petrol. Both pistons arc tlat·topped
in order to conform with combustion
chamber characteristics. Each has one
~in sloued scraper ring and rwo T.in
compression rings."
P{ltonaDiffer
Here Mr. Moore paused to take a
breath, and I continued for him; "But
there is a right· and left-hand piston. I

al~C!~~~~~t\~.t~~r~e~a,;d. "You see,
because of the V·tection formation of the
cylinder head, the valve clearance pockets
in the top of each piston are not at right
angles to the audgcon pin; therefore, as
~fs~o~7,• there is a right· and a left-hand
"Now we come to the barrel block,"
I said, "whkh, as one can sec, incor·
porates push-rod tunnels in front and has
air spaces not only between each cylinder
barrel, but also uansvencly berween the

~~e a~fd ~h! ~:':h~~~~(~~c, ~
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into the
"To what depth?,. "One inch."
.. How is the block held down?,. "By
seven iin diameter and rwo 1\:in diameter
studs. Incidentally, the joint of the
crankcase is slightly offset from the centre
line in order to accommodate a central
bolding..<fown stud."

by seven
ts and th.ree head studs. It is
made of cast-iron and has an integral

:'!:
~C:dt:bead C::rth:s:::~
To allow a full flow
at the front

of air
ofthehead,thee.xhaustvalvesarewiddy

::i!~heiM~: l:';k :-~~~o~~oie;

' ... the cylinder head as it were opens
its arms wide to the incoming flow ol air.'
As you know, there is a flow of air be·
rween the combustion chambers and also
transversely between the exhaust and inlet
valves. In plan, the pon axes converge
towards the rear, making a total angle of
50deg. The valves make a total angle with
each other of 58del!, which means that
they are fairly upnght; and it follows
that we can use shallow combustion
chambers."
"Why is it good to have shallow combustion chambers? " I asked. "Because,"
Mr. Moore replied, "the surface of the
chambers is reduced, and thus they keep
cooler and give better combustion.''
"What can you tell me about the
rockers and their shafts?" I asked. Mr.

~:f~it~1a~~ sh~:~:e;'u:~c~.':CJ

its flange is pulled up to the flat face by
two :lin pins. The rockers themseh•es are
hollow and oscillate round the stationary
shafts.''
Rocll~rMateriaJ

"What are the rockers made of? "
"Three per cent nickel steel, ease·
hardened in the bore. At the valve end
of each rocker is a hardened steel adjus.
ter with a lock nut. At the other end is
a fixed, hardened steel ball which seats in
the push· rod cup."
"Anything special about the valve

i!::;~gs:n·~ ;~%~; !ir~~~n~:_~~1 a~
opposite directions to prevent trapping:.''
1
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sp~~~s? r,ou..g~vees;m~h! ~~ti~F!:a~ rl!d
cxencd by a pair of springs is SS lb.''
" I see that each end of the two rocker·
box covers on the exhaust side is held
down by two 1\:in studs, and that the
single inlet·side rocker box cover is se·
cured by a stud protroding from the in·
let cavity. That seerru to complete the in·
formation about the rocker box. Now the
valves-what arc theyrnadeofandwhy?"
"The valves are made of Silchrome, a
material chosen because it withstands
heat extremely well.''
"What are the valve dimensions?"
.. Pon diameters are In in, and stem diameters are ,\in. Incidentally, each top
spring-cup is taper-cotter retained, and

~:~ dfe~~~rth~ ~ivC:;!:.e

"What is the valve·guide material?"
.. Qilled cast·iron, which provides a good
bearing surface. The guides are pressed
in."
"Obviously," I Wd, "there is no need
for valve·seat insens, since the head is

made of east·iron.'' Mr. Moore answered.
"ThatiscorrCct.''
"Why," I asked, "do you now employ
two induction pons? I remember th~
was only one in the origi.nal. design.'' Mr.
Moore replied : "' As you remark, the
cylinder head now has rwo induction
poru---one per valve-and there is a shon
aluminium induction manifold connect·
ing with a single, flange.fitting Amal cat·
burettor of lin bore. The rwo inductioo.
pons aive a higher volumetric efficiency
-better cylinder filling-than one, and
therefore the general performance of the
engine is higher. Obviously, with the
present arrangement, the gases have a
longer nraight pon in which to gather
speed before reaching the valve. The
rwo Tufnol distance pieces berween the
manifold and the head are put there, of
course1 for purposes of heat insulation."
I picked up a push-rod. "You tell
me,'' I said, "that the push-rods arc made
of /,in Jight·gauge high tensile stecl
tubing. In order to save recipr~Xating
weight, why not use light-alloy rods?"
"Because it is doubtful," Mr. Moore
answered, "if there would be any saving
in weight by the time we bad increased
the section (in the alloy) for strength."
He continued, "Each rod has a hardened
steel cup at the top to hold oil and to
take the ball on the rocker end. There
is a hardened steel ball at each lower
end. You will notice, of course, that the
two pairs of rods are of different lengths.''
UnuswzJ Tappets
"What arc the main points about these
massive, car·type tappets?" "We use
this patented type of tappet because it
has a large bearing surface with consequent reduced wear. Also, we can do
without tappet guides. The tappets are
hollow and made of east·iron. They
have chilled robbing surfa=. Each pair
fonns a complete circle, of which each
half fonns a complete tappet and moves
independently. Bolted to an extension
of each cylinder spigot is a retaining
plate sandwiched between the lower ends
of each tappet in order to prevent rota·
tion. Incidentally, these plates dfec·

~~~~ ~~v~;ll~~:r ~f~~~i:rhlc~~lli~~ ':l:!

top of each tappet there is a small cup
which takes the ball end of the push-rod
and holds oil. The tappets are panicularly tobust, but they are also light: you
will see that windows are east in the sides
to reduce weight.''

th~· ia~~ s::: ;s~·ga;:Y 1ch'!!f~~:e f::;~

and-aft at their lowest ends. Is this alJo
to !liVe weight?"
"Yes."
"Another question; the taopet hous·
ings are hollow milled at eaen lower end,
obviously in order to provide sufficient
clearance fortherotatingc:ams. Why are
the housings not machined straight
across? Qearanee could surely still be
achieved?"
"Because we wanted to provide plenty
of forc·and.-aft suppon for each tappet on
its initial thrust by the earn."
Discussion reached the camshaft. Mr.
Moore lllid; "The camshaft is carried
on two widely spaced, plain, phosphor·
bronze bearings. It is made of forged,

ease-hardened Ubu steel, snd, in order
to reduce weight, it is machined hollow.
Designed for efficiency and quietness, the
c:.ams have quietening curves.
Neutral
diameter of each earn is tiin. Each cam
is individuall)· tested for hardness.''
I looked at the timing gear, and Mr.
Moore went over the main points. He
explained; "This pinion on the end of
the mainshaft drives an intermediate gear
on a fixed shaft at half engine-speed.
Intcgnl with this intennediatc gear are
two chain sprockets, of which one drives
the automatiC adv.anee-and.retard magneto
at the re11r, and the other the camshaft in
front . Both chains hsve straight·sided
links. The camshaft chain has a slipper·
type tensioner, for which the straight·
sided links are particularly suitable.
Dimensions of the magneto chain are iin
pitch x 0.155in width, and of the camshaft
chain, iin pitch x 0.225in width.''
"Why use chains and not gears?" I
ssked. "For quietness in operation," Mr.
Moorc replied. He went on; "A slight
adjustment of the magneto chain can be
made by moving the instrument.
The
dynamo, which is in front of the engine,

:.h~veis ~r~ie~r~';f-~d~s'h:ftw~:
forms a slipping.cluteh dri\'e.
only on inertia overloads.''

Now it passes ~to the hollow crankshaft,
and through drillings in the cr.ank members, to the big-ends1 which it lubricates

~~~r;:s~wn ~~~~~g~y f::fub~~

cate the cylinder walb, and the surplu5
drains into the sump at the rear of the
crankcase, whence it is picked up by the
scavenae pump and rcrumed to the tank.''
"What is the pressure at the big-ends,
and how is it mamtained?"
"The pressure is about SOlb per sq in
when cold, and it is maintained by a
large, spring-loaded, piston-type pressure
release valve connected with the hon·
zontal drilling in the timing cover already
described.
To prevent foreign matter
from geuina in the valve, there is a gauze
filter on its input side. At the pressure
mentioned, oil exhausts into the timing
chest and lubricates the timina: gear.
Thence the oil passes through suitable
drillways to the middle of the engine at
the rear. Thus there is no cylinder lubri·
cation bias, RS the oil goes straight down
tO the sump without running excessively
down the timi":g s.ide crankcase wall,
whence it would mev1tably be flung up by
the crankshaft cheek.
Oil Lifted to Rockers

Slip occurs

Lubrication System
.. N ow I think we should come to the
lubrication. Would you please enumer·
ate its general characteristics?"
"Certainly. The system is actuated by
a dou.ble-a~on gear pump.; and pressure
that IS budt up at the b1g-ends is con·
trolled by a pressure release val\·e.
Oil

~~~~~ i~ ~~;tss urro:;it~ea~=epi~
lifu oil to the rocker box. Prevention of
cylinder lubrication bias has been one of
the chief aims in the design of the system;
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from t e tank to the gear pump, which
is driven by a worm off the mainshaft.
This pump then forces the oil through
a nipple, which is sealed by a taper syn·
thet1c rubber washer, into a horizontal
drilling in the timing cover. From bere
the oil passes to a small chamber in the
timing cover; and this chamber is fitted
with a spring·loaded synthetic rubber oil
seal. When the timing cover is in place,
the end of the mainshaft fits snugly into
this very oil seal.''
At this point I interrupted and said:

"A. by-pass on the return pipe next to
the Oll·tank lifts oil up to a T·piece which
distribute~~ the lubncant to rwo banjo
unions, one on each side of the rocker box
at the top. Oil is led through drillings
directly to each hollow rocker shaft, from
which it emerge~~ at an annular ring in
the middle and feeds the shaft via a scroll.
The oil then drains from the lowest points
of the rocker box to the crankcase, via
the push-rod tunnels on the exhaust side
Oubricating the tappeu, etc.), and down
a drilling in the head and barrel on the
inlet side.''
"How do you control the amount of
oil in the rocker box, to prevent too much
oil from getting into the inlet valve
guide~~?"

" It must be remembered that the oil in
the rocker boz is not there under pres·
sure.
It is only lijud there from the
return side of the system ; and it is
present in the rocker box in a quantity
sufficien~ for lubricating the rockers. The
valve-gu1des are lubncated by oil mist
only, and no level of oil is built up in the

"In the oil·tank. It is a wire gauze,
removable type of filter.''
.. How do you prevent oil from drain·
ing into the crankcase when the machine
is not being used? "
"We do not find it necessary 10 em·
ploy a ball·valve. Oil just does not lc:alt
past the gears in the Nonon pump.''
"Good," I said. "That seems to deal
with the lubrication system. Now would
you please describe how the crankcase
breathes?"
Power Output
Mr. Moore said: "The engine breather
is incorporated in the camshaft. Centre
of the camshaft, as you see, is increased
in diameter, so that heavy ~des of oil
will be flung o~, and the aJt inunediately
surrounding th1s centre portion will be 11
free as possible from oil.
The raised
portion is drilled radially with four holes,
which are the piek·up points, so to speak,
for the air to be breathed, and lead to the
main drilling in the camshaft. Keyed to
the end of the camshaft nearer to the

~~~g v:/~: c~tatinC:~::::ni~u 5~~i~~

as the camshaft revolves, coincide with a
stationary poned plate in the crankcase.
The stationary ports are connCcted by a
drilling.in the rear of the crankcase, and
by a p1pe, to the open air.
With iu
mechanical arrangement, the breather exhausts at all engine speeds on the down·
stroke of the pistons, and the pons arc
closed on the up-stroke.
Air, some oil
mist, and probably a little moistu re are
~r~thed out by the engine. We do nor,
1nCJ~cntally, utilize the breathings to
lu~?tJeate the rear chain, and the exit pipe
pomts merely to the ground."
"That seems to have cleared up most
things," I said. "Now, what is the power
output of the engine?"
"The output is 29 b.h.p. at 6,000
r.p.m."

":n~~~er aq~::t\~n ~ ~~·"toi mS:i1~

~hock~bs~~6'er.$er,'; B~~~...if:~~~~
answered," we have in the clutch a rubber
vane type of shock-absorber which has
:::~s."a feature of Nortons for many
Instruction Booh Dat a
"Fine. I think those are all the
questions I have to ask, except for a few
on such instruction book details as mag.
neto and valve timing, etc."
I took down the following infonnation,
dictated by .\it. Moore:-

::'!o~c ~:\~:U~r~:: ~b~: :~~~:;~rri

lo.1r. ,\'loore answered: "This is an excellent application for a spring-loaded oil
seal of this type, (a) because the seal is
lubricated, and so there will be very little
wear; (b) because pressure created within
the chamber assisu in cll»ing the seal
down. to the s~t; and (e) because, it
there u any wear m the rubber, the spring
wilttakeitup."
Having dealt with that point, Mr.
Moorc continued: .. The oil has reached
the chamber I ha..-e already described.

rocker box. Thus, there is no possibility

oe .?~~:e~~~ilffi~e? ~ides."
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Sefx'~tJte indUGticm /X)rfJ tJ~e employed.
Combtuticm eJr~mbus tJ~il unust~Qlly
tlltJllow

Val~ riming :-Exhaust opens 57.5 deg
before b.d.c. and closes 22 deg after t.d.c.
Inlet opens 22 deg before t.d.c. and closes
57.5 deg after b.d.c.
It is necessary for the valves tO be
timed with the tappet clearance set at
10 thou (nor the working clearance) when
cold, because of the quietening curve
ramps on the earns. Final working: tappet
clearances when cold are 3 thoo for the
inlet and 5 thou for the exhaust.
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Rapide
Pictorial Analysis

of a
World-famed Unit
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Every Thursday in THE MOTOR CYCLE you'll find
all the news of the week, lively articles and comment, with practical hints and tips, up-to-date
technical and touring information and reviews of
new models. There are vivid accounts of all the
major sporting events-races, trials, and scrambles-at home and abroad, illustrated by biilliant
action pictures . . , and, in the advertisement
pages, the widest available choice of machines
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the men who desia:ned, constructed and rode them.
Intemational T.T. events, trials and scrambles, the
speedway, the motor cycle at war, star riden of yesterday
and to-day, eogiue development and the makina: of
records; all have their place in thh areat chronicle.
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functions, its construction, maintenance and general
up-keep.
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